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BUFFALO CONSECRATION - The close links between the
Diocese of Buffalo and New Jersey are shown in this
scene at the consecration of two Auxiliary Bishops for
Buffalo June 29. Left to right are Bishop James J. Navagh
of Paterson and Archbishop Celestine J. Damiano of
Camden, both former priests of the Buffalo Diocese, Aux-
iliary Bishop Pius A. Benincasa, Bishop James A. Mc-
Nulty of Buffalo, former Bishop of Paterson, and Auxiliary
Bishop Stanislaus J. Brzana. Bishop McNulty was con-
secrator and the New Jersey Bishops co-consecrators.
The Civil Rights Law
...Its Adoption Is Hailed by All
As Churchmen Ask for Compliance
An Advocate News Summary
From Los Angeles to Wash-
ington, where President John-
son signed the civil rights bill
into law, Church leaders hailed
the law and urged cooperation
and a renewal of efforts to
gain equal rights for all.
But while Bishops were
praising the rights bill, the
Catholic Interracial Council of
New York questioned the com-
mitment of individual clergy-
men to the cause of racial
justice.
THE CHURCHMEN’S senti-
ment might have been
summed up by Archbishop
Patrick O'Boyle of Washing-
ton who said the law “pre-
sents to the people of the U.S.
an achievement and a chal-
lenge unsurpassed in our
history.”
"Will those who opposed the
bill, however sincerely, accept
it now with the same sincerity
as the law of the land?” he
asked. "Will political leaders
rise to new heights of states-
manship—-as many of them
already have—putting the
rights of all the people above
traditional sectional differ-
ences?
"Will those who have suf-
fered from the injustices of
brothers, remember how to be
generous in their hour of vin-
dication, recognizing tnat
some wounds heal slowly and
time and patience are needed
rather than overnight cures?
Will we have the
to match the rightness of our
decision with charity and for-
bearance in its execution?"
ARCHBISHOP Paul J. Hal
linan of Atlanta, Ga.. who re-
cently desegregated that arch-
diocoesc's schools, called the
act a "tremendous national
step forward" which "sale-
guards for the Negro only
what each white insists upon
for himself
...
"Only if it is accepted as
the law of our land, carried
out with honesty and dignity
and implemented with Chris-
tian love, will all be well,”
he said.
Msgr. George G. Higgins,
director of the NCWC Social
Action Department, said the
NCWC "takes satisfaction in
the thought that the joint ef-
forts of the major religious
groups in the U.S. played a
significant and perhaps deci-
sive role .. .”
But he, too, cautioned that
the act "will be of little avail
unless the great mass of
American people are prepared
to go beyond the letter of the
law and to help create an
atmosphere of mutual under-
standing ..."
BISHOP WILLIAM G. Con-
nare of Cimcnstuirg Pa., com-
mented that the bill put reli-
gious leaders “on the spot."
"We say we are all brothers
under the skin,” he observed,
“but in ever too many in-
stances we make much ado
about the color of that skin.”
From Los Angeles cine
James Francis Cardinal Mc-
Intyre’s statement
#
that "We
are confident that 'the provi-
sions of this new law will be
accepted and obeyed with do-
cility, understanding and
Christian love.”
He called the act "a con-
crete expression of the con-
science of all men of good
will."
IN A STATEMENT released
as the law was signed, the
New Ydrk Catholic Interracial
Council said;
"The major faiths have dem-
onstrated they could speak for
civil rights through their
top organizational structures.
(But) the degree of commit-
ment of religious member-
ships, individual priests, rab-
bis and ministers to interra-
cial justice is still to be dem-
onstrated . . .
“On the one hand, there
was the umbrella which en-
abled the heads of the various
religious communities to speak
in behalf of the civil rights
legislation while their fellow
coreligionists either cam-
paigned actively against the
legislation or dared not to
speak out lest they offend
their affluent congregations."
AUXILIARY Bishop John S.
Spence of Washington. Msgr.
Francis T. Hurley, Assistant
General Secretary of the Na-
tional Catholic Welfare Con-
ference, and Rev. John F.
Cronin, S.S, associate direc-
tor of the NCWC Department
of Social Action, were among
those at the signing.
"Those who are equal be-
fore God shall now also be
equal in the polling booths,
in the classrooms, in the fac-
tories. and in hotels and res-
taurants, and movie theaters,
and other places that provide
service to the public," said
the President.
"Let us hasten that day
when our unmeasured strength
and our unbounded spirit will
be free to do the great works
ordained to this nation by the
just and wise God Who is the
Father of us all.”
More on Race, Page 16
...Its Passage Came in the Wake
Of United Efforts by Religion
By RUSSELL SHAW
WASHINGTON (NC) - Mas-
five support from churches
played a major role in tipping
the scales in favor of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964.
The ceremony at which
President Johnson signed the
bill marked the culmination of
a remarkable sustained effort
on its behalf. Among the ef-
fort's most striking features
was the virtually unprecedent-
ed involvement of the
churches, singly and in colla-
boration. Both backers and op-
ponents of the measure have
testilied to the impact of this
involvement.
SEN. HUBERT li. Humph-
rey of Minnesota. Senate floor
manager of the bill, repeatedly
called church support crucial
Typical was this statement on
May 30: “It Is the churchmen
today of all faiths who are
turning the tide on civil rights
legislation. The moral issue
has been recognized; the re-
sponsibilities have been felt"
More telling, perhaps, arc
the comments of Southern leg-
islators. Sen. Richard Russell
of Georgia, their Senate load-
er, was blunt in his final
speech before the Senate's
June to cloture vote to cut
off the anti-rights filibuster.
Expressing "profound sor-
row” at the role of religious
leaders. Russell said those
who had thrown, their support
behind the bill included "Car-
dinals, Bishops, ciders, staled
clerks, common preachers,
priests, and rabbis."
SOME RIGHTS opponents
sought to paint this religious
involvement as a violation of
an American tradition on the
role of religion In public life.
But this argument was rebutted
by one of the leading Catholic
figures in the effort, Rev. John
F. Cronin, S.S., assistant di-
rector of the NCWC Social Ac-
tion Department.
"I don’t think anyone from
the churches presents their
position as political pressure."
he said in an interview last
April. "They don’t say, 'We're
representing so many million
people in our denomination '
All they say Is. "This is the
moral leadership speaking.'"
One of the earliest signs
and certainly one of the causes
—of the unprecedented inter-
rellglous effort came in Chica-
go in January, 1963, at the Na-
tional Conference on Religion
and Race. Attended by Catho-
lics. Protestants, Orthodox
and Jews, that meeting is
credited with having mobilized
religious support of the civil
religious movement.
in its wake, local con-
ferences on religion and race
have helped bring the
churches’ commitment active-
ly to the grass-roots level.
THE NATION’S Catholic
Bishops on Aug. 23 issued a
joint statement on racial har-
mony, and soon after came
what was to many the most
dramatic of all demonstrations
and declarations for civil
rights —• the March on Wash-
ington Aug. 28. Leading
churchmen, among them Arch-
bishop Patrick A. O’Boyle of
Washington, spoke and prayed
at the ceremonies at the Lin-
coln Memorial.
With the rights march over,
the commitment of the church-
es increased. The tragic death
of President Kennedy seemed
only to strengthen their ded-
ication.
On Feb. 10, 1964 the House
passed the bill by an over-
whelming 290-130 margin. But
the Senate was next, and there
Southern legislators were mo-
bilized to filibuster the bill to
the point of emasculation or
death.
THE CHURCHES’ response
was to step up their drive
Plans were unveiled for a joint
drive by national agencies of
the major faiths.
As their elders increased
their offorts, the nation's Cath-
olic, Protestant and Jewish
seminarians launched the
Theological Students Vigil for
Civil Rights, a silent, round-
the-clock demonstration across
the street from the Lincoln
Memorial. It lasted two
months.
An Interrellgious Convoca-
tion on Civil Rights took place
at Georgetown University, at
which speakers were Archbish-
op Lawrence J. Shehan of Bal-
timore, Archbishop O'Boyle,
Rev. Eugene Carson Blake,'
Stated Clerk of the Presby-
terian Church in the US A
and Rabbi Uri Miller, presi-
dent of the Synagogue Coun-
cil of America.
I’rotestants and Jews held
daily services for passage of
the rights bill in a Protestant
church on Capitol Hill and in
synagogues around the nation
As the Senate'* slow motion
debate dragged on, Bishops of
Michigan, Pennsylvania and
New Mexico urged the Senate
to pass the bill
THE SENATE’S cloture vote
71-29 came on June 10,
At a ceremony of "thanks-
giving and commitment" by
religious leaders June 22 on
Capitol Hill, Father Cronin
told the gathering that passage
of the bill had redeemed
America's national honor.
"We rejoice," he said, "that
this nation had the moral
greatness to face up to its fail-
ures and to seek to Implement
fully its ideals."
Report on Medical School
May Go to Legislature
TRENTON The New Jer-
sey Legislature may be re-
called by Gov. Richard J.
Hughes later this month to act
on the report of a special com-
mission on the future of Seton
Hall College of Medicine and
Dentistry.
Technically, the legislature
is now recessed, rather than
adjourned, and cannot be sum-
moned for a special session.
Senate Majority Leader Wil-
liam E. Ozzarri of Somerset
said, however, that it probably
would return if the report rec-
ommends the state taking over
the medical school.
THE COMMISSION was ap
pointed several months ago by
Gov. Hughes to study the fu-
ture of the medical school in
relation to the state. Located
at the Jersey City Medical
Center, the school is running
at a heavy annual deficit.
There seems little chance
the commission will recom-
mend direct state aid to the
school or its pupils. Observers
believe it will recommend
state takeover of the school
rather than lose the capable
faculty built up by Seton Hall
over the last decade, as well
as the standing the school has
in the medical profession. Se-
ton Hall is New Jersey's only
medical school.
ANOTHER MATTER which
might be taken up at a July
session, according to Ozzard,
would be the $6 million re-
quested by Rutgers for its two-
year medical school due to
open in 1966. This money has
been asked in lieu of federal
funds, which are not reaching
the expected figure.
The Rutgers school would
prepare students for admission
to the largely clinical work
which occupies the last two
years of medical school and
for which hospital affiliation is
a requirement. There would
not necessarily be a conflirt
between the services offered
by the present Seton Hall Col-
lege of Medicine, if it were
taken over by the state, and
the Rutgers school.
AMONG THE questions to
be decided if the commission
recommends the state take ov-
er would be the site of the
school (presumably not Jersey
City, which has asked the state
to take overTKe"entireUc'dical
Center without avail) and the
degree of responsibility the
state will assume for the pres-
ent debts oi the school esti-
mated at between $l5 and $2O
million by unofficial sources.)
The Seton Hall school was
announced just 10 years ago.
After scveial Church-State
court battles, it opened its
doors to the first class in 1957.
Recent troubles with the
cily, largely over the relation-
ship between the school and
the Medical Center, culmin-
ated in the discharge of Dr.
Kenneth Judy as chief of sur-
gery at the hospital this
spring.
PERSONALITY PROBLEMS - Rev. John O'Brien of St. Mary's, Denville, discusses them
with members of a workshop group at the Christian Family Movement meeting atSt. Marys July 5. In addition to workshops on topics from racial problems to finances,
the couples attended a dialogue Mass celebrated by Bishop Navagh and a talk by
Rev. James L. Fallon, CMF chaplain. (See story, Page 14)
Council
Convenes
Sept. 14
VATICAN CITY (NC)-Pnpe
Paul VI has confirmed Sept.
14 as the opening date for the
third session of the ecumenical
council.
The announcement by Papal
Secretary of State Amleto Car-
dinal Cicognani said:
"The Supreme Pontiff, Paul
VI, in an audience granted to
the undersigned today, deigned
to establish that the third ses
sion of the Second Vatican
Ecumenical Council will begin
next Sfcptcmbcr 14, the feast
of the Exaltation of the Holy
Cross.” It was dated July 3
and published July 4.
AT THE NEXT to last meet-
ing of the council's second
session, on Nov. 29, 1963, the
council’s secretary general an-
nounced that the council
would probably begin its third
session on Sept. 14, 1964. But
the secretary, Archbishop Per-
icle Felici, told the council Fa-
thers that the Pope would
give them a definite opening
date later.
Although no closing date has
yet been announced, the ses-
sion will probably end before
Nov. 25 to give the council
Fathers time to attend the
International Eucharistic Con-
gress in Bombay, India, which
begins on that date. Council
press secretary Msgr. Fausto
Vallainc said in March that
the session would close on
Nov. 20.
The first session of the coun-
cil opened Oct. 11, 1962, and
closed Dec. 8. The opening of
the second session was origin-
ally scheduled for Sept. 8,
1963, but was delayed three
weeks because of the death of
Pope John XXIII. The session
ran from Sept. 29 to Dec. 4,
1963.
One More Look
Supreme Court Petitioned
In Hohokus Zoning Case
TRENTON - The State Su-
preme Court, which last week
dumped the Newark Archdio-
cese Hohokus Borough
school zoning dispute back into
the lap of Superior Court, may
have to take one more look at
it.
HOHOKUS HAS petitioned
the court to rehear the case
and take one of three actions'
• Decide the issue of the
arbitrariness of the municipal
zoning law after more argu-
ments in Supreme Court.
« Return the case to the
Superior Court but with in-
structions that the arbitrari-
ness be decided on the basis
of testimony at the first trial
in 1963.
• Refer it to retired Judge
Charles W Broadhurst as a
"Standing Master."
IT WAS BROADHURST who
heard the cpse in January,
1963, and rendered his decision
that the municipal ordinance
is discriminatory against pri-
vate schools —one month
later.
The Supreme court rejected
that decision, however, noting
that the local law applied to
public schools, which are not
exempt from zoning require-
ments.
But the high court did not
settle one issue which con-
sumed almost half of the briefs
filed by Hohokus, or by the
archdiocese that of arbi-
trariness.
THE DISPUTED zoning law
was passed after the archdio-
cese announced that it planned
a boys high school for a 20-acre
tract in the northeast corner of
Hohokus.
The archdiocese charges that
such an act is arbitrary be-
cause of the time factor, and
because the ordinance followed
no comprehensive plan of zon-
ing. The borough denies these
arguments.
THE SUPREME Court said
nothing about that issue, but
held that the borough did have
zoning jurisdiction over public
schools and therefore could
zone against all schools. Su-
perior Court, it said, should
decide the arbitrariness of the
law, an issue it, too, did not
touch in 1963.
BUT THE retirement of
Judge Broadhurst has compli-
cated the matter, and Hohokus
makes note of diffi-
culties” and the time and ex-
pense of anew trial before a
new judge.
The only alternatives, if the
case is to be sent back to Su-
perior Court, would be a hear-
ing on thg original arguments
or a hearing by the original
judge on those arguments.
Whatever the Supreme Court
docs about the Hohokus peti-
tion, it probably won’t be done
for some time. The court, re-
cessed for the summer, was
supposed to return Aug. 3 to
take up the matter of assembly
reapportionment. That session
was cancelled even before Ho-
hokus handed in its appeal,
however.
Haiti Church
Head Exits
SANTO DOMINGO, Domini-
can Republic (NO—The ad-
ministrator of the Port-
Au-Prince Archdiocese, Haiti,
Rev. Claudio Agcnor, has been
forced to resign his position
following his public request to
President Francois Dauvalicr
to release political prisoners.
Reports reaching here said
the move is the latest in gov-
ernment efforts to repress all
Church criticism of the Du-
valier regime. Last winter all
Jesuit missionaries
were ex-
pelled from the country. Arch-
bishop Francois Poirier of
Port-Au-Prlnce had been ex-
pelled earlier.
Unconfirmed reports say
Duvalier bitterly assailed Fa-
ther Agenor in the church rec-
tory after the priest had asked
for the release of the prisoners
during a public Mass for the
Haitian president.
Father Agcnor subsequently
resigned his post "for reasons
of health." Some reports say
the priest has fled to the
mountains.
Governor Says:
Family Planning Not
For State to Decide
TRENTON lu a letter
to a Bergen County Planned
Parenthood official. Gov. Rich-
ard J. Hughes has affirmed
that family planning is es-
sentially a private matter, one
in which the state should take
no leadership.
The Governor’s letter to Dr.
Audrey Rieger ‘ of Tcaneck
was in reply to her report of
the Bergen County Community
Advisory Council’s endorse-
ment of a January resolution
of Planned Parenthood-World
Population.
This resolution had urged
government to take the lead
in providing family planning
guidance as part of the cam-
paign against poverty.
IN HIS LETTER, the Gov-
ernor said, "Family planning
is essentially a private mat-
ter, a determination to be
be made on the basis of per-
sonal and religious convic-
tions. It is not, in my opinion,
the proper function of the
state either to encourage Air
discourage such decision* in
the private lives of our people.
"I feel that principal effort*
for the dispensation of family
planning guidance and infor-
mation should be the concern
of appropriate private agen-
cies. -
"As to state activity, the
regulations of the State De-
partment of Health permit
public health personnel, if re-
quested. to refer an inquirer
to a proper source of family
planning information. The
same rule guides the case
workers under the jurisdic-
tion of the Department Of In-
stitutions and Agencies. Fur-
ther, medically-prescribed con-
traceptives will be paid for by
a public assistance agency un-
der the medical vendor pro-
visions.
“This policy, 1 believe, rep-
resents an attempt to assure
civic harmony by accommo-
dating, to the greatest extent
possible, the conscience of
citizens of differing con-
victions."
Suggests Change
In Food Aid
SANTIAGO, Chile (NC)
Raul Cardinal Silva of Santi-
ago has proposed to the
U.S government a change in
the law governing the distribu-
tion of U.S. surplus agricul-
tural products.
Up to now the U.S. surpluses
have been distributed free to
indigent families. Cardinal Sil-
va, who is president of Caritas
International, worldwide Cath-
olic charity organization which
cooperates with Catholic Re-
lief Scrviccs-NCWC In the dis-
tribution, suggested that the
surplus food also be sold at
half its market value or less
to families which have modest
means.
The money thus received
could be used for maintaining
housing cooperatives, building
schools, roads and other com-
munity projects, according to
Cardinal Silva.
Most middle-class working
families have to spend the
greater part of their income
for food. Their budget docs not
allow for savings to buy a
home or obtain running water,
plumbing or other necessities.
If these families could buy
their food at half price or less,
the Cardinal said, they
could become members of a
cooperative and eventually
have their own home and
many other benefits which are
now beyond their power to at-
tain.
On the Inside.
..
PARIS HAS A PROBLEM, with 85%
of the people being Catholic, but
only 11% attending Sunday Mass.
See the article on Page 16
THE CHURCH’S ABILITY to adapt to
various governments is outlined by
CardinalKoenig on Page 8
THE PARADOXES to be found in
Bolivia where the Paterson Diocese
staffs a mission are described in
an interview on Page 7
Council May Vote Ecumenism Guides
ADELAIDE, Australia —■
Seven recommendations for
practicing ecumenism the
result of a Vatican Council
study last year were re-
vealed here, with the predic-
tion that the council will vote
on the provisions at the com-
ing session which will convene
in Rome Sept. 14.
Archbishop Matthew Beovlch
of Adelaide revealed the study
in a talk at the interfaith South
Australian Council of Church-
es meeting held here recently.
The statement calls for:
• A Statement of Catholic
principles Christ’s will for
one united Church, the posi-
tion of our separated brethren,
and the need for Catholic unity
efforts.
• Inner renewal of the
Church.
• A genuine change of heart
in all Christians, without which
progress in unity would not be
possible.
• Prayer in common for
unity. This would not include
sharing religious services or
common celebration of the
Eucharist, but would be
prayer in common on special
occasions such as the week of
prayer for Christian unity held
in May, or at ecumenical
meetings.
• Better mutual acquaint-
ance, including ecumenical in-
struction in schools and sem-
inaries.
• Collaboration of the dif-
ferent Christian churches and
communities in the common
service of the world, particu-
larly in social services, in
combatting hunger and dis-
ease, assisting developing
countries and helping in pies-
ervation of peace throughout
the world.
• Dialogues or interdenomi-
national discussions between
experts conducted with the ut-
most charity.
A New Entrance
For Nuptial Mass
OKLAHOMA CITY (NC) Anew entrance rite for nuptial
Maine* has been recommended by Bishop Victor J. Reed of
Oklahoma City and Tulsa, and submitted to diocesan priests.
The rite was drawn up by the diocesan liturgical commis-
sion to “make the entrance of the wedding party a real Introit to
the Mass,” Rev. Joseph Mazaika, commission chairman said.
THE PROCESSION is led into the church by a cross bearer
and acolytes with candles. They are followed in order by the
bridesmaids and ushers, the bride escorted by her parents, the
groom with his parents, and finally the celebrant with two
servers.
At the front of the church the parents of the bride and of
the groom present them to one another for marriage. Then the
nuptial party with the celebrant and servers enters the sanctu-
ary for the service.
Father Mazaika said the new rite has been used in several
parishes.
people in the News
Rev. Edward Thaddeus Law-
ton, 0.P., a native of Boston,
and Apostolic Prefect of So-
koto, Nigeria, has been named
Bishop of the newly-created
Diocese of Sokoto.
Rev. George T. Boileau, S.J.,
Vicar general of Faairbanks,
Alaska, will be consecrated
coadjutor Bishop of Fairbanks
on July 31. - M
Very Rev. Eymard P. Galli-
gan, 8.5. E., superior of Ed-
mundite missions since 1956,
has been named superior gen-
eral of the society, succeeding
Very Rev. Jeremiah T. Purtill,
S.S.E.
Dr. Walter G. Muelder, dean
of the Boston University the-
ology school, has been named
one of three U.S. Methodist
observers at the third Vatican
Council session.
,
Msgr. John P. Kleinr,
professor at Pontifical College
Josephinum in Worthington,
Ohio, has been elected nation-
al director of the Apostolic
Union of the Clergy.
Hungarian
Pact Due?
BONN (NC) Diplomatic
talks between the Holy See
and the Communist govern-
ment of Hungary may soon re-
sult in a treaty, according to
reports reaching here.
The German Catholic news
agency KNA has reported that
the treaty tire first between
the Vatican and a Communist
state would regulate Church
administration and the func-
tion of Bishops.
KNA says the treaty docs
not touch on the fate of Jozsef
Cardinal Mindszenty, the Pri-
mate of Hungary who has re-
sided in the U.S. legation in
Budapest since the abortive
revolution of 1956. Nor does it
decide on the relocation of
those Catholic Bishops grant-
ed amnesty by the government
last year.
Venezuela
OK’s Accord
CARACAS (NC)—The Vene-
zuelan congress has approved
an accord with the Holy See
under which the Venezuelan
government relinquishes the
ancient claim of the right to
choose Bishops.
The accord was signed by
Venezuela and the Holy See
last March 6, in the final days
of Romulo Betancourt's presi-
dency.
GLADDENS HEARTS OF AGING - Pope Paul VI distributes
food to a resident while visiting a home for the aging
and infirm in Rome staffed by the little Sisters of the
Poor. The Pope found a table of delicacies spread out in
his honor. He blessed the food and distributed it to the
aged. Touring the home, he stopped to speak to each
person, and in some rooms with more than one patient he
led them in prayer.
Holy Father’s Week
Weekly Audience Continued
VATICAN CITY (NC)-Pope
Paul VI has styled his weekly
general audience "a truly ecu-
menical occasion” and has
promised to continue holding
it.
But a subsequent announce-
ment from the Pope's master
of ceremonies declared that
the Pontiff would discontinue
his private and special audi-
ences from July 9 to 20.
The Pope said that the au-
dience has become "a con-
siderable and significant part
of our apostolic ministry.”
His remarks and the an
nouncement following took on
special meaning because of
the pressure being brought to
bear on the Pope to cut down
his heavy schedule of work
and audiences. While he has
been in excellent health, some
of his associates have warned
him that he is overtaxing
himself.
Pope Paul noted that In the
past the general audience
“came rather infrequently”
but now has assumed "a more
frequent rhythm and bigger
proportions ”
The Pope noted some prac-
tical problems, among them
that of finding room for the
growing number of pilgrims,
and some "spiritual prob-
lems," particularly the form
an audience should take when
those attending represent
every variety of profession,
education and religion.
The announcement that Pope
Paul would temporarily dis-
continue his private audiences
confirmed also that the Wed-
nesday general audiences
would continue.
This means that the Pope
will not be leaving for his
summer home at Castcl-
gandolfo before July 15.
•
Serves the Aged
ROME (NC) Pope Paul
VI celebrated the first anni-
versary of his coronation by
dishing out soup for old folks
who reside at the Little Sis-
ters of the Poor home here.
Then the Pope opened the
festive meal his gift to the
residents by saying grace.
While the old folks were
eating their meal, the Pope
walked through the four din-
ing halls and stopped to chat
affably with a number of
them, Including Renato Roc-
chi, a former member of the
staff of Osservatore Romano,
Vatican City daily, and a for-
mer Palatine Guardsman, Pio
Tartarini, 92.
Earlier the Pope assisted at
a Solemn Mass in St. Pe-
ter’s Basilica offered in his
honor by Eugene Cardinal Tis-
serant, dean of the College of
Cardinals.
•
Women's Ideals
VATICAN CITY (NC)—Pope
Paul VI urged 300 diocesan
leaders of Women’s CathoUc
Action in Italy to offer young
women worthwhile substitutes
for the conformism and emo-
tionalism which he said have
been society’s "habitual guid-
ing ideas for so long." In the
audience hall were thousands
of other pilgrims, including a
group from Seton Hall Univer-
sity.
•
Aid to Ex-Cpnvicts
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope Paul - VI declared that
children of convicts "must not
be made to carry the unjust
burden of crime they did not
commit, of baseless suspicion
and of dangerous isolation."
Such treatment means "the
sacrifice of their future as sons
of God and honest citizens,”
the Pope told leaders of Italy’s
Association for Aid to Ex-Con-
vlcts.
The Pope said "the reentry
into society of the unfortunate
man just out of prison is a
very serious and complex
operation, and it will have sat-
isfying results only if it is . . .
accomplished in a complete
way. If it is half done, it is
done in vain.
"It is therefore necessary
that assistance should sur-
round the assisted in every
direction; In his mind—embit-
tered, often relapsing precise-
ly because of difficulties, and
often despairing of a return to
a normal life and to the es-
teem of his own family and of
society —and in the solution
of the hundred practical prob-
lems involved in resuming
honest and gainful work.”
•
Prays for Peace '
VATICAN CITY (RNS) -
Pope Paul VI, speaking to
many pilgrims in St. Peter’s
Square from a window of his
papal residence, reiterated his
concern for world peace and
the internal stability of na-
tions.
Before his usual Sundayreci-
tation of the Angelus with the
pilgrims, the Pontiff said nis
thoughts "cannot wander far
from consideration of the pain-
ful points of the world scene,
where peace could still be
compromised and where the
very internal stability of na-
tions is not sufficiently well
founded.”
“Our prayer," he said, "will
be once again to implore,
through the intercession of the
Madonna, serenity, peace, con-
cord and the good desire to
live this life under God’s law.”
He said he was praying that
all peoples would live “in mu-
tual respect for freedom and
human brotherhood."
•
Tells of Conscience
VATICAN CITY (RNS)
Pope Paul told 3,000 tax en-
forcement officers of Italy’s
Ministry of Finance, that they
help the nation "fortify its civic
conscience.”
He noted that the officials*
task was to “impede, rcprK
mand and denounce any trans-*
gression of the tax laws” which
would harm the economic and;
social welfare of the country.””
They understand better than
most, he observed, “the value
of a good conscience which
makes the honest people up-
right, and the strong, free and
generous, and which generates
that order of which you are
the defenders.”
Text of the Vatican’s Latest Instruction on Method of Bible Scholarship
NCTFC Sews Strrica
Following it the text o/ an Instruction of the Po'ntifical
Commission for Biblical Studies published May 1, 196-1, after
its ratification by Pope Paul VI.
Holy Mother the Church,
“the pillar and foundation of
Truth,” (1) in her mission of
bringing salvation to souls has
always been served by sacred
Scripture and has always de-
fended it from any form of
false interpretation. Since there
are never lacking complex
questions, the Catholic ex-
egete, in setting forth the di-
vine Word and in solving the
difficulties which oppose it,
should never be discouraged.
He should rather seek thor-
oughly to render ever more
clear the true meaning of the
Scriptures, trusting not so
much in his own forces but
rather in the help of God and
in the light of the Church.
It Is a great satisfaction to-
day that there are not a few
faithful sons of the Church
who are expert in the Bibli-
cal sciences according to the
demands of our times, and fol-
lowing the exhortations of the
Supreme Pontiffs, they attend
with energetic and untiring
work to this grave and ardu-
ous task.
“MAY ALL THE sons of the
Church who are called upon,
judge not only with justice
but also with the maximum
charity the efforts and the la-
bors of these valiant workers
of the vineyard of the Lord.”
(2), since even illustrious per-
sons, such as St. Jerome him-
self, have at times obtained
only relative success in their
attempts to solve the more dif-
ficult questions (3).
Care should be taken lest
“that in the ardor of the dis-
putes the limits of mutual
charity bo surpassed, nor
should the impression be
given, in the debate, that the
very revealed truth and the
divine Tradition may be placed
in doubt, aince without the
concord of souls and without
the indisputable respect of
principles, no great progress
may be expected in this dis-
cipline from the diverge study
of many persons” (4).
The effort of exegetes today
ja all the more necessary as
writings are being spread
about in which the truth of
the sayings and of the facts
contained in the Gospela are
questioned. For this reason the
Pontifical Commission for Bib-
lical Studies, in order to cariir
out the task entrusted to it
by the Supreme Pontiffs, con-
sidered It worthwhile to ex-
pound and inculcate the fol-
lowing.
Section 1
The Catholic exegete, under
the guidance of the ecclesiast-
ical magistry, should exploit
all the results achieved by
the exegetes who preceded
him, and especially by the
Holy Fathers and the Doctors
of the Church regarding the
understanding of the sacred
texts and should pledge him-
self to continue to purse their
work. In order to throw a full
light on the perennial truth
and the authority of the Gos-
pels, and following faithfully
the norms of rational and
Catholic hermenutics, he. will
be diligent in making use of
the new means of exegesis,
and particularly of those of-
fered by the universally es-
teemed historical method.
THIS. METHOD, carefully
studies the sources and de-
fines their nature and value,
making use of textual criti-
cism, of literary criticism, and
of the knowledge of languages.
The exegesis will put into prac-
tice the admonishment of Pius
XII of happy memory which
required him "to seek pru-
dently ... to what extent
the manner of expression or
the literary style adopted by
the sacred writer may lead
to a correct and genuine in-
terpretation; and let him be
convinced that this part of his
office cannot be neglected
without serious detriment to
Catholic exegesis" (4).
By this admonishment Pius
XII of happy memory gives a
general rule of hermenutics,
which is valid for the inter-
pretation of tb« books of the
Old as well as of the New
Testament, since in drawing
them up the sacred writers
followed the way of thinking
and of writing of their con-
temporaries. In substance the
exegete will exploit all the
means by which he may pen-
etrate more deeply the nature
of the testimony of the Gos-
pels, the religious life of the
primitive Christian communi-
ties, in the sense and in the
value of the apostolic tradi-
tion.
WHEN CONVENIENT it
will be permissible for the ex-
egete to examine possible pos-
itive elements offered by the
"method of the history of
forms," and make due use of
ih?m for a more extensive
understanding of the Gospels.
Nevertheless, he will do it with
caution because the s id
method is often connected with
Inadmissible philosophical and
theological principles which of-
ten vitiate the method Itself
as well aa conclusions on the
literary matter.
In fact, aome supporters of
this method, moved by ration-
alistic prejudices, refuse to
recognize the existence of the
supernatural order and the in-
tervention of a personal God
in the world by means of Rev-
elation proper or the possibtl-
lty of miracles and prophecies.
Others start from a false no-
tion of faith, as if faith did
not care for historical truth or
were even incompatible with
It. Others deny a priori tha
historical value and the nature
of the documents of Revela-
tion.
And finally, others, taking
into little account the author-
ity of the Apostles as witnes-
ses of Jesus Christ as well
as of their office and influ-
ence in the primitive commu-
nity, exaggerate the creative
powers of this community. All
these things are not only con-
trary to Catholic doctrine but
also lack any scientific found-
ation and are outside the cor-
rect principles of the histori-
cal method.
Section 2
The exegete in order to af-
firm the foundation of what
the Gospels tell us, should give
diligent attention to the three
stages which mark the teach-
ing and the life of Jesus before
they came down to us. Christ
the Lord chose disciples (6),
who followed Him right from
the beginning, (7) saw His
work, heard His words and
so were in a position to be-
come the witnesses of His life
and of His teaching (8).
The Lord, in setting forth
verbally His teaching, followed
the forms of thought and of
expression which were then in
use, thus adapting himself to
the mentality of the listeners,
in order that what He was
teaching should remain firmly
impressed in their minds and
could be easily remembered
by the disciplbs. The disciples
well understood that the mir-
acles and the other events of
the life of Christ were facts
worked and ordained for the
purpose of stirring faith in
Christ and to have His mess-
age of salvation embraced
with faith.
THE APOSTLES announced
first of all the death and the
Resurrection of the Lord, giv-
ing testimony to Jesus (9),
they faithfully set forth His
life, repeated His words (10),
bearing in mind during their
preaching the needs of the
various persons who listened
to them (11). After Christ had
resurrected from the dead and
His divinity appeared in a
clear manner (12), faith not
only did not cause us to forget
the memory of the events, but
on the contrary, it consoli-
dated it, because that faith
was founded on what Jesus
had done and taught (13).
Owing to the worship with
which the disciples then hon-
ored Jesus as the Lord and
Son of God, there was no
transformation of Him into a
"mythical” person nor was
there a distortion of His teach-
ing. It is not to be denied,
however, that the Apostles
have presented to their listen-
ers the true sayings of God
and the events of His life with
that fuller understanding they
enjoyed (14) following the glor-
ious events of Christ's teach-
ings and the enlightenment of
the Spirit of Truth (18).
IT FOLLOW'S that, as Jesus
Himself after the Resurrection
"interpreted to them” (16) the
words of the Old Testament as
well as His own (17), so they
explained the facts and
the words according to the
needs of their listeners. "Con-
stant in the mystery of the
Word” (18), they preached,
stating things in a way suit-
able for their specific aim and
for the mentality of the listen- -
ers; for they were debtors
(19) "to the Greeks and to
the barbarians, to the wise
and to the ignorant” (20).
In fact, in preaching which
has as its theme Christ, there
can be discerned the follow-
ing; catechises, narration, tes-
timonies, hymns, doxologics,
prayers and other similar lit-
erary forms which appear in
sacred Scripture and were in
use among men at that time.
This primitive instruction
which was done at first orally
and then act down in writing
in fact it did happen that
many endeavored to "order
the narration of the facts” (21)
which concerned Jesus Christ
was gathered by the
sacred authors in the four
Gospels for the good of the
Church, and with a method
in keeping with the purpose
of each. Some elements they
chose, others they expressed
in synthesis, they developed
some elements, bearing in
mind the situation of the vari-
ous churches, seeking by every
means that the readers should
know the truthfulness of what
they were being taught (22).
INDEED, among all the ma-
terial at their disposal, the
sacred writors chose that in
particular which was suitable
to the various conditions of
the faithful and the alms they
had set themselves, narrating
it in such a way as to meet
those conditions and that aim.
Now since the meaning of a
statement depends on the con-
text, when the evangelists pre-
sent different contexts In re-
porting the sayings and the
deeds of the Savior, it is to be
thought that they did this for
the convenience of the readers.
The exegete should therefore
seek to find out what the in-
tention was of the evangolist
in setting forth a saying or a
fact in a certain way or in a
certain context.
Indeed, It does not go count-
er to the truth of the account
that the evangelists report the
sayings and the deeds of the
Lord in a different order (231
and express His sayings not
Rurally but with some divers-
ity, yet preserving their sense
(24).
St. Augustine says in fact
"It is very probable that every
evangelist felt duty-bound to
narrate those things he was
narrating in that order which
God auggested to his memory,
at least those things in which
order, of whatever kind, In no
way detracts from the evan-
gelical authority in truth. And
since the Holy Ghost distribut-
ing His gifts to each as he
pleases, (25), and therefore
also governing and directing
the mind of the saints for the
purpose of placing the books
on such a high pinnacle of au-
thority, in recalling the things
to be written be may have
committed each to set forth
the story in his own way; who
ever seeks it with pious dili-
gence will be able to dis-
cover it with divine help” (26).
IF THE EXEGETE does not
bear in mind all these things
which concern the origin and
the composition of the Gospels
and will not make proper use
of all that is good in recent
studies, he will not fulfill his
task of investigating what the
intention was of the sacred
authors and what they really
said.
From the new studies there
emerges the fact that the life
and the teaching of Jesus were
not simply reported for the
sole purpose of preserving
their memory but were
"preached" so as to offer the
church the basis of faith and
of morals. Therefore by dil-
igently scrutinizing the testi-
monies of the evangelists the
exegete will be in a position
to illustrate with greater pen-
etration the perennial theolog-
ical value of the Gospels and
throw a full light on how
necessary and how important
is the interpretation of the
Church.
There remain many things,
things of great importance, In
the discussion and explanation
of which the intelligence and
discernment of the Catholic
interpreter can and must be
freely exercised, so that each
for his part brings his contri-
bution for the benefit of all, to
a growing progress of sacred
doctrine, to prepare the- judg-
ment of the Church and to
document it for the honor and
defense of the Church (27).
LET HIM therefore be dis-
posed to obey the magistry
of the Church and let him not
forget that the Apostles
preached the good tidings fill-
ed with the Holy Spirit and
that the Gospels were written
under the inspiration of the
Holy Spirit which preserved
the authors from any errors.
"In truth, not by means of
others have we known the
economy of Salvation, if not
by means of those from whom
the Gospel came to us; (the
Gospel) which at first they
preached and then, by the will
of God transmitted to us in
the Scriptures, destined to be
the pillar and foundation of uur
Faith. It cannot in fact be
said that they preached before
having a perfect knowledge, as
some dare to say, boasting
that they are the correctors
of the Apostles. In fact, after
the Lord resurrected from the
dead and they were clothed
from on, high with the virtue
of the spirit which descended
upon them r they were in-
formed on all tbinga and bad
a perfect knowledge: then they
left for the ends of the earth
evangelizing the good news
that came to us from God and
announcing heavenly peace to
men, that all and each may
possess the gospel of God”
(28).
Section 3
Those then to whom the task
Is entrusted in seminaries and
like institutes "may they be
careful that
... the divine
letter be taught In that man-
ner which the very gravity of
the discipline and the neces-
sity of the times suggest" (29).
Teachers should give first
place to theological doctrine
so that the sacred Scriptures
may become for future priests
of the Church the pure and
perennial font of spiritual life
for each of them personally
and the substance for the of-
fice of preaching which is
awaiting them (30).
MOREOVER,., when they
have recourse to criticism and
particularly to literary criti-
cism let them not do it as If
they were interested only in it
for itself, but rather with the
aim of better understanding,
by means of the sense intend-
ed by God by means of the
sacred writers.
Let them therefore not stop
halfway, content with their lit-
erary devices, but let them
show how these devices con-
tribute In reality toward un-
derstanding even more clearly
revealed doctrine, or when pos-
sible toward rejecting errors.
Teachers who follow these
norms will insure that students
may find in the sacred Scrip-
ture that "which raises the
mind to God, which nourishes
the soul and stimulates the
interior life” (31).
Section 4
Lastly, those who instruct
the Christian people with sac-
red preaching have need of
the greatest prudence. Firat of
all, let them teach the doc-
trine, mindful of the admon-
ition of St. Paul: "Attend to
yourself and to tha task of
teaching, and in this perse-
vere; by doing this you will
save yourself and your listen-
ers” (82).
They should abstain com-
pletely from advancing vain
or insufficiently proven inno-.
vations. New opinion, already
solidly demonstrated, they
may explain if necessary, with
caution and keeping in mind
the condition of the listeners. In
narrating Biblical facts they
should not mix in with them
fictitious details which little
conform to truth. This virtue
of prudence must be above all
the characteristic of those who
publish writings to be circu-
lated among the faithful.
LET THEIR study put in
evidence Die riches of Die di-
vine Word "so that the faith-
ful fed themselves stirred and
impclled to improve their
lives" (33). Let them be scrup-
ulous not to digress ever from
the common doctrine or from
tho Tradition of the Church,
not even in the smallest things,
while treasuring the advances
of Biblical science and using
profitably the results of
modem scholars, but avoiding
altogether the tomerious opin-
ions of innovators (34).
They are severely forbidden
to spread, in oeder to satisfy
a pernicious befit for novelty,
any attempt for the solution
of difficulties, thus perturbing
the faith of many, without a
prudent choice and an earnest
examination.
This Pontifical Commission
for Biblical Studies already
deemed It opportune to recall
to mind that eveh books and
articles in magazines and
newspapers which concern the
Bible, inasmuch as they con-
cern articles of religion and
the Christian instruction of the
faithful, must be submitted to
the authority and jurisdiction
of the Ordinaries (35). The Or-
dinaries are accordingly re-
quested to keep watch with
greatest diligence on such
writings. |
Section 5
Let those who preside over
the Biblical associations com-
ply faithfully with the norms
set by the Pontifical Com-
mission for Biblical Studies
(38).
If the above stated norms
are faithfully observed, the
study of the sacred Scripture
will redound certainly to the
usefulness of the faithful. Even
In our days there is no
one who docs not share the
comment of St. Paul: "Sacred
letters can instruct tor salva-
tion. by means of the faith
which is in Jesus Christ. The
whole Scripture, divinely in-
spired is useful for teaching,
for reproaching, for correct-
ing, for educating to justice,
so that the man of God may
be perfect and rendered suit-
able for any good work (37).
On April 21, 1904, at an au-
dience benignly granted to the
undersigned secretary, tha
Holy Father Paul VI ratified
and ordered the publication of
the above instructions.
Rome, April 21, 1964, Benja-
min N AVambacq, O.Pracm.,
Seerteary. Pontifical Commis-
sion for Biblical Studies.
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British Offer
Birth Advice
LONDON, (NC)—Lord Dun-
dee, British minister of state
for foreign affairs, has said
the British government is pre-
pared to give technical assis-
tance in “family planning”
projects overseas.
“The government recognizes
the seriousness of the world
population problem. We are
prepared to give technical as-
sistance to family planning
projects on the same terms
as we give it in other fields,”
he told the House of Lords,
recently.
But he said it would be
wrong for the British govern-
ment to take the initiative in
any country whose own gov-
ernment was not pursuing a
"family planning” policy and
had not requested help and
advice.
The government is prepared
to finance overseas work by
British medical, scientific, or
“family planning” organiza-
tions experts and to provide
finance, training and research
in this country for suitable
people from overseas. “We do
not expect that the results will
be sensational,” he went on
to add.
“The government Is pre-
pared to treat sympathetically
any proposals for assisting de-
veloping countries where this
problem is pressing,” he add-
ed.
“If at the United Nations
the question of practical ac-
tion should be raised again
we are willing to support
measures desired by the ma-
jority of developing countries
and we shall be guided by
their wishes," he said.
Moscow
, Peking Vie in Spain
MADRID (NC) Moscow-
line Communists have adopted
a “bourgeois” attitude toward
the Catholic Church in Spain
in an attempt to align them-
selves with Christian elements
seeking social reform.
Officially, all political par-
ties outside the government’s
Falange movement are ban-
ned. However, two under-
ground Communist groups, one
tied to Moscow and the other
to Peking, are vying for con-
trol of a few thousand active
Communists and for coopera-
tion from military, labor and
professional leaders.
THE LARGEST group,
which echoes Russian Com-
munism, is called the Com-
munist Party of Spain. The
Chinese faction is based on a
more revolutionary platform
and calls itself the Spanish
Communist Party.
The similarity of titles is
further confused by the fact
that each publishes a journal
called “Mundo Obrero” (La-
bor World); one the "organ of
the political commission of the
Spanish Communist Party;”
the other the “organ of the
central committee of the Com-
munist Party of Spain.”
THE MOSCOW group, head-
ed by 45-year-old former
youth leader Santiago Carrillo
which has adopted a more
open, and more subtle, pos-
ture toward any who may be
opposed to the status quo in
Spain. This includes Catholic
Action groups working for so-
cial justice.
From his base in Cuba, Car-
rillo last year published a book
entitled “Republican Spain” in
which the aims of the Moscow
group are set forth. These in-
clude agrarian reform, parlia-
mentary government with pro-
vision for opposition parties,
regional autonomy (a lure to
Basques and Catalans), and a
program of “national reconcil-
liation” to heal the scars of the
Spanish civil war.
Carrillo would permit free-
dom of religion in Spain
where now the Catholic Church
is the “official” church. He
would, however, provide state
subsidies for the Catholic
Church. In the meantime, he
has stated that Communist
workers should cooperate with
Catholic groups to "elevate.
Church action towards demo-
cratic tendencies contrary to
the government.”
DESPITE THEIR desire to
get along with all who dis-
agree with the policies of Gen.
Francisco Franco, the Moscow
Communists have met with
little success.
Many who fought with the
Loyalists in the civil war feel
they were betrayed by Russia,
so there has been no stampede
to the Communist banner.
News reports have told of
Communists mixing with Cath-
olics in demonstra-
tions. Yet the principal Catho-
lic groups such as the
Young Christian Workers and
the Workers’ Brotherhood of
Catholic Action have never
wavered in their loyalty to the
Church. If there has been any
infiltration, it concerns only is-
olated individuals.
NEVERTHELESS, the Mos-
cow Communists are pursuing
a skiUful line, supported by a
great deal of money and by a
radio station that beams in
programs from outside the
country. Some members hold
secondary positions in official
trade unions.
The extent of their appeal
was discussed recently with
the arrest of Jose Lacalle, 25,
accused of being a Communist
agent. He is the son of Gen.
Jose Lacalle, Spain’s minister
of the air force.
THE CIIINESE-line Com-
munists here have been more
militant, and they have ac-
cused the Muscovites of bure-
aucracy, of ignorance of the
situation in Spain, and of be-
coming bourgeois and ineffec-
tive. They have charged that
the Russian Communists be-
trayed an official of their par-
ty, Julian Grimau, to the Span-
ish government more than a
year ago. Grimau was arrest-
ed in Madrid and shot by the
Governfhent.
The Peking faction held its
first national conference
"somewhere in Spain” last
February. While it has not
spelled out its aims in the
same detail as Carillo, it
is evident that no policy of co-
existence with the Church is
contemplated.
Suggests Melkite Bishops
For Melkite Catholics
, AKRON, Ohio (RNS)-Mcl-
kite Rite Archbishop George
Hakim of Acre, Israel, sug-
gested that Melkites in this
country be placed under the
spiritual jurisdiction of a Bish-
op of their own rite.
It’s not because they are
unhappy with the Latin Bish-
ops, but their existence would
feel more secure with a bish-
opric of their own,” he said.
Archbishop Hakim, leader of
some 24,000 Melkites in Israel
came from the Holy Land to
address the fifth annual meet-
ing of the Melkite Laymen's-
Association of North America.
More than 50,000 U.S. Mel-
kites in about 30 local church-
es are subject to local Latin
Rite Bishops in their particu-
lar geographic area. St. Ann’s
Melkite parish, Paterson, is
subject to Bishop Navagh.
The Archbishop told the 3,000
delegates that there have been
some discussions on forming a
North American Melkite Dio-
cese, but official action would
have to come from the Vati-
can.
But whether Melkites re-
main under Latin Bishops or
get a Bishop of their own,
Archbishop Hakim stressed,
they are a "bridge” in the
ecumenical movement, "a link
between East and West,” and
they can lead the way in
bringing Catholics and East-
ern Orthodox closer.
Third Order Meets;
To Mark Centennial
CHICAGO (NC) - More
than 2,000 American and Cana-
dian members of the third or-
der secular of the Carmelite
Fathers are expected at the
organization’s 15th national
conference here July 17-18.
Rev. Howard Rafferty, O.
Carm., national director of the
organization for laymen found-
ed in the 13th century, said the
conference will commemorate
the centennial of the Carmel-
ites in the U.S.
Education News
Aid for Diocesan ETV Efforts
NEW YORK (NC) Anew
service to provide information,
advice, and program materi-
als to dioceses engaged in ed-
ucational television efforts has
been launched by the National
Catholic Educational Associa-
tion.
Among the functions of the
new Committee on Television
will be the formation and op-
eration of a centrally located
library of high quality ETV
films, according to Rev. John
M. Culkin, S.J., consultant on
educational television to the
NCEA.
Father Culkin noted that a
number of dioceses have ap-
plied or will soon apply to the
Federal Communications Com-
mission for educational televi-
sion licenses. He sai<L
“The dioceses areidng to
have something available to
them when they to oy so that
they won't havT try put out
eight hours of programing a
day all by themselves.”
The NCEA committee Is
forming its ETV library from
such sources as the radio-TV
department of the National
Council of Catholic Men, com-
mercial ETV stations, and in-
dividual dioceses that have
produced their own films.
Besides developing an ETV
library, the NCEA committee
also hopes to encourage coop-
eration among the dioceses in
pooling their resources to pro-
duce high quality ETV pro-
grams and buy equipment, Fa-
ther Culkin said.
So far, said Father Culkin,
the Rockville Centre, N.Y.,
and Brooklyn Dioceses have
actually submitted their ap-
plications to the FCC. The
Archdioceses of New York,
Milwaukee and Baltimore, and
the Diocese of Miami are close
to action, and another five dio-
ceses have begun work.
•
'Religion in Home’
PITTSBURGH (NC) - The
education board of the 3.2 mil-
lion-member Lutheran Church
of America has officially dis-
couraged the establishment of
more parochial schools, de-
claring that religion is best left
to the home and the Church
for emphasis.
The board’s report to the
biennial Lutheran convention,
stated that general education
should be provided by public
schools, but did not recom-
mend the elimination of the
Lutherans’ 16 established par-
oohial schools.
The convention took no ac-
tion on the report,
•
Oppose Prayer Bills
WILMINGTON, Del. (NC)-
An organization of Catholic,
Protestant and Jewish clergy-
men in its first public state-
ment has opposed required
prayer and Bible reading in
public schools.
The 10-year-old Wilmington
Clergy Dialogue Group en-
dorsed teaching of the Bible
and religion in public schools
“where they are relevant to
the study of literature and
history.”
But, said the 27 signers, no
government should choose
prayers and Bible versions
for prescribed reading in the
schools.
•
To Help ('atholics
NEW YORK - Dr. Robert
Lynn of the Union Theological
Seminary called on Protestant
Churches to donate their Sun-
day school classrooms to use
by overcrowded Catholic
schools.
Dr. Lynn told the National
Study Conference on Weekday
Religious Education that Cath-
olic schools are "in some
sense a public venture in edu-
cation" and Protestants should
seek out some way to support
them.
To Coordinate
Mission Work
GLENDALE, Ohio (NC) -
Delegates of some 25 organiza-
tions sponsoring lay volunteers
in U.S. mission work took
steps toward mutual coopera-
tion and help at a mission
seminar at the Glenmary
Home Missioners' seminary
here.
After discussion of recruit-
ing, field supervision, clergy-
lay relations, publicity and fi-
nances, they formed a seven-
member committee to “begin
a rudimentary central clear-
ing house for information and
coordination of the home mis-
sion effort." Rev. Joseph
O’Donnell of Glenmary was
named chairman.
Archbishop Karl J. Alter of
Cincinnati, discussing general
principles of the lay apos-
tolate, said it “Is as old as the
Church itself. “All who are
baptized have an equal re-
sponsibility to work for the ex-
tension of Christ’s kingdom on
earth, according to their state
of life.”
Editorial in Record
WASHINGTON, D.C. - The
Advocate’s May 28 editorial on
the prayer amendment issue
and a column by Rev. John
Shecrin, C.S.P., which ap-
peared in the same issue,
have been inserted in the Con-
gressional Record by Rep. Pe-
ter W. Rodino Jr. of Newark.
Hudson Church
Gets New Doors
JERSEY CITY A pair of
golden metal cloister doors
have been installed at St.
John’s Church here as part of
a refurbishing program.
According to Rev. John J.
Kinsler, pastor, the doors fol-
low anew concept for church
building . The golden tinted
glass allows daylight to enter
the church and the lightweight
material makes them easier
to open.
The doors were donated by
John M. Dcegan, a trustee
of the church, in memory of
his parents.
Spanish Freedom
Law Backed—But
MADRID (RNS) - Spain’s
Catholic Archbishops, while
agreeing “in principle” to the
provisions of a draft law that
would provide more freedom
for the Protestant minority
have advised the government
that they endorse such liberty
"to the extent appropriate for
a Catholic country.”
Their announcement was
construed by observers as in-
dicating that the Conference
of Metropolitans had not sup-
ported all phases of the draft
sponsored by Foreign Minister
Fernando Maria CastieHa.
IT WAS understood that Cas-
tiella will attempt to secure
further concessions from the
hierarchy before the legisla-
tion is submitted to the Span-
ish legislature in the fall.
Observers said several prel-
ates had raised objections, no-
tably Bishop Antonio Pildain
of the Canary islands.
The draft in question was
approved in principle by the
late Pope John XXIII In 1961.
Nearly 5 Million
Have Seen Pieta
NEW YORK (NC) - The
Vatican Pavilion at the
World’s Fair drew 4,758,081
visitors by June 28 more
than 44% of the total number
of fair visitors since it opened
in April.
The average dally attend-
ance at the pavilion, which
features Michelangelo’s Pieta,
is running about 70,000.
VISITS ORPHANAGE - Alfredo Cardinal Ottaviani, secre-
tary of the Sacred Congregation of the Holy Office, chats
with a child in the medical ward of the Santa Rita Or-
phanage at Frascati, on the outskirts of Rome. The Cardi-
nal makes frequent visits to orphanages and homes for
children in Rome in which he maintains concerned interest.
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The BRAZEN BACKYARD BARBECUER
STAND BACK! The grass is up ... leaves are sprouting ... flowers abloom and with clang, clatter
and majestic entrance out rolls the Backyard Barbecuer. Winter’s unused cooking tools make the scene
come alive along with a wide smile and long awaited outdoor vittles.
SWISH goes the flame —and the charcoal settles itself to a Job, while our rambunctious airychef
turns to his favorite newspaper ... the NEWARK NEWS. It’s on every scene where he’s concerned.
He considers the accurate and thorough reporting of International, National and Local news unsur-
passed —and especially appreciates the complete coverage of sports, business and special features.His entire family shares enthusiasm for the NEWARK NEWS - along with more than 400,000 New
Jersey families. Indoors or outdoors, the perfect news companion is the NEWARK NEWSI
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CATHOLIC SHRINES
A EUROPE and the HOLY LANDS
• via IRISH INT'L. AIRLINES
1964 Catholic Interest Vacations, with Spiritual Leader, visiting
the Shrines and ma}or capitals of Western Europe plus on
extension trip to the Holy Lands.
22 DAYS ..,
' ** * visiting Dublin, Lisbon, Fatima, .... ..
Barcelona, Lourdes, Rome, Paris, London- and
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Moral Pendulum?
Is morality merely a blind pendulum
swinging back and forth from one genera-
tion to another, constantly altering, never
consistent, subject only to humanity’s
whims? Catholics, and indeed most Chris-
tions, know that this is not the case, know
that they are bound by a permanent and
objective moral code.
, YET SINCE HUMAN BEINGS are
not robots or automatons, and since man’s
conditions and the circumstances of life
and society are ceaselessly evolving, the
moral climate in which he lives does in-
evitably change. This is what makes moral
theology a vital branch of knowledge,
since its experts must regularly re-inter-
pret the moral law in terms of our shift-
ing habits and customs.
Thus we have seen changing atti-
tudes with regard to modesty of dress, to
reading, to films, as well as many other
facets of our daily life. In every individu-
al change, while a different moral cli-
mate may permit a liberalizing of pre-
viously accepted views, an ultimate ob-
jective norm always underlines the new
moral approach. A concession in the di-
rection of greater human liberty can nev-
er be permitted to become a surrender of
moral principle.
Catholic attitudes toward motion pic-
tures clearly illustrate this concept of
changing climate. Certain films that a
decade or more ago would doubtless have
been condemned or rated objectionable in
part by the Legion of Decency have been
given “special classification” or more re-
cently placed in the A-IV category, “mor-
ally unobjectionable for adults with reser-
vations.’’ This refining of moral criticism
in no way implies a downgrading of the
moral law, rather a more acute aware-
ness of the growing maturity and judge-
ment of certain members of the Christian
community.
NEVERTHELESS, the line between
morality and immorality must still be
firmly drawn. All too often courts and
publicofficials fail to realize that ultimate
objective morality is the anchor of pub-
lic order. ,
Hence it is currently gratifying
to note the alertness to objective moral
standards of the Essex County Sheriff’s of-
fice in its recent raid of a Newark motion
picture house which was alleged to have
been showing a patently objectionable
film.
Purveyors of immorality can afford
to defy the statements of religious lead-
ers since these have only a suasive force.
They are less likely to tangle with the
sanctions of the law. By all means let us
have more examples of dedicated and con-
scientious official protection of commun-
ity morality.
Nehru’s Successor
The late Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru served the 465 million people of
India devotedly and well. His relation-
ships with other nations were influenced
by what he considered the highest inter-
ests of his country.
Whie professing “the constant aim of
maintaining friendly and cooperative re-
lations with all nations,” he antagonized
many, including the U.S. at times, by his
policies and actions.
THOUGH ASSUMING the role of a
neutralist, he recognized Communist
China in 1949 and worked for its admis-
sion to the United Nations. He changed
his attitude on Communism when China
seized neighboringTibet and subsequently
crossed the Indian border. He ousted the
Communist government in Kerala, the In-
dian state with the largest Catholic popu-
lation. He did not like Communism too
close to him.
Though a Hindu, Nehru never fol-
lowed a religious ritual. He was tolerant
of other religions. The native Catholic
clergy of India had freedom to preach
the Gospel and maintain churches,
schools and charitable institutions. They
respected him and mourned his passing.
Illness has kept his successor, Lai
Bahadur Shastri, inactive since shortly
after his election. However, we find an
indication of his policies in this state-
ment which he made after his election:
“Nobody can succeed Nehru. We can only
try to carry on his work in a humble way.
Anyone stepping into his shoes will look
like a puss in boots.”
MR. SHASTRI is too modest, We
must not overlook his long government
experience. He has been a cabinet mem-
ber, a chief party organizer of national
elections and a conciliator of feuding
ideological, religious and regional fac-
tions in the Congress Party. In the last
few years he has been Home Minister
in the cabinet and Nehru’s unofficial
deputy. Unlike Nehru, he has had little
training in foreign affairs. He considers
poverty and unemployment as India’s big-
gest enemies.
Some think that Mr. Shastri will be a
transitional Prime Minister. By Indian
standards, he is very old at 65 years.
Whether transitional or not, Mr.. Shastri
will undoubtedly follow the policies of
Nehru, whose closest political associate
he had been in recent years.
My Responsibility
Police are the law enforcement agen-
cy of local government. They exist to up-
hold the law and order. Their function is
to protect the rights of the individual cit-
izen and the community’s rights as a peo-
ple. A policeman’s uniform is at once a
symbol of his duty and his authority.
A SEGMENT OF our society rejects
that symbol and all that it stands for. The
basis of their common defiance is neither
national origin, education, income, color
or language. They are an angry strip of
humanity torn from the fabric of society.
They live in the suburbs as well as the
city.
They are illiterate and college bred,
They are rich and deprived, white and
non-white. Their common bond is con-
tempt for anyone’s rights, except what
they take to he their own.
The public demands protection. Chil-
dren are molested while playing in front
of their homes. Self-service elevators are
death-cars. Muggings are commonplace.
You can’t go out at night. But let the
police “get tough” and there are cries of
“brutality." The solution is as complex
as the problem. There are, however, two
things every citizen can—and must —do.
Junk the notion that it is always
someone else’s responsibility. As long as
someone else is responsible, no one is re-
sponsible. Report every sign of crime and
disorderly conduct. Dial “0” for Operator
and ask for the local police headquarters.
DEMAND RESPECT for the rights
of others as much as for your own. This
alone can reverse the trend to disorder
in ,the home, at work, on buses, in stores,
at the beach, in traffic, at a restaurant or
a theater. Except we each expect such re-
spect, the creeping paralysis of disregard
will continue to spread across the whole
fabric of our society.
Much remains to be done in re-es-
tablishing law enforcement as a respected
position in our society. Without individu-
al respect for law and order in self, fam-
ily, neighborhood, no other means will
have lasting effects.
Christ Draws Teachings
Out of a Moment’s Act
By FRANK J. SHEED
We have seen Our Lord’s
way of drawing timeless teach-
ing out of some happening of
the moment. We remember
how a Samaritan woman came
to draw water at Jacob’s well,
and He spoke of grace in the
soul “the water Uiat I will
give him, shall become in him
a fountain of water, springing
up into life everlasting."
The Feast of Tabernacles
gave Him two more opportuni-
ties the great candelabra
lighted in the Court of tho
Women on the first night, and
tho procession to the Pool of
Slloe to bring back water
which should be poured out be-
fore the altar of the Most
High.
ON TIIK FIRST evening
of the festival golden lamp-
stands were set up in the
Court of the Women, a space
open to everybody. Theso
stands were enormous 150
feet high —and as the lamps
were lit, there was singing of
canticles and playing instru-
ments. The highest dignitaries
of Israel danced with lighted
torches. In every mind was
the pillar of fire which had
given light to the Israelites In
the desort.
In tiie Hall of the Treasury
in this court, Our Lord said
"I am the light of the world:
he that follows me walks not
in darkness, but shall have
the light of life."
* What must have caught tho
attention, especially of His
adversaries, was the word
“world" He was the light
of the world, not of one peo-
ple.
THE PROCESSION to tho
Pool of Siloe outside the city
took place every morning. As
the priest drew the water, the
choir chanted from Isalas
“You Shall-draw water with
gladness from the fountains of
salvation." Here was a symbol
of tlie water gushing from the
rock in tho wilderness when
Moses struck it with his rod.
Our Lord twice made His
own use of the water of Siloe.
On the last day of the feast
Our Lord itood up and cried
out "H any man Is thirsty,
let him come to me, and
drink; if a man believes me,
as the Scripture says, foun-
tains of living water shall flow
irom his bosom."
Evangelist John adds his
own comment: Our Lord was
speaking of the Holy Spirit
which those who believed in
Him would one day receive.
More striking, since it was
not only In word but also in
act, was the healing of a
blind man at the pool; the
Light of the world giving light
to blind eyes. He spat on the
earth, made clay and touched
the man’s eyes with it. At his
command, the blind man went
to wash in the pool. When His
sight waa restored, Our Lord
was not even there.
It was only gradually that
the realization spread that a
miracle had been worked
and on the Sabbath I Scribes
and Pharisees were frantic.
They wanted to kill Him, but
they wanted even more to
discredit Him.
Labor Men Disturbed
Are the Hospital Unions
A ‘Threat’ or a Right?
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
A prominent doctor recently
warned that the unionization
of hospital employees is a
threat to the continued prog-
ress of American hospitals.
At the Conference of Cath-
olic Schools of Nursing, Dr.
John C. Leonard, director of
Medical Education at Hart-
ford, Conn., Hospital, said the
present hospital atmosphere of
high morale, where the pa-
tient is the focus of service, is
likely to disappear, or will be
seriously Impaired, if hospitals
"are subjected to unionization
whereby a sense, of responsi-
bility disappears in the face
of demands for selfish (?)
rights and privileges."
A SIMILAR warning is go-
ing the rounds in the form of
a 28-point memorandum by the
secretary of hospitals in a
midwestern diocese.
This avowedly anti-union
memorandum warns its read-
ers to “plan as though the
worst could occur.” It was
presumably meant for private
circulation among hospital ad-
ministrators.
Inevitably It has come to
the attention of a number of
labor leaders and has dis-
turbed them no end. They
rightly object not only to the
substance of the document,
hut also to its consistently
anti-union rhetoric.
THE MEMORANDL'M au-
vises hospital administrators
who arc faced with an organ-
izing drive among their em-
ployees to settle for a so-
called “employees committee"
as the lesser of two evils. Tho
purpose, it says, is “to pre-
sent the employee’s problems,
grievances or suggestions."
But it hastens to add that “it
is not a consulting committee,
and definitely it neither rend-
ers decisions nor concurs in
them."
It concludes: “Our em-
ployees have their rights
which we are obliged to re-
spect. But labor unions and
social justice are not synony-
mous. Social justice may be
had without unions. Our re-
sponsibility is not to unionize,
but to practice social justice
towards our employees." ,
WHETHER OR NOT social
justice requires unionization of
ihospital employees cannot be
answered with an unqualified
"yes" or "no." I would argue,
however, that an "employees
committee" of the type re-
ferred to is nothing more than
a “company union." And a
"company union," in my judg-
ment, leaves much to be de-
sired from the point of view
of social justice.
Hospital employees are en-
titled at least to negotiate an
agreement with their employ-
ers preferably through a
bona fide union of their own
choice. They also have a right
to ask that this agreement be
put in writing, so that there
will be no reasonable doubt as
to its meaning and scope. In
return, they can be expected
to forego the right to strike.
THE USUAL argument
against collective bargaining
Director, Social Action Dept., NCWC
for hospital employees is that
hospitals, as non-profit institu-
tions, are faced with peculiar
financial problems which dif-
fer in kind from the financial
problems of profit-making in-
stitutions. While it is true that
hospitals are faced with
special financial problems, I
do not see their relevance to
the- question of written versus
non-written contracts.
Wages are costs which must
be considered among the op-
erating expenses of a hospi-
tal. They are not shares of
profits; hence the non-profit
character of hospitals or simi-
lar institutions is an irrelevant
factor.
Nor is the uncertainty of
hospital income a determin-
ing factori Income prospects
may and should often be con-
sidered in negotiating wages.
But doubts in this regard
are no reason to refuse a -writ-
ten and stable wage agree-
ment. If adjustments need to
be made because of insuf-
ficient income, procedures for
making them should be : part
of-the contract:: —-^-7—~t
It stiould be pointed out that
no other cost factor in the op-
eration of a hospital is contin-
gent upon .income.- Medical
supplies, fuel, drugs, ap-
pliances, insurance and the
like must be bought and paid
for at the going rate. Why
should hospital employees be
put in a less advantageous
position than suppliers?
The Press Box
Los Angeles
Incident
By JOSEPH R. THOMAS
Managing Editor
Let us give Father William
Dußay of Los Angeles the
benefit of every doubt. Let us
say he felt conscience-bound to
speak out against his Bishop
for an alleged lack of leader-
ship on racial problems, so
conscience-bound that he had
to do so in- the face of another
obligation of conscience that
of loyalty to his superior.
And let us assume that
things in Los Angeles arc al-
most as bad as he pictured
them. I say “almost"'bccauso
even at this distance the
charge that Cardinal Mcln-
tyre is guilty of "gross mal-
feasance in office” (Webster
defines malfeasance as "evil
conduct, an illegal deed, mis-
conduct in office”)' appears
reckless at best.
NOW GRANTING these
things, what did Father Dußay
accomplish? Did he advance
the cause of civil rights? Did
he uplift the Negro? Did he
gain his stated goal, the re-
- moval of Cardinal Mclntyre?
Or the intervention of Pope
Paul?
I do not see that he accom-
plished any of these things.
He did get a lot of newspaper
space. He did succeed in get-
ting himself transferred. He
did relieve his conscience. And
of the results that are appar-
ent what might be under
the surface we cannot tell
this last is the one with the
most apparent merit.
NEWSPAPER space is fine
if it serves a proper purpose.
A legitimate purpose is to call
attention to a problem in such
a manner that it will be pos-
sible to correct it. Father Du-
Bay may have called atten-
tion to a problem, but the way
he went about it certainly
wasn’t conducive to correcting
Human nature being what it
is, frontal assaults of this na-
ture are seldom effective. In-
deed, they tend to stiffen pre-
viously taken positions, mak-
ing it that much more difficult
to achieve a middle ground.
In that sense Father Dußay
may have performed a dis-
service to the very cause he
is championing.
Father Dußay’i mistake
was to put himself in the posi-
tion of judging the best possi-
ble course of action for the
archdiocese when only the
Cardinal could make that
judgement. And the Cardinal
had to make it with the knowl-
edge of the responsibility that
is his personally for the care
of souls —a responsibility
which did not weigh on Fa-
ther Dußay.
AS FOR HIS transfer, Fa-
ther Dußay must have known
it would be forthcoming as a
consequence of his act. He
challenged authority. If au-
thority is to be maintained
and it must be tor the proper
functioning of any organiza-
tion it has to react to chal-
lenges.
So Father Dußay will be re-
moved from contact with the
people he claims he most de-
sires to help. And by his rash
action he has most likely ali-
enated himself from those
members of the white com-
munity who are most in need
of a re-forming of consciences
on this question. They know
his position and they believe
It has been repudiated, so what
need is there to change their
attitudes? I■- ! ..
Beyond possibly destroying
his own effectiveness, there
is the spot on which he has
left his returning pastor. How
does he go about regaining the
confidence .pf those for whom
he is responsible?
It is still true that the risks
one takes must be measured
against.the chances of success.
Father Dußay ignored that
axiom to the detriment not
only ,of • himself -hut , of the -
Church and the Negro in Los
Angeles as well.
The Question Box
Love Begins
With Oneself
Readers desiring to bane questions answered in this column
may address them to: The Question Hox, The Advocate, 31
Clinton St., Newark, New Jersky, 07102 <,
No truly adequate account of
human sexuality Can neglect
that mysterious force which
gives it meaning: love. Last
week we considered love in its
"theological” dimensions;
now, some observations stem-
ming from the human experi-
ence.
Love begins with oneself!
Unless one has a genuine love
for himself, he can never real-
ly love others. For how can
he “give himself” if he has
not-yet "accepted himself?" If
he has not yet responded with
a resounding “yes ... so be
it!” to the Divine Love which
makes him “to be” and "to
be what he is?"
"CONSIDER Christ’s teach-
ing,” remarks Frederick Von
Gagern, M.D., “that we must
love God —and our neighbors
—as ourselves. Obviously then
it is our duty to love our-
selves. This love of self not
to be confounded with egocen-
tric love stands upon the
same footing as the love of the
neighbor or the beloved one.
“True self-esteem is the rec-
ognition of the good in our-
selves the realization that
we are children of God carry-
ing His image m our hearts.
It involves an effort to realize
this image and to achieve the
highest possible degree of per-
fection and fulfillment.
"Christ placed the objects of
love in the correct order of
value. The psychological de-
velopmental order turns this
the other way around; first
love yourself, then you will he
able to love your neighbor and
this love will kindle and dem-
onstrate the love of God.” (Dif-
ficulties in Married Life, p. 19).
THIS SENSE OF one's own
value is not a vain and self-
sufficient exaggeration of one’s
own qualities. Nor, obviously,
docs it bear any resemblance
to that false and, at times,
narcissistic ego-centrism which
is at the basis of ail regres-
sion.- It is, in the words of
Charles Nodet, “a sure esti-
mate of oneself, based on a
rather serene appreciation of
oneself for what one is, in-
cluding both strengths and
weaknesses . . . The only basis
of authentic psychological
progress, it is the ‘as thyself’
pointed to since Leviticus as
the barometer of love of neigh-
bor ”
Self-acceptance, then, is the
key to acceptance of others—-
we refer to genuine accep-
tance, offered one because of
what he is in himself (another
way of saying because of what
he is in God's sight) and not
merely because he pleases us.
Recognition of our own
worth before God begets rec-
ognition of tho real worth of
others. Realization of our own
individuality and uniqueness
before God He calls each
of us by name— makes us
sensitive to the individuality
and uniqueness of others. Self-
confidence paves the way for
confidence in others.
All of these, self-acceptance,
self-esteem, self-confidence,
are but components of self-love
and invest with meaning tha
statement, “first love yourself
and then you will be able to
love your neighbor."
THE TASK AND the respon-
sibility of imparting to tha
child this sense-of-one’s-own-
worth falls primarily to the
parents. If this needs any con-
firmation we have the clear
and concise statement of the
National Association for Men-
tal Health:
"Every child needs to feel
that his parents love, want and
enjoy him; that he matters
very much to someone; that
there are people near him who
care what happens to him . . .
Every child needs to believe
that his parents like him for
himself, just the way he is . . .
that they like him all the time
and not only when he acts ac-
cording to their ideas of the
way a child should act . . .
"Every child needs to know
that his home is a good safe
place he can feel sure about;
that his parents will always
be on hand, especially In times
of crisis when he needs them
most; that he belongs to a
family or group; that there Is
a place where he fits In."
BY NOW, PERHAPS, the
reader has begun to grasp
some of the implications of
what we have been stressing.
Consider, for example, the sin
of masturbation, quite correct-
ly called "self-abuse.” Nor-
mally one does not abuse what
Is of worth in his eyes. How
then explain self-abuse? Is it,
at least in part, symptomatic
of a lack of self-esteem or self-
confidence? At times, a com-
pensation for .love never re-
ceived? An indication that love
has become the guarantee of
security and stability Instead
of its reflection? Reliable psy-
chiatrists and counsellors,
both priest and laymen, do not
hesitate to answer yes.
Nor is masturbation the only
symptom of a false ego-cen-
triclty. There are symptoms
much more In evidence. Or do
we honestly believe that the
obscenity and erotica fed by
the mass media to "willing"
audiences proclaims a socie-
ty of individuals ’conscious of
their worth before God? (To
be continued) ,
Intentions for July
The Holy Father's inten-
tion for July is:
That the dignity qf the
Individual may be ever
more widely acknowledged
and respected.
The mission Intention sug-
gested to the Apostleship of
Prayer by the Pope is:
That the number of sem-
inarians may increase and
that those needing support
may be helped by the Cath-
olic community.
For Vocations
Members of the Aposto-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary Indulgence under
the ordinary conditions, and
once a week for reciting
daily with piety any prayer
for vocations approved by
the ecclesiastical author-
ity.
A partial indulgence of
300 days can be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the intention
of fostering vocations to the
priesthood.
Our Parish
"Hi, Moml How's your sore throat?"
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Birth Control Now,
Breeding Control Then
By REV. JOHN SHEERIN, C.S.P.
Tlie controversy in Catholic
circles over “the pill"
is rapidly assuming the pro-
portions of an explosion in a
fireworks factory. It was prob-
ably because of this that Pope
Paul on June 23 announced he
would "soon" give the
Church’s answer to the ques-
tion.
Pope Pius XII banned the
use of the pill to prevent preg-
nancy but permitted its use to
check uterine ailments. He did
so in the light of the biologi-
cal, medical and anthropologi-
cal knowledge of the time, but
that knowledge has pro-
gressed since Pope Pius issued
his ban.
The rules laid down by Pope
Pius still bind, but Pope Paul
indicated that his coming
pronouncement might revoke
them: “They must therefore
be considered valid at least for
as long as we do not feel in
conscience obliged to modify
them."
THE USE OF a pill to limit
offspring brings up the larger
question of the morality of
intervening in natural pro-
cesses. Is it right for man
to “tinker” with nature and
to manipulate it for his pur-
poses? Most of us feel that
it is downright “unnatural” to
change nature. Nature, we
say, will get her revenge.
Rev. Owen M. Garrigan of
Scton Hall University spoke on
this very point at the Catholic
Theological Society convention
in New York. June 25. His
topic was “Moral Problems
Arising From Man’s Interven
tion in Nature.”
He cited the traditional idea
that nature is unchangeable
because it is a reflection of
God's will and intention; that
man has no business "tinker
ing" with it, else he will open
up a Pandora’s box of evils
To “tinker" with nature
would therefore be immoral,
is that view.
YET THIS idea can hardly
be reconciled with Scripture.
Father Garrigan said that man
has a vocation to frustrate na-
ture. Genesis tells how God
blessed man and commanded
him not only to increase and
multiply hut also to subdue
the earth and rule over all its
creatures.
Man would not have pro-
gressed unless he had changed
and subdued nature. All his-
tory is the story of man’s suc-
cessful intervention in nature.
I confess that I had “the
creeps” when I heard Father
Garrigan describe some ex-
periments on animals that
may eventually be applied to
humans. He told of a male
rat, treated with a certain
hormone, that began acting
like a female. It built a nest
and carried the young to the
nest.
He spoke also of a possible
change in the cell division of
a human brain that would re-
sult in the development of su-
perbrains. We shudder to think
of any "tinkering” with brain
cells when we remember the
shocking newsphoto of Car-
dinal Mindszenty taken after a
brain drug had been adminis-
tered to him during his trial.
IN THE FUTURE, there-
fore, the big moral problem
will not be birth control but
breeding control. Father Gar-
rigan urged that we be slow
to accept attempts to breed
better human beings but
that we should hold ourselves
open to developments.
Each case will have to be
judged on its merits and it
will have to be judged only
after long experimentation
with animals. For each case of
chemical change in the em-
bryo will be a calculated risk.
But in certain cases, the risk
may be well worth while.
Would it be morally wrong,
for instance, to bring about a
change in the infant that would
eliminate any possibility that
he would develop cancer In
his lifetime? I would consider
this intervention a corporal
work of mercy.
Letters to the Editor
Tbt address of the writer must be included in and Utter
mlended for publication, but they will be withheld if requested.
A Jew Finds
Peace at Carmel
Name and Address
Withheld.
Editor:
Astride a hilltop overlooking
Flcmington and the beautiful
Raritan Valley surrounding it,
set like a jewel in the pommel
of an Excalibur, is the Monas-
tery of the Discalced Carme-
lites—the Carmel of Mary Im-
maculate and St. Mary Mag-
dalen.
An experience awaits me
there of such worth that I
count myself amongst the
fortunate of the earth to be
able to take advantage of it
every few weeks.
Tired and fatigued emotion-
ally and physically from the
grind of everyday hustle and
bustle, from the speedy pace
of our so-callcd-Atjodcrn civili-
zation. I wilF my wife,
“Honey, let's go up to Flem-
ington.”
And a fiercely Jew-conscious
Jew, a Jew who lives his God
with every breath he inhales,
with every bit of food, with
every drop of water, with
every fibre of his being, goes
to a buttress of Christianity,
to slake his thirst, to satisfy
his hunger, to rest from his
weary load.
There I find, “The Peace
that Passeth Understanding.”
and when I leave I am no
longer hungry, no longer
thirsty, no longer exhausted.
My burden has been lifted
from my shoulders. I am re-
juvenated.
As I step over the threshhold
of Carmel, and am greeted by
one of the members of The
Third Order who live there,
and make my way to the
chapel, my weariness begins
to fade away, and as I step
into the chapel I can feel it
begin to drop like a weight
from my shoulders.
I salute the Crucifix over
the altar with the greeting that
the Israelites rendered unto
their kings in ancient days,
and then I sit down. Very often
when I come in the Sisters will
be singing one of their prayers.
Other times I will be there 10
or IS minutes in quiet solitude
and meditation, then I will
sense a stirring behind the
latticework and, beautiful be-
yond compare, the low muted
voices of the nuns will come to
my ears in prayerful song to
the One they worship.
A feeling of spiritual and
physical well-being envelops
me completely, permeates my
very being. I am at peace. All
troubles fade away. I am
with God.
Some Schools
'More Equal?'
J. B. McCaffrey,
Morris Plains.
Editor:
The lead article and Press
Box in your July 2 issue treat
the same topics: the Hohokus
zoning action, the Newark
Archdiocese's wish to build a
regional high school on a 20-
acre plot in that community,
and N. J. Supreme Court rul-
ings in the litigation.
In the last paragraph of the
lead news Item, we read of a
ruling in which a "plea for
exemption from a rule regard-
ing site of (a school-connect-
ed) playground" was turned
down "because the court found
the nearby public school was
required to meet the same
standards”. And in The Press
Box we read, that the New
Jersey Supreme Court decided
that “the Hohokus ordinance
was not discriminatory as it
provided equal treatment un-
der the law.”
But is this the case? Docs a
finding that “(a) nearby pub-
lic school (is) required to meet
the same standards" constitute
an ordinance as just or pro-
vide “equal treatment under
the law?” In my opinion it
does not.
If any given community in
establishing a community op-
erated educational system can
be said to have the power to
set down the requirements
which must be met by all sys-
tems of education, it is equiva-
lent tq saying that any given
community has the right to
control all education.
And to such a position I
would take vehement excep-
tion. The right to educate is
parental, and any right to edu-
cate which comes to any com-
munity is delegated right sub-
ject to revocation at any time.
No parent can be required to
take orders from any state re-
garding the education of his
child. It is the state that will
take orders from the parent.
Any state exists by leave of
the citizens who comprise it.
They need but make their
wishes known.
'Cranks' May Go
With Discussion
Mary P. Nugent,
Ridgewood.
Editor:
The recent letters regarding
our Catholic schools and their
financial problems could be
very constructive. Our society
is based on the communica-
tion of ideas. If intelligent,
well-meaning parents could
more freely discuss their op-
inions with devoted and cap-
able priests and Sisters, the
results could only be whole-
some and good.
Msgr. Scully takes issue with
your correspondent whom he
chooses to call “Mrs. Name-
less." Monsignor is, I fear,
guilty of this woman's sllega-
tion that any parent who has
an intelligent question or sug-
gestion is Immediately dubbed
a "crank.”
Monsignor states that he is
"blessed with a parish that
tithes" and adds that church
contributions in his parish
average *5 weekly per family.
Would Monslgnor explain
what he means by tithing?
Does $5 weekly represent 10%
of his parishioners’ take home
pay? Or does it represent a
5% contribution to Church-re-
lated activities with the addi-
tional 5% contributed to com-
munity-related charities?
If the former, I would like
to ask how a family of seven,
nine or 11 can possibly sub-
sist on a take-home pay of
$5O per week. If these couples
have no children who need
eyeglasses, orthodontia or
haircuts, not to mention food,
shelter, clothing or regular
medical and dental checkups,
they are indeed blessed. If
their lives are free of these
normal expenses, they must
be practising "heroic virtue."
Sees Problem
Revealed
J. J. Plick,
Dover.
Editor:
Over the last several edi-
tions, letters have appeared
which were, to varying de-
grees, critical of circum-
stances involving our Sisters.
None questioned the high de-
gree of respect which is due
the Sisters.
The critical letters bas-
ically concerned an apparent
failure of communication and
en inability to understand.
Several letters ended “Name
and address withheld.” Those
letters do not indicate the writ-
ers are necessarily ashamed
to have their names associated
with the letters. The writers,
vUfear, are actually protecting
their children. Whether this is
actually necessary is not
known.
These letters have brought
out into the open a problem.
A further examination into the
merits of the problem should
be pursued. ,
For Canonizing
Pope John
John M. O'Connor,
Canterbury, Australia.
Editor:
Cardinal Suenens. in his
panegyric on Pope John, said
this to the Vatican Council:
"His life'was a grace for all
Christians. At his departure
he left men closer to God and
the world a better place for
men to live in."
Surely all consider John "a
great high priest who in his
days pleased God.”
I suggest that the council In
its third session canonize
Pope John by acclamation. As
a precedent, the First Lateran
Council (1123) canonized Bish-
op Conrad.
Who Killed God’s Son?
All of Us Had a Hand
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
The Jews are no more re-
sponsible for the crucifixion of
Christ than 1 am. Or you.
The honest attitude for each
Christian and Jew to take is to
recognize that nobody from
Adam to the last human born
is as blamable for Golgotha as
I am.
None of us can estimate any-
body else's subjective guilt
We cannot even estimate our
own with any guarantee of ac-
curacy. God alone knows us
fully. Only He can read us
completely.
HOW, THEN can we judge?
How condemn?
Christ himself warned us not
to judge, in the sense of im-
puting sin, least we be judged;
and not to condemn least we
be condemned.
Nothing Is more dreadfully
un-Christian than to call the
Jews or anybody —a dei-
cide people who killed the Son
of God.
FOR ONE THING, such
frightful statements arouse
hatred. For another killing of
the Son of God began in the
Garden of Eden when Adam
and Eve disobeyed God; and
we have all had a hand in the
slaying.
The exact nature of the or-
iginal disobedience is not
known, but the expulsion was
accompanied by an electrifying
promise! God would send a
Redeemer.
He sent him through the
Jewish people. Upon them, He
laid the burden of preparing
the way. Into a Jewish family,
in His own mysterious time,
He sent the Virgin; and then
in her He formed the flesh of
the Incarnation.
CHRIST I)II) NOT die on the
cross because He could not
avoid it. He could have
avoided it as easily as He
walked through the throng
that would have flung him
from a cliff.
Indeed, His last actions be-
fore his capture and torture
and deatli were to show His
power When He said to the
mob that came to Gethsemane
to seize Him, “I am He," they
were thrown violently back-
ward to the ground; before
giving Himself into their
hands, he restored the ear of
the servant which Peter's
sword had cut off.
CHRIST WHO is God incar-
nate, Himself chose the death
that He died.
It is fearfully obtuse and
cruelly ignorant to lay upon
anyone except everyone
and above all oneself re-
sponsibility for the crucifixion
And I remain confident that
the ecumenical council, in its
declaration on the Church and
the Jews, will state the truth,
and will not back away from
it because of political pres-
sure.
Mass Calendar
July 12 Sunday. Rth Sunday alter
Pentecost. 2nd Class. Green. Gl. tr
Prel. of Trinity.
July 1.1 Monday. Mass of previous
Sunday (Bth After Pe.it >. 4th Class
Green. No Gl. or Cr. 2nd Coll. C (Pi
Common Prei.
July 14 - Tuesday. St. Bonaventurc.
Bishop. Confeasor. Doctor 3rd Class
White. Gl. No Cr. Common Pref
July 15 - Wednesday St Henry.
Emperor. Confessor. 3rd Class. White.
Gl. 2nd Coll. C (PI. Common Prel.
July 16 Thursday. Mass of pre-
vious Sunday 4th Class. Green. No Gl.
or Cr. 2nd Coll. Blessed Vlrgr.l Mary
Of Ml. Carmel. Common Pref. Or
Blessed Virgin Mary of Ml. Carmel.
White. Gl. Pref. of Blessed Virgin..July 17 Friday. Maas of previous
Sunday, 4th Class. Green. No Gl or
Cr. 2nd Coll. St Alexius; 3 C (Pi
Common Pref. Or; St Alexius. Con-
leaor. White. Gl. 2nd Coll. C (Pi
Common Pref.
.July 1* Saturday. St. CamlUu.i tie
I.olU*. Confessor. 3rd Class. White. Gl.
2nd Coll. aSS. Symphorosa and Her Sev-
en Sons. Common Pref.
.July 19 Sunday. 9th Sunday after
Pentecost. 2nd Class. Green. Gl. Cr.
Pref. of Trinity.
,K
Key
t: . a?’’ CF CM * d: C lr °™the Votive Mass of Holv Ghost; N
Archdiocese of Newark; p Diocese of
Paterson; Coll. Collect; Pref. Prefare
God Love You
Priests: Help
Your Brothers
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
Priests: out of love for the
priesthood will you help some
priests in Africa, Asia, Latin
America, Oceania and other
parts of the world?
Many priests in Latin Amer-
ica can support themselves
with four or five Mass inten-
tions a month. But some have
not had any for six months.
In other mission lands,
wiiere no salary is paid,
priests can live on twenty in-
tentions a month, though many
do not even average a few.
Mass stipends generally are
on the decline throughout the
US. May we therefore ask
that all those organizations,
mortuary establishments and
societies who perhaps get as
much as $l,OOO from people
who contribute a dollar for a
Mass-card remembrance, send
S5O of that to the poor priests
of the world.
The Pontifical Society for
the Propagation of the Faith
sends Mass intentions to Bish-
ops for mission priests.
Priests belong to the only
profession in the world in
which it is unnecessary to be-
come acquainted with one an-
other; they know these prob-
lems.
GOD LOVE YOU to J.M. for
$10: “In thanksgiving for
many graces received: my re-
ligion, six fine children, a
good wife, a good job and the
privilege of American cit-
izenship."
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to it and ad-
dress it to Bishop Fulton J.
Sheen, National Director, So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, 3GS Fifth Avenue,
New York, or Bishop Martin
W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry St.,
Newark, or Msgr. William F.
Louis, 24 dcGrasse St. Pater-
son.
Forty Hours
ISetvark
July 12, 1944
Eighth Sunaay After Pentecost
St. Anthony's. 195 Walnut St,. Northvale
Our Lady of Good Couneel. 157 Honey*
auckle Dr., Washlnfton Township
July 19, 1944
Ninth Sunday Affar Pantacoat
St. Mary'*, Legion PI.. Cloater
Blessed Sacrament. 591 Colonial Rd.,
F rar.iklin Lakes
Paterson
July 12, 1944
Eighth Sunday Altar Pantacoat
Our Lady Queen of Peace. Branchvllla
July 19, 1944
Ninth Sunday Attar Pantacoat
St. James the Greater. Montague
St. Joseph*! Shrine. Stirling
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When One Need Abates
Another Becomes Acute
Ever since independence,
Buea in Africa has been get-
ting many more vocations to
the priesthood, Sisterhood and
Brotherhood. Bishop J. Peeters
writes that all the existing
convents and schools are too
small, and new ones have to
be started.
“I would like to appeal es-
pecially for the first convent
of Shilsong, which is built of
sun-dried bricks,” he writes.
"The roof is leaking. It was
meant to accommodate just
five Sisters, but now there are
about 50.
"The good Sisters do not
complain. They just look at me
with big eyes. I must start
anew convent, but dare not
think of it as that would cost
about $15,000, and where
would the money come from?
"I feel that it is my duty to
do something for them, and
that is not the only thing. We
have to build this year another
three convents for native Sis-
ters. Then, the Trappists are
coming, and in the beginning
of next year there will be a
cloister of contemplative nuns.
"Our seminary will have to
be extended as well. I hope
these needs will move your
hearts. Our position is more
urgent than ever before. The
Church has been the leader
here in the West Cameroon.
Should we now allow this to
bo changed?”
Do your part by helping na-
tive Bishops support their
clergy. All offerings sent to
the Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith are forwarded
directly to the Holy Father,
who knows the needs of all
mission areas.
Bishop to Visit
St. Valentine’s
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal for the Society
for the Propagation of the
Faith July 12 at St. Valen-
tine's, Bloomfield, Msgr.
Bronlslaus A. Socha, pastor.
The Bishop thanks Msgr.
Socha and the other pas-
tors of the archdiocese for
making these appeals pos-
sible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D.
Very Rev. Msgr. John F. Davis
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N.J. Phone 623-8308.
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 11
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrasse St., Paterson 1, N.J. Phone ARmory 4-0400
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to a p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to the Society for the Propagation of the
Faith are income tax deductible.
A Car Means Aid
,
Food and Water
Rev. Jerome Lubega of Good
Shepherd Mission in Masaka
writes from the African vil-
lage of Ssembabule, his resi-
dence for three years. Twenty
miles in radius, his territory is
nearly all bush, and the sur-
rounding parishes are 38 to 50
miles distant.
"There are only two stony
roads,” he explains. “The oth-
ers, only foot paths. There is
only one bus every other day.
We have no hospital. The near-
est dispensary is 22 miles dis-
tant. Water is very scarce.
Two months ago the govern-
ment tried to make a bore-
hole here, but after going 45
feet deep it turned out to be
a failure; rains rarely fall.
“Most of the people are pa-
gans or Protestants, other-
wise non-practising Christians;
very few Catholics. They are
poor. Some children who
would like to learn to read
have no clothing so cannot go
to school. Going to school can
be dangerous, too, as there
are wild beasts such as lions,
leopards and buffalo.
“When I first came here 1
was able to buy a car, which
we have been using to buy
food, to take children to the
hospital, to go on distant sick
calls —and sometimes to
fetch water. But the car is now
worn out.
“I would like to buy a car
suitable for my needs, which
can easily be maintained and
can give us satisfactory serv-
ice. Could you send me some
money for this purpose: about
$2,700?
"I have no other sources for
this help as I have no father
or mother. I have a brother,
who is also a priest."
Ireland Is Ready
To ‘Baptize’ World
LONDON (NC) Ireland is
in a particularly advantageous
position to "baptize” the kind
of civilization now emerging in
the world, the Church’s head
there believes.
Archbishop William Conway
of Armagh, the Primate of All
Ireland, told an interviewer:
“We have preserved a deep-
ly religious sense of values
right into the 19605, and the
newer forms of modern civil-
ization are reaching us more
gradually and rather later
than other countries. We have
had time to study them, to
assess them and to distinguish
the gold in them from the
dross. I think we have thus an
opportunity to Christianize this
new oncoming civilization to
the core
... We could well
give something of a lead even
to the world in this.”
ARCHBISHOP Conway re-
ferred to the very high propor-
tion of Irish priests who go to
serve outside Ireland. "On an
average, of the 400 priests who
are ordained in Ireland each
year,” he said, "about 310 are
given by Ireland to the Church
throughout the world. I think
that this is a magnificent con-
tribution.”
The Archbishop was asked
what prospects he saw lor
sending more Irish priests to
South America. He said, "1
feel we will bo able to do a
great deal for South America.
That mission is now very
much better known than it
was even ft years ago.
There is a certain momentum
among the priests toward
South America—and the faith-
ful, as a whole, are beginning
to realize it.
Mind of the West
Taught to Japanese
The Oblates of Mary Imma-
culate in Japan have launched
a system of teaching the pron-
unciation and meaning of Eng-
ish which has proved pleas-
ing to the Japanese.
Most students want to speak
better English and jump at the
courses, but to learn better
pronunciation they must agree
to follow the course in under-
standing. #
This new course initiates
them in the peculiarities of
Western thought, explaining
fundamentals that an author
in English presupposes as
common knowledge.
It also teaches the basic no-
tions of Christian thought. It
raises many issues and many
doubts.
The result is constant
inquiry on God, life and death
The students gain a better
comprehension of English
and also of Christianity.
The Cedar Association, as
the course is called, was
prompted by a TV discussion
seen by missionaries who real-
ized the participants did not
understand the book under dis-
cussion. The English book had
been interpreted according to
Japanese customs, rather thAn
those of English-speaking peo-
ple.
The missionaries were au-
thorized to teach Japanese
through this special course,
which is hoped to become an
excellent way to bring Chris-
tianity to Japan.
v
“The Cedar Associations"
writes Father Barton, Q.M.1.,
“will continue as long as the
Japanese want them, since
God uses them to inspire
souls."
MISSION SCHOOL - A group of boys learn carpentry in a crude industrial school operat-
ed by the Jesuits at the Talasari mission near Bombay, India.
AID Developing
Minnesota Project
PATERSON The Associa-
tion for International Develop-
ment has announced plans for
an educational program in the
Archdiocese of St. Paul, Minn.,
in the first issue of its new
newsletter, "Full Circle."
The program was developed
in the course of 70 meetings
held by AID members Ger-
ald Mische and Larry Dodge
in the Twin Cities area since
last November.
THE ORGANIZATION has
arranged with Archbishop Leo
Binz to establish a committee
to collaborate in planning pro-
grams with various archdio-
cesan organizations, such as
the Christian Family Move-
ment and Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine.
Campus programs have al-
ready been initiated at the Col-
lege of St. Catherine and the
College of St. Thomas, with an
AID associate, Michael Mur-
phy, holding the post of foreign
student advisor for the Uni-
versity of Minnesota Newman
Center.
Three parishes have esta-
blished programs for the in-
ternational lay apostolatc and
foreign student activities.
AID also announced that the
principal lecture at this com-
ing week’s sessions ofTKe In-
stitute for International Serv-
ice at Seton Hall University
will be given by Dr. Leona
Baumgartner, Assistant Secre-
tary of State.
Dr. Baumgartner will talk on
population growth at the July
13 meeting in McNulty Hail.
Invitations have been sent to
organizations involved with
population problems. There
will be an open discussion aft-
er the talk.
Paper Goes to TV
SALTO, Uruguay (NC)
The six-year-old Catholic daily
newspaper El Pueblo has in-
itiated a daily television pro-
gram of local, national and in-
ternational news and commen-
tary from its offices.
Christianity Stamps
MANILA (NC) Congress
has approved a bill authoriz-
ing the printing of stamps to
commemorate the 400th anni-
versary next year of the Chris-
tianization of the Philippines.
Ceylon to Bar
Missionaries?
BATON ROUGE, La. (NC)
The government of Ceylon
will not renew the visas of
foreign Christian missionaries
or let new ones enter the coun-
try after May 30, 1965, a Jesuit
missioner said here.
The disclosure was made by
Rev. Clair Cazayoux, S.J., a
native of this city who has
taught on the island south of
India.
This would mark another
major step in more than five
years of harassment of Chris-
tians in the predominantly
Buddhist nation.
Ceylon, urged on by Buddhist
extremists, began to confiscate
Catholic and other private
schools in 1960. Last reports
indicate only about 40 remain
open.
In March of this year, the
government culminated a long
program to remove nursing
Sisters from their posts by
refusing to extend their visas.
Father Cazayoux said the
government in Ceylon, where
less than 7% of the population
is Christian, is experiencing
financial difficulties and has
been using action against the
Church to win support.
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SERVING NATIONALLY
FAMOUS INSTITUTIONS
FOR OVSR 45 YIARS
COATS - APRONS
FROCKS - TROUSERS
TABLE & BED LINENS
INDUSTRIAL UNIFORMS
ACME
COAT APRON &
TOWEL SUPPLY CO.
WYman 1-3654
251 CHSSTNUT, KIARNY
QUINN BROS.
You Can Dapand On Aetna
Fat Highatt Standard! at
• Quality • Service • Supply
Professional Towel Service
and Apparel
Office Coals and Towel*
9 Continuous Towels
Visit Beautiful GRAYMOOR
pilgrimage season
Sundays now through October 25
MASSES 1 0i45, 11 >43, 12i43
St. Antheny Devotion*
GRAYMOOR It J mil., north o( Pookskill, N. Y. on Rt. 9.
BUSES LEAVE
Port Authority Bui Terminal Rill t Bth Avanuo, N.Y.C. 9:15 a m.
TICKETS at WINDOW 17; Buiot Laava Groymoor at 4:00 p.m,
Tol. LOngacro 3 0373 or LOngacro 4.1414
In Now Jortoy call HUbbard 74100 (Mohawk)
For further information wrift:
Pr. Guardian, 3. A., Groymoor Priari, Oarrlion, N. Y. 10334
Talaphonai OArrlien 4-3471, Coda No. 914
Write For Free Visitors' Direct
The Convenient,
Friendly Bank That
Serves You Better!
r/o
INTEREST
Paid from DayofDeposit on
ONE YEAR
CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSIT
l.OOO lO $25,000
nk • Also MGULARA SPECIAL CHECKINGACCOUNTS,
Pintnil Loini, Auto loim, Salt Dipoilt Bom,
M All Otktr BjnUitf Strrictt
COMMERCIAL
TRUST CO.
OP NEW JERSEY
15 Excitant* Place, Janay City
11 Ctnvunltnt Office* ftr Full Strvloa tanking
■ AYOMNE a JERSEY CITY • UNION CITY
OPEN MONDAY (VENINOB Mungo Pfe.)
4orooyCity 4 SoyoanaTto I- LMoa City I to f
'**«*“• atWAva 4VOTIU AMO pioioai omoiir iniuhanci eo«r.
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH GOD
For: MEN, WOMEN
HUSBAND and WIPE
Husband A Wife Retreat • July 24-34
Oblate* Retreat (Third Ordar • Man
A Woman) Aug. 7 t
Conductad by tha monks of
Saint Paul's Abbey
Please maka reservation* early
Writa for Information to
DIRECTOR OF RETREATS
Quean of Paaca Ratraat Hoot#
St. Paul** Abbey, Newton, N.J.
INDIA: TO CARE FOR RABIES
FIFTEEN BABIES ARE ALIVE TODAY 1$ KODAKARA,
INDIA, because the Sisters of the Holy Family refused to let
them die ... The infanta were found
abandoned, anemic and covered with
filth and sores. Now they are clean
and regularly fed, thanks to the Sis-
ters’ loving care ... The woman who
works earns as little as five cents
a day In India. Many mothers can-
not keep their children . . The
Sisters, therefore, look to us for
help. They need a few rooms in
which to keep these babies (and
„. . ~ ... . ... more to come), as well as bassinets.rb.HolyrtkfiM,„u>nAU crlbl >|e _ w „ „ Te thfm fT( .ry .
lorlbtOri—ulCbmtb thing they need for only $2,000 .. .
WIE you help? The Sisters are caring for 30 orphans, in addi-
tion to the babies. Imagine the expense, just for foodjmd
clothing! ... If yon’d like to build and equip this “home" for
babies In memory of a loved one ($2,000), please write to us
now. Send, at least, whatever you can afford—sl, $2, $5, $lO.
Who can refuse a helpless baby?
6t
PERSONAL! TO G.V.G.
TH/.NK YOU. G.V.G.—Your three $5O bonds will help build
a church In ETHIOPIA, train a native Sister in INDIA, pro-
vide medical care for refugees and lepers.
GAZA: THE BLIND
BLIND YOUNGSTERS IN THE GAZA STRIP (which lies be-
tween EGYPT and ISRAEL) will be able to support themselves,
thanks to what they’re learning In the Pontifical Mission Center
for the Blind . . . $3OO pays the overall cost of a blind boy’s
training for one year . . . $25 pays It for one month . . . The
Holy Father asks your help.
WELCOME, PARTNER!
Dear Monslgnor,
I received the enclosed $25 for a Communion Breakfast
talk about Lebanon and the Maronites.
We're partners. Whatever I receive for talks like this,
I'll give you for the missions.
(Mrs. S. B.—Brooklyn, N.Y.)
WHATEVER YOU GIVE to the Cathollo Near East Welfare
Association Is used, under the direction of the Holy Father
himself, to help the needy In IS countries In which Catholics
are a very slim minority. EGYPT, for instance, Is only .6% Cath-
olic; CYPRUS. 1.1%; ERITREA, .8%; INDIA, 1.5% . . . Please
remember our priests and Sisters when you make a will, or
when you want Masses offered.
Dear Monslgnor Ryan:
Enclosed please find for
Name
Street
City Zone State
&12ear6st(Di$$ion$jtt)
FRANCIS CARDINAL CPIUMAN, President
Mtgr. Joseph T. Ryea, Ned See’y
Seed ell eoemeslcetloss to:
CATHCMC NEAR EAST WELFARE ASSOCIATION
1M Modtsee Ave. et tied Sr. New Yerfc. N. Y. 10017
CANA
RETREATS
For huibond 1 wife
JULY 17-19
ST. PIUS X
HOUSE OF RETREATS
Blackwood, N.J, CA 7-1436
Located IS mlnuftt from axil 3 of
Turnpiko.
As Long
As You Live
you will receive a
DEPENDABLE and
GOOD INCOME U
you invest your sav-
In(s In oar
S.V.D. ANNUITY
PLAN.
You alto share In the
great work of the Missions
end help In educating
priests and Brethren for
the Missions.
• Certain tax advantages.
• A Lasting Memorial am*
remembrances In many \
Masses and prayers.
WRITE FOR FREE INFORMATION
SOCIETY OF
THE DIVINE WORD
Annuity Dept. GIRARD, PA.
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS
BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
SAVE UP TO 30%
SRMtons why Albert H. Hopper It the largestmanufacturer of Memorials In New Jersey
• We past on to our customers a
saving of up to by telling
direct to the purchaser.
• All work It done by local stone*
cutters A carvers here at our
plant assuring you of Immediate
delivery..
• You can Inspect the memorial
here as work progresses.
’ '?* nr plant * larg.•lock of raw malarial, enabllnj
ua to complata your eholco on
abort notlco.
■ From tha raw iranlta to Ilia ant-
tin* ol tha comp la lad monumant,
wa parsonally handle.
329-341 RIDGE ROAD, NORTH ARLINGTON
Opposite Holy Cross Cemetery yyy J-2266
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful and understanding service is in accord ivith
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, N.J.
HUbbard 7-1010
HUNT FUNERAL HOME
1601 PALISADE AVE.
FORT LEE, N. J.
JAMES A. HUNT
Director
Windsor 4-1202
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N.J.
WEbster 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N.J.
ATlas 8-1362
EDWARD F. KUGLER
Community Home
For Funerals
311 FIFTH ST.
SADDLE BROOK, N.J.
Business Phone 773-6500
Residence Phone 777-0869
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HU'bbard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY l SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
ESSEX COUNTY
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESsex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N.J.
ORange 3-6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N.J.
PLymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L. V. MULLIN & SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
'
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
East Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Huelsenbeck
Director
ESsex 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
GEORGE AHR & SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
HUDSON COUNTY
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N.J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
LAWRENCE G. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
298 Academy St.
(at Bergen Square)
Jersey City, N.J.
SW 8-8114
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOMB
1914 New York Avenue
Union City, N.J.
UNion 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th St. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENIINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7-0373
WILUAM SCHLEMM, INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
Manager
HEnderson 4-0411
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
220 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY. N.J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNion 7-1000
McLaughlin downtown
FUNERAL HOME
591 Jersey Avo.
Jersey City, N. J.
J. A. McLaughlin, Jr.
Manager ?
653-2266
McLaughlin journalssq.
FUNERAL HOME
625 Pavona Ave.
Jersey City, N.J.
J. A. McLaughlin
Manager
659-5466
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 Willow Avenue
Hoboken, N.J.
OLdfield 9-1455
Oldfield 9-1456
MORRIS COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plains, N.J.
JE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOME
E 28th St. & 12th Ave.
(1 Block North of B'way)
Paterson
SH 2-6433
CORNY & CORNY
MORTUARY
519 Marshall Street
Paterson, N.J.
MUlberry 4-5400
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 Washington Place
Passaic, NJ.
PRescott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-28 Harding Avenue
‘ Clifton, NJ.
PRescott 7-3002
HENNESSEYFUNERAL HOME
171 Washington Place
Passaic, N.J.
PRescott 7-0141
UNION COUNTY
CORNY A CORNY
MORTUARY
330 Elizabeth Avenue
Elizabeth. N.J.
ELlzabeth 2-1415
For lUting* in thl» lection call Tho Advotato, MArkot 4-0700
Survey by Sister
Garden State Grew
3,300 Composers
WEST ORANGE The first American composer,
Francis Hopkinson, a signer of the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, lived most of his life in New Jersey (Bordcn-
town).
And those who say it was the Rev. James Lyon, and
not Hopkinson, who wrote the first music in the New World
must still ascribe the feat to the Garden State because the
Rev. Lyon was a Newarker.
Hopkinson and Lyon are among more than 3,300 com-
posers with New Jersey ties who are listed in a four-volume
"Source Book of Music in New Jersey.” It is the work of
five years of Sister Catherine Cecilia, 0.P., recently of
Lacordaire School, Upper Montclair, currently tutoring at
St. Joseph’s, West Orange, and due to go to St. Dominic's
Academy, Jersey City, in the fall.
"THE DATA in the ‘Source Book’ proves that New
Jersey’s history of culture Is very wonderful,” said Sister
Catherine Cecilia, “not only in its time scope, but in its
breadth we have had composers of every kind of music.”
This week Sister Catherine Cecilia went to Trenton to
present a copy of her "Source Book" manuscript to Gov.
Richard J. Hughes for placement in the State Library.
The original manuscript will be kept in the Caldwell Col-
lege Library, conducted by the Sisters of St. Dominic.
New Jersey is the only state to have such a work.
LISTED IN the book are such well-known names as
Stephen Foster, who lived in Hoboken in 1854, the year he
wrote "Jeanie With the Light Brown Hair”; Glen Ridge-
born Tenafly resident Tootie Camarata, Count Basie of
Red Bank, Jerome Kern who grew up in Newark, and
Teaneck’s Ferde Grafe who wrote the “Grand Canyon
Suite."
There is the composer of the standard Protestant
hymn, "What a Friend I Have in Jesus," the Rev. William
Batchelder Bradbury who lived in Bloomfield, and one
Pierre Norman, composer of movie scores including "The
Bells of St. Mary’s,"who was really a priest of the Newark
Archdiocese, Rev. Pierre Joseph Connors.
There are Sister Elizabeth Parcnte, M.P.F., of Villa
Victoria Academy, Sister Beatrice of Georgian
Court College, Lakewood, and a whole host of composers
of educational music familiar to anyone who’s studied
piano Louise Curcio of Newark, Eric Steiner of West
Orange, Louis Scarmolin of Fairview, etc.
The composers are arranged alphabetically, along with
biographical data and at least 10 copyrighted compositions.
To be included, a composer had to be a native of New
Jersey, or have lived or worked here for at least five years.
SISTER CATHERINE Cecilia began the work as a
member of the Tercentenary Committee of Montclair,
charged with making a list of music suitable for use in
the schools for the state's 300th anniversary.
Officials of the state Tercentenary Commission sug-
gested the project be expanded for statewide use. And
Sister Catherine Cecilia was off and running. She did re-
search in every major library of the state. She got help
from ASCAP (American Society of Composers and Per*
formers), from the American Composers Alliance, from
the individual music publishers, and she poured over the
copyright entry books from 1898 through 1962 with a mag-
nifying glass.
Not satisfied to let any loopholes lie, she traced down
we composers themselves. Her query to Roy Harris (who
lived in Montclair) went from ASCAP in New York to
Pittsburgh, to Indiana, to Puerto Rico and finally Stockton,
Calif. She located Matthew Lake's widow from information
on his tombstone in Paramus.
She ran into some old friends too: "There was Cy
Cobon who wrote ‘The Old Piano Roll Blues’ and Zcz
Confrey, ‘Kitten on the Keys’ how I used to love to play
those on the piano!”
MEANWHILE, she has been assisting various towns
and individuals with tercentenary music programs. A
native of Newark with an M.S. in music education from
Duqucsne University, Sister Catherine Cecilia has been
a judge for the All-State Chorus competition, editor of the
N. J. Music Educators Association Newsletter, and a
member of the evaluation committee for the Middle States
Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges.
Denmark’s Married Priest
Godmother Was the Curate’s Wife
COPENHAGEN (NC) - An
Irish priest visiting St. There-
sa's parish here was as-
tonished recently when the
Danish pastor told him to drop
by in the afternoon because
"my curate’s wife is going to
be godmother at a Baptism.”
Rev. Olav Rordam Bon-
nevie, 57, a former minister
in the Lutheran State Church,
has been carrying on pastoral
duties here since 1960 when he
was ordained a Catholic priest.
He is married and has a 21-
year-old daughter. ' *
I Father Bonnevie and his
family live in a modern apart-
ment building about a block
from the church.
THERE ARE NOW about a
dozen former Lutheran min-
isters who are married Cath-
olic priests in Germany. Fa-
ther Bonnevie is the only one
in Denmark, and his presence
here is seen as having a salu-
tary effect on Cathollc-Protes-
tant relations.
; "My ancestors had been
.Lutheran ministers for 400
;years," Father Bonnevie ex-
plains. "Even as a boy I was
'determined to carry on with
the tradition. When I was 23
*1 attended a Catholic Mass in
'Sacred Heart Church in Cop-
• enhagen. The Consecration
made a deep Impression on
me, especially since I had ai-
rways held the Catholic view of
. Christ’s Presence in the Sac-
rament, while the Lutheran
explanation confused me.
< "After my ordination as a
minister, I was assistant for
one year and then pastor for
’,12 years In Hellevaa-Orum In
northern Jutland. I was an ac-
tive participant in the high
I church movement In Den-
mark, but I gradually became
. aware I could not forever jus-
W my Catholic conviction
with the Lutheran viewpoint.
I then decided to become a
Catholic."
FATHER BONNEVIE be-
came a Catholic in 1945. His
wife and daughter followed
him Into the Church two years
later. In 1953 he received per-
mission from Pope Pius XII
to begin studies for the priest-
hood. Seven yeftr* later he
was ordained by Bishop Johan-
nes Suhr, 0.5.8., of Copen-
hagen. Present for the cere-
mony were Father Bonnevie’s
wife and about 50 priests
out of a total of 130 priests in
all of Denmark.
Asa curate at St. Theresa’s.
Father Bonnevie says Mass,
hears confessions, baptizes, of-
ficiates at marriages, minis-
ters to th 6 sick and car-
ries out all the other duties of
an ordinary parish priest. Last
year he and his wife led a pil-
grimage to the Holy Land.
Newspapers here and in
France have given much at-
tention to Father Bonnevie's
daughter, Sho received sever-
al offers of marriage from
young Frenchmen, apparently
not Intimidated by the thought
of a priest for a fathe’-in-law.
IN THE RECTORY Mrs. Bonnevie pours for Father Bonnevie and their daughter in
Copenhagen apartment. A former Lutheran minister, Father Bonnevie became a Catholic
In 1945 and was ordained a priest in 1960.
Bolivia Mission-Land
Chief Product: Paradox
By ANNE BUCKLEY
PATERSON After a pre-
election shoot-up in Caranavi,
Bolivia, last April a Commu-
nist took his rightist victim for
treatment by the Sisters of
Charity at the mission parish
of Divine Love.
Paradoxical like so much
in Bolivia, sighs Rev. John F.
Heusser. Father Heusser is
one of two Paterson diocesan
priests who staff the parish
and its outlying mission sta-
tions, which embrace 10,000
people.
INTERVIEWED during a
stateside vacation, Father
Heusser ticked off the para-
doxes . . .
• Bolivians coming down
from the high plateau in search
of new opportunity, buying
land for $1 —and then dis-
covering their farm to be a 90-
degree slope, suitable for little
besides citrus orchards, which
they can't consider because the
first yield would come only
after five years and they need
food now.
• Alliance for Progress gifts
which are responsible for vir-
tually everything the people
have —and yet Communists
sweep the local elections.
• Communist non-interven-
tion with the Church due to
the fact that their constituents
would not like it if harm came
to the priests and Sisters.
• Yet, subtle harassments
like the fact that it was
a year before the Paterson
priests in Caranavi got their
trunks from the U.S., and a
mimeograph machine mailed
before they left Paterson two
summers ago still has not
arrived.
• The big thing the people
make of religious feastdays
fiestas accompanied by dnmk-
eness and debauchery.
• The priest visiting an out-
lying colony being assigned the
"best bed” in the best home
which means he’ll attempt
sleep on a web of wooden slats
while his guide snuggles com-
fortably into Father’s sleeping
bag.
• Visiting one of these col-
onies which is staunchly Prot-
estant and having 10 Com-
munions out of 15 Catholic fam-
ilies while in a "totally Cath-
olic” colony, mysteriously, no
one receives.
For the Pa erson priests in
Bolivia, tlie work is as uphill
as the steep farms where their
people sow rice instead 7>(
citrus trees because they must
eat.
BUT FATHER Heusser
and Caranavi's pastor, Pater-
son’s Rev. Armand donte, Jfire
making that uphill glimb, and
they have results to show for
it.
At first, in the little three-
walled, thatched chapel which
is the church for the 300 famil-
ies in Caranavi proper, there
were no Communions. The first
Christmas, there were six. The
next Christmas, 30. At Easter,
90. And after a recent Re-
demptorist mission 150 Com-
munions.
Helping considerably are the
four Sisters of Charity sent
from Convent Station to Cara-
navi last February. "They
have changed the mission
radically.” Father Heusser
said. The two nurses, Sisters
Grace Lavinia and Michael
Julia, treat 1,000 people a
month for malnutrition, TB,
cuts and infections in the little
dispensary built for $5OO.
The teachers, Sisters Mary
Frederick and Anne James,
visit 12 public schools a week,
giving catchism lessons.
THEN THERE are rewards
like the time a young Bolivian
came to Father Heusser after
a sermon and said he would
like to give a year or two of
volunteer service like the
Peace Corpsmcn and Church-
sponsored lay volunteers.
"He trained a choir, leads
the congregation in sung Mass-
es, has taught catechism and
farming and now keeps the
motors of the mission running
smoothly," said Father Heus-
ser. "If we could only get
more such people. We need
nurses, mechanics, builders,
farmers,”
He can’t find elaborate
enough words of praise for
Peace Corps workers and vol-
unteers like Paterson's Marie
Tuozzo, a nurse who worked
in La Paz, Bolivia, until she
was forced to return, gravely
ill.
The Caranavi mission has
what Father Heusser described
as a comfortable rectory, a
“nice convent” for the Sisters,
and the dispensary, with plans
for anew church and hopes
for a parish school.
"I wish we could set up a
demonstration farm where peo-
ple could learn agricultural
methods and the use of tools
which they could borrow,” he
added, observing that this
would call for a qualified agri-
culturist. ►
MEANWHILE, Father Heus-
seur is laying groundwork for
his own experiment in dairy
farming. With a Christmas gift
from Bishop Navagh he pur-
chased two cows. He is still
waiting for delivery of one of
them, from Coroico which is
a three-hour jeep ride away.
The first cow arrived three
months after it was ordered.
It has been given to a man in
one of the villages, with the
proviso that Father Heusser
gets the first two calves, which
will go to other villages.
For protection against malic-
ious jealousy, the next village
has been instructed it will get
the first calf if no harm comes
to the cow. The long-range plan
calls for purchase of a bull
when 16 cows have been ac-
cumulated.
AN EQUALLY slow business
is the onslaught against the
paganism and religious indif-
ference into which the people
have fallen through priest-poor
centuries. Each priest cele-
brates three Masses each Sun-
day, visiting various colonies
periodically. The two Masses
at the Caranavi church, which
holds 120 people, are filled.
Until the Sisters arrived the
priests made a systematic vis-
itation of villages, spending as
long as a week at each one.
“We found that once we had
visited them, they would come
to us,” Father Heusser said.
"When a priest comes to
them, and calls them by name,
they feel they are part of the
Church.”
He recalled bunking with a
family in a house that consist-
ed of one room, 10 by 30 feet,
from which the chickens were
chased to make room for the
padre in the "best bed”
with the parents and four chil-
dren slumbering nearby.
There would be Mass each
morning outside tbe house, de-
votions every evening, and as
the days wore on,a few people
coming to say, “I will make
my confession now.”
CONTRARY TO reports from
other areas of Latin America,
Caranavi’s mission draws more
men than women, Father Heus-
ser said. One reason, he feels,
is that the men know the
Spanish the padres use. while
the women speak only the dif-
ficult Indian dialect they are
still trying to master. There
are no books to go by; all
must be learned by ear.
Father Heusser, crew-cut and
appearing amazingly fit des-
pite a rugged two years, looks
forward to his return to Cara-
navi at the end of the month.
As he talks of the exasperat-
ing factors of life among the
Bolivians, he sounds very like
a father speaking fondly of the
pranks of a little son. "God
love them," he keeps saying,
after every recitation of a
paradox.
He admits that the economic
and religious situations occa-
sion feelings of “impotence and
sadness” in the missioner who
longs to help. But already, aft-
er only two years, a sustaining
hope has been justified in the
realm of the spiritual.
“We know that once we get
to them, we can always bring
them back,” he said.
Above, Sister Michael Julia
treats a sick Indian in Caranavi’s
parish clinic. At right, Father
Heusser is met by Bolivian fiesta-goers
on visit to an outlying village.
Father Heusser,
Paterson priest
on leave from
Bolivia.
A Tall Lady
RUSSELLS POINT, Ohio
(NC)—An Ohio telephone
company executive has
built a 42-foot-high shrine
of Our Lady of Fatima on
lakeside property here.
George B. Quatman, gen-
eral manager of the Tele-
phone Service of Ohio, said
the shrine will be given to
St. Mary's parish.
The outdoor shrine, which
cost $50,000, features a
stainless steel canopy shel-
tering a 19Vi foot fiber-
glass statue of Our Lady of
Fatima, said to be the
largest in the world.
The/ Vlvorme
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WE’RE MOVING
AHEAD....
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Comparative
Statements of Condition
First Mortgage Loans
Account Loans
Federal Home Loan Bank Stock
Office Buildings (Net)
Equipment and Fixtures (Net)
_
Federal Insurance Prepayment _
Miscellaneous Assets
U.S. Government Bonds
Other Investment Securities
_
Cash in Banks and on Hand _
TOTAL ASSETS
ASSETS
Jam St, IH4
SI 6,944,184.61
220,172.42
225,000.00
223,705.65
27,568.42
80,030.57
11,222.86
979,871.82
10,000.00
,
474,656.13
$19,202,412.48
LIABILITIES AND RESERVES
Savings Accounts.
Advances
Loans in Process
Miscellaneous Liabilities
Reserves and Undivided Profits
TOTAL LIAB. & RESERVES
$17,136,413.63
1,000,000.00
35,000.00
63,612.73
967,386.12
$19,202,412.48
54 YEABS OF BBBTIOE
SHEPHCRO OTFIC6
740 Irvington Ave. at ParkerAm.
762-2302
INSURED SAVINGS ACCOUNTS • MONET OROCRS P CHRISTMAS CLUB
HOME MORTGAGE LOANS • VACATION CLUB • TRAVELERS* CHECKS
No,
AND LOAN ASSOCIATE
Maplpwcfod, N. J.
Jam JO. IIIJ
$13,729,400.96
67,834.97
225,000.00
236,229.65
30,077.71
26,701.06
7,374.34
743,410.61
10,000.00
344,814.44
$15,420,843.74
Jam 10. IMJ
$15,326,815.35
177,160.32
225,000.00
229,967.65
27,532.74
55,045.01
33,390.28
953,102.42
10,000.00
227,615.00
$17,265,628.77
$15,808,897.67
540,000.00
51,500.00
14,287.45
850,943.65
$17,265,628.77
$14,431,472.45
150,000.00
69,750.00
22,800.85
746,820.44
$15,420,843.74
Maplewood Are. at Deptftea
762-2040
mm
Kklo INSURED|
wm
T. WALTER ALEXANDER
proprietor
ALEXANDERS
ESSO SEAVICE STATION
GUSTAV FRAENTZEL
hardware, retired
T. MILTON GEJSLER
assistant treasurer
N. J. REU TELEPHONE CO.
CALEB D. HAMMONO
COMPANY
DIRECTORS
FREDERIC W. SMITH
Of THE BOARO,ATTORNEY - SENIOR PARTNER
HAROLD JANOF
ALnlft CAIEUU
a VINCENT McNANY
HERBERT E. HARPER
EDMUND T. HUME
ox
ANDREW JACK
REALTOR MB MMJROR
NICHOLAS JOYA
ATTORMRVAI IMP
PRESIDERT AMD
MANMm omca
ANTHONY P. MiELE
ws
HUBERT L PERSON, JR.
PRESIDENT .
MOWOHo Mi COMPAni
GEOR6E a SALMON
wmmflSSNcomm
EDWARD 6. SLINGERLAND
rnm^mSOfTma
LOUIS 0. STRATTON
REALTOR AM INSUROR
GEORGE M. WALLHAUSER
For All Churches, a Fair and Equal Chance
By FRANZISKUS CARDINAL KOENIG
NCWC Sews Service
Throi.ghout her history the
Catholi: Church has lived in
and been obliged, to a certain
extent, io collaborate with re-
markably diverse societies.
She has existed in feudal
states and city-republics, un-
der absolute monarchies and
dictatorships. And inevitably,
because the Church is a
church of men, she has adapt-
ed herself to and to an extent
accepted these various social
structures.
BUT EVEN IN times of per-
secution, when cooperation
with the state was impossible,
the Church did not give way
to opportunism and modify
either her fundamental struc-
ture or her message of salva-
tion. Nor has she ever given
her approval to injustice.
In the modem world the
Church openly and honestly
supports democracy in many
nations. This is not opportun-
ism nor is it a mere com-
promise with those who are
presently in power. Rather, it
is the way in which the Church
fulfills her mission by using
the means of the times.
Democracy is not the only
possible way of life. It is not
the only possible form of so-
ciety in which the Church can
live and carry on her mission.
But it*s the best form of so-
ciety for the modern world.
TODAY IT IS considered
fashionable, even by many
Catholics, to criticize the
Church of the past for excess-
ive attachment to her environ-
ment. The Church is held re-
sponsible for everything bad in
a particular historical era.
But is not this a form of in-
tellectual arrogance? The suf-
fering, struggling Church in
her earthly form has always
been a Church of human be-
ings, whose view is obscured,
whose wills are led astray,
whose thought is closely tied
up with this world.
IN HER HUMAN aspect, the
Church is a rather conserva-
tive institution that is, she
seeks to preserve certain
forms to which she has
become accustomed. This is
undeniably paradoxical, for
the message entrusted to the
Church is after all the most
revolutionary imaginable.
Such tendencies have often
involved the Church in strug-
gles which were not hers to
defend social forms to which
she had grown accustomed.
This struggle has taken place
not only externally between
the Church and outside adver-
saries—but also internally as
well.
Those who point to new ways
of life have always en-
countered difficulties; only
once in centuries does the
Church have a Pope like John
XXIII, who with his own hands
opens the door to the future.
THIS TENDENCY toward
conservatism was apparent in
the 19th century in the
Church's attitude toward dem-
ocracy. In many cases the
Church could see in the self-
proclaimed democrat only an
enemy, a burner of monas-
teries —and indeed many of
the democrats of that period
left no doubt that that was the
way they wanted to be looked
upon.
But the need to defend her-
self against that kind of demo-
cracy actually caused the
Church to make use of the
forms of democracy herself. In
fighting secular liberalism and
atheistic Marxism, the Church
inspired the organization of
democratic mass political par-
ties.
It is easy enough today to
say that the Church thereby
made a mistake. But at the
time, what else could the
Church, considered in her hu-
man aspect and influenced by
the ideologies of the era, have
done?
TODAY THE Church is with-
out government, party, or so-
cial privilege. She has only her
faithful. And this is certainly
as it should be.
The Church in a certain
sense has always been at bot-
tom democratic, because she
has recognized the absolute
and essential equality of all
men arising from their status
as children of God with im-
mortal souls. If in the past
the Church gave more atten-
tion to the soul of a king than
to the soul of a laborer, it was
rot because she considered
the king’s soul more valuable
but because she hoped to reach
the soul of the common man
through his ruler.
IN OUR TIMES the Church
has frequently been accused of
accepting and supporting dem-
ocracy, tolerance and religious
freedom only in places where
Catholics are a minority;
wherever the Church enjoys
majority status, it is said, she
seeks absolute power.
This is a serious accusation,
and there is certainly some
historical evidence which
would seem to support it.
Catholics may not respond to
it merely with counter-
charges. It involves a serious
theological question, and as
such it will have a large plac?
in the coming session of the
ecumenical council.
Looking ahead, one may pre-
dict that the Church will con-
clude that, without abandon-
ing her claim to possess the
truth and to have a mission
to spread it, she can accept
for all others the religious lib-
erty which she demands for
herself. In all times and
places she can respect the re-
ligious, and even non-religious,
convictions of every in-
dividual.
This is not a sur-
render to relativism; behind it.
rather, lies the conviction that
truth is stronger than secular
power.
THUS DEMOCRACY means
for the Church a fair and equal
chance nothing more. How
i? the Church to use this
chance?
In the past she has done so
thhough Christian political par-
ties. Such “political Catholic-
ism” may indeed be necessary
in certain circumstances to
protect the rights of the
Church. It is, however, not an
ideal situation nor a final goal.
In the long run the Church
cannot engage in political par-
tisanship without suffering.
The Catholic Bishops of Aus-
tria in 1945 renewed a prohibi-
tion of 1933 against priests'
accepting political appoint-
ments. When the Church
stands aloof from politics in
this and other ways, .it is
not a sign of indifference. On
the contrary, she must be all
the more interested in political
events since she now cannot
directly influence the shaping
of policy.
Nor does such a situation
imply that the Church is en-
tirely neutral with regard to
all political movements in all
countries. Rather, her task
now is to stress basic issues
and clarify the distinctions
that influence political judg-
ments.
This, however, is a far cry
from giving political directives
to her members. Catholics
cannot and should not expect
such directives. They must
make their own decisions, us-
ing their own reasoning
CHRISTIAN political action
does not mean waiting for the
orders of the Bishop or cam-
paigning under the banner of
the Church; rather, it means
bringing to politics a sense of
Christian responsibility.
It is the Church’s job to en-
courage and strengthen this
sense of responsibility —but
not to suggest specific political
solutions. Even Christian re-
sponsibility may result in dif-
ferent solutions to the same
problem. A, policy is not good
because it calls Itself Chris-
tian, but it may speak of its
Christian responsibility if it is
good. And how is one to deter-
mine this “good”? The answer
of Scripture is still best: “By
their fruits you will know
them” (Matthew, 7, 16).
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THE ADVOCATE RESORT SECTION * YOUR GUIDE TO RELAXATION & RECREATION
ASBURY PARK
& NEW MOTEL
Af tho Boardwalk A 2d Ave.
Asbnry Park, IV.J.
Um thma 1 hour from Newark
Plneat Location—ln Cantor of Town
Convenient to Churchot. Ihopolno,
POOL m Promlui, Air Cond. rooma.
Pill Haaithful Ocean iathlng
TV In AH Motel Rooma
RRMChaleo Lounges • Parking
Write or call PRoieect t itOO.
N.Y.C. ToLt Dlgby Mm
Mr*. Adele Romtoy, Rot. Manager
Madison Hotel
ASBURY PARK
KESWICKASTORIA
A FRIENDLY FAMILY HOTEL
FREE OCEAN BATHING
• 207 3rd Art.. Asbury Park, N. J.
• Block to Ocean and Boardwalk
• European Plan. $22. up weekly
• Near Holy Spirit R. C. Church
• Ph. PR 3-1713 KANE-McTIGHE
rf I 213 • THIRD AVI.
Shorehcim a *» u « y park. n.j.t#llvlwllMlll ph. 7H-MM
FREE OCEAN BATHINO FROM HOTEL
Beit location. 1 Block to-Beach. Home-llke
• Near Reitauranta and Churches. Room
ratea weekly, single 130.00 up. Double
$14.00 up per person. Alto private baths.
J. O'Connor and J. Holmbeckar. owners.
BRENTWOOD
til Vliw, A 12.90 lip whly. p.r p.non
doubli. FREE OCEAN BATNINQ whir. Nui
Dining, TRiitrti, itc. 7741717.
Hotel ANNESLEY
112 First Ave.. Asbury Park. N. 3.
Double and single rooms with or
without bath. Running water in all
rooms. FREE OCEAN BATHING.
Single rooms $l5 up weekly. Double
rooms $23 up weekly.
Charles A Bella Brennan. Ownara-Mgrs.
SPRING LAKE SPRING LAKE
z
WRITS FOR OUR SUNDAY to THURSDAY
INCLUSIVE, SPECIAL FAMILY PLAN Jrt
PERSON IN ROOM (under IS) FREE
SPRINO LAKE REACH. N. J.
A whole block on tho ocoan front In a
lamtxia rooort. Our own prlvala bathlm
bnach. Bather'* luncbcona on Uio Quarter
Dock directly on tho Ocoan. Dandnf nl*hUy
nl tho air-conditioned Shipmate* Room
A SELECT OCEAN-FRONT HOTEL
Hoar St. Catbortno'a Church and Shrine
REASONABLE RATES FREE PARKINO
Writ*, phono for brock.
L. W. HARVEY
Ownor-Manaaer
Sprln* Lake 10. N. J
Phono (201) 440-MOO J
JSr.
LAKE VIEW
HOTEL
Jwlai Uki Inch. N ).
Block to Ocean and Board-
walk. Modified American
Plan. On take. Free Park-
ine. Coif, Fishing, etc.
(301) 01 84915.
Jamei E; Fltrpatrlck
yCdrnal^
Sprint Lake Orach, H. J.
1 block from Atlantic Ocean.
Accommodations for SO. Free
Perkin* • Booklet.
Phone (Mil MS-MW.
Heretd A. Taylor.
AVON BY THE SEA
r/ The Son Shore At lie Beet
f Ml Sytvanla Ave., Avon N.J.
1 y,| t 77444*0
/Beech Block, Bathing Prom House,,
■ Minutee to Reeteorente. Churches.*
liter at, OoH, Horae Racine, Flata,
/Trofe Nearby. Chib Breakleit Served
■ Moderate Rate*.
c
I odsrst* RltM.
1 Owner Manegemenh Mra. W. J._ Kelly
l>_p—Hi ill —in, ,p—>|W~~ ('^“Td*^
Jfanch.
109 SYLVANIA AVENUE
r4\/0/\£ bi/Jhe-Sea^
Jersey ahoro'l dieltnctlvo gueel house
where you con en|oy comfort, relax-
otlon, ond excellent meals. Block to
ocean and pool. Owner-manogement.
Mr*. George Wateon 77H4J1
&tratfnrb 3iut
AVONBY-THRUA, N.J.
Two abort biocka (rent Atlantic Ocean
end while aandy boache*. Uomtorlablc.
cherry rooroa, all with hot and cold
manias water I many with prlvato bath.
Children under 10 free whrn occupying
aame room with parent*. European and
Modi/lad American Plana. Airy tele-
vlalon and same room*. Wide, abady
veranda*. Bntarlalnmeot A mualc nlchl-
ly lor young and old. Enjoy our moot
attractive cocktail lounge. The Shape-
i.-Sttre.
PARKER
Nntkei Beast Mouse
111 SihranU A*e.
Alee, N. J.
Comfortable,
homelike.
Modified Amer-
ican Flan, ex-
cellent meals. 2
blocks to ocean.
Parker Hushes,
Owner,
(201) 778-7117
BELMAR
leeeeeeerrrrrraweeeeeeeeae*),
McCANN’S HOTEL
A whale Meek at It at MHi Ave.
Belmar, N. J. ocean Front
Ocean Bathing directly from your
room. Europe-us end Ansnrlcen Plane.
Beautiful dining room (open to public)
under owner*' personal manafemant*
and the atr-coodlUoned cocktatiloume.
*2® Claodaih.**
."•Mrvefetwi (Ml) MUhrel 14411FAT and K. McCANN, Owners Mert.
Air-Conditioned
Room Television
Complimentary
Breakfast
Hewed, most
nodtrn rooms In
Spring Uke Beech
! Blocks to
St. Catherine's
spring Lake's
Only Motel
motel
John {. Smith 449-9600
Efficiencies, Hotel Raoma, CeHetee
The Wedgwood
106 Sussex Ave., Spring Lake. N. J,
Oone block from Use ocean overlooking
eut aide o/ lake.
EUROPEAN PLAN - FREE PARKING
DAY WEEK SEASON
01 0-6096 - 01 94M4
Mrs. Gerald A. thin don. Prop.
jr s
the
Monmouth
3rd Generation Ownership
•rtkiociar . emote uxi sue* a x
A renowned luxury hotel. Pvt. Ocean
Bathing Beach, Swimming Pool with
outdoor dining terrace. Superb cui-
sine. New children's playroom, sup-
ervised. All eports . , , 18-hole golf
course. 1 hr. World's Fair. Near Mon-
mouth Park brick. (2 Blk. St.
Catharine Church. Direct access to
Carden State Parkway Exit 96.
•* / BMC 'f
DTEL
Oe The Oaaee freel. Ipda« Uka Iwd. N. i.
N«W PRIVATI POOL
Private Beach ■ Eicellent Food
Modified American Plan • “Deck
luncheon" available for bathere
Convenient to Churches • 2 Mile
Boardwalk • Oolr • fishing • Tennis
Dancing • Supper Clubs • Shops
20 Min. lo Monmouth Park Track.
MS. IOWASO COOT, Q.nat M...e...ae
ItwrutMu Oftwß * 7700
PT. PLEASANT BEACH
PETERSEN S COLONIAL MOTEL
119 Arnold Ave. Point Pteesenl Beech, N, J
.... ern reeme, tile hethe, alee efficiencies
Close to beech, etehen, thee, center, church
Phene 9W-SJM.
WHITE SANDS MOTEL
ON THB OCBAN PROMT
All our rooms
3 to 4 people, a
"‘"hrATßd'p&Ol A COPPBB
4 Oc*#n Avte Point PUb
1994179
BAY HEAD
9ooooooooooooeosoooeoog>!
OCEAN VIEW HOTEL
klSnran^npr*
BAY HIAD, NIW JBRIIY
An American Family Type Retort un-
chanfed throughout the yeare. No honky-
tonk. We offer a private beach on the
ocean/ront. well maintained and guarded.
With meal* from 145 up weekly..
RISE RVATIONS: Phone TW Mtll
H. CUDAHY TILTON, Owner-Mflr.
THE WILDWOODS
YOU'LL FIND
J, *KS,r
’'Wildwoods
By lhe Sea • NIW JUIIY
North Wlldwood-Wildwood-Wlldwood Crest
1.. J 1.. fill k VACATION Pt ANN INC CENTER
y.„n t SiUll.f
CE33iis2SlSiiil3En3ll£2E*
aZS
7100 ATLANTIC AVE. at MYRTLE RD.
WJLDWOOO CREST. NEW JERSEY
DfMCTLY ON WORLD'S //NEST lIACH
largest, newest, most modorn motot.
Beautifully furnished. TV & room con-
trolled music. Largest pool (heated)
one for kiddles, tool Free parking.
Coffee ehop. Owner Mgt. For folder &
reservations write, ph. 609 522 6939.
JONES BOYS MOTEL
441 W. Ala Grand! Avt., Wildwood, N. 1.
Restaurant—Cocktail Lounge
Swimming Pool—Ceramic Tile Bathe
TV A Air Conditioning in All Rooma
JUNE & SEPT. SPECIAL
American Plea Per Person, Per Day, Double
S/«nn Occupancy • Plan Includes
(%Uv Breakfast A Delicious Dinnerw
MINIMUM STAY ANY 4 DATS
JULY & AUGUST SPECIAL
AaMrtcaaPtaa Per Person, Per Day, Double
Ann Occupancy • Plan Includes
I ||UU Breakfast A Delicious Dinner
MINIMUM STAY ANT 4 OATS
Write er Phone—Dial (609) 522 7761
European Plan 57.00 Per Day
Double Occupancy
. hkauimok
at Columbine A Atlantic
Wildwood Crest, New Jersey
P*f* CONTINENTAL SRtAKfAST
Motel rooms end efficiencies. 2 heater
pools. Air eond. Heated. TV. Pool patic
and free lounge chairs. Children'!
pleyground. Tennis, ahuffleboard
Daily maid service. Free parking. Foi
rates, etc. . . Dial (609) 522-2177
Wlldweod Creslt Elmwood Apli. «a
Eeadle Ave, Furn. A prlv. ent., porch, h
ch., belt. A stores. 1-2 a ) bdrms. Wl
m - er seat. Writs er call Wm. Canlr
(mem. K. of C.)
FORGET-ME NOT
HOTEL
10* I. Forget-Me-Not Rd.
Wildwood Creel, N. J.
Room a Board Home Cooking and Ba
hiJL aervad Family style Near bearTree ParkJng. Children'w"prtoe!"For rat
call between 4 and 7 p.m.please
ISaea 1-4511 er IM-tIJI, anytime
ARLINGTON
Magnolia Ava. at Ocean. Wildwood. N. J.
Phone 409 922-1121
Uodern private baths. Hall Block to beech.
Free bathing and parking.
OE Aft P* r w "k. per person
»'J3IUU two In a room
European and American 2 Meal Plan
MARSHALL MANAOIMINT
ADMIRAL
A Motel by the See
On the Beach at Rambler Rd. a Ocean
Wildwood Croat, N.J. Ph. (409) 922-7704.
WILDWOOD CRIST, N
Motel rooma A efficiencies. Hasted swim
mlng pool. Ale Cond. TV. Pool patio.
Complimentary coffee. Parking. Tor
reservations, dial 008 522-39 M.
BRINO THR FAMILY
SILVER DOLLAR
IRAIHORI MOTIL
OCIAN AVCNUR AT ITANTON ROAD
WILDWOOD CRIIT, N. J.
Beautiful Modern Decor, Alr-Cundltlnned
Heated Pool Petio. Swimming Pool, T.V.
Ample Free Perking. Rooma M-W-SlO per
pereoo DOUBLE OCCUPANCY. Unlls Ac-
commodate 2 to 9 persona. Adjacent to
Restaurant and Coffee Shop. For Informs-
ATLANTIC CITY ATLANTIC CITY
In Atlantic City
THE McDONOOGH FAMILY HOTELS
THE ERIN
12J South Arkantaa Avenue. Phone 609*345*9602
MUSICAL BAR St COCKTAIL LOUNGE
THE CELTIC
I THE NEW BRADY11*17 South Arkontao AvonuoPhone 40f-J44-f2W
Room, with or without Sun Decks. Urn r.mlly Room.. T.t«vi»ton. All room»
with private belh or running water. Short distances to Boerdwelk. Beach. Plara, Amuse
manta. Convention Hall. Churches, Bus and Train FacUlilaa.
Special rates and attention (Ivan to Orfanlzatlona and Oroup Parties.
Brochure available upon request, without charfa.
MODERATE RATES - WEEKLY from $45 WITH MEALS
Just a step from Beach and Boardwalk on beautiful Park
Place between Ohio and Indiana Avas., Atlantic City.
Over 200 rooms, piost with private bath including single,
double and suites. Also large family rooms.
• FREE PARKING... FREE BATHINQ FACILITIES
• Open and ancloiad tun decks overlooking octan • Elavators
from slraat laval • 3 talevltlon lounges • Air conditioned
rooms available • Rate Includei continental breakfast
m
"4“p ||g!
Per Penon, Double Occ. I*»*SIcEEt
unnymede
hatham iliaHOTEL Me
Phonai
Area Coda 609-344-6134
r If OVIUOOtuna lOAIOWAU
IftflCl at KINTUCRT AVINUI
tthhisui AVI.
ATLANTIC CITY
llUcttllfKi ■B P**tt*GFRIENDLY IN f OR MAI
*DeVii ie
120 lovelyootdde
Tilt bitlneßuneln,...
ReducedFimify Retd
Apertissett
Specioui opes porchd
Free bething• Breed#™
ELEVATOR SERVICE * la Room
VV Block to Catholic Church
ATLANTIC CIIV. N. J.
v\ Ideal Control Location
Every Modern Comfort TV. Elevator. Park I
ina Facilities. Spadoua Lobby—Beautiful
Ocean View Room—Braete Swept Porches.
Steamer Chalra—Ooll Prlvlleies—Bathing di-
rect from Hotel—No Char|e.
Phone Atlantic City 345-6121
ITOLMHURST
■ ■ On PictoreeqM Penney Wrote Avenue
SwmA Reedhew Mvill • irieeiit City
Reserve Now tor
Oomo. Conv.
EUROPEAN PLAN
£3 person
From dbl. acc.
| Special Weekly
and family Ratal
$1.50 with IrtakfMt
A Dinner
Mrs. Wm T Zaun. Manager,
Phone A. C. 345-2146
Write for Descriptive Folder
O’Brlen-Zeun. Mgt. 49 Years
Ml Weekly (2 In Room)
Air Conditioned
Dinlny doom
Free Perking ,
Alio European Plan
aN. C. StlUer I
Ph 344-2243
BOLIVAR
$3.
(2 In room) Central Location
200 Ft. Irom Beach. FREE BATHING. Spacl.
ous Porch. Private Bath or Running Water.
All Outald* Roome. PH. All. City. 343-8034.
V 4 81. to Cath. Church. Owner-Mgr.
NEW YORK NEW YORK
FAMILY VACATION?
On beautiful Washington Lake • High In the Shawangunk Mountains • 2V5
Hours from New York • Near Church • Private Beach and Dock • Boating
• Bathing • Fishing • Outdoor Sports • Recreation Hall • 3 Meals • American
Cuisine.
<Vi
TWIN OAKS LODGE
YULAN, N. Y. 4|p
RATES. Weekly Adult s46r Children undar 12 123; under i $ll
Daily - Adults $B, Chlldran $4
Talsphona 914-934-2745 or 2903 CENI TAOLI - TOM 9INM, Preprtateri
YLAND HILLS HOUSE
Round Top 3, N.Y. - Tol. (SI8) MA 2-3268
II
H Modern Informal family _
■ ■ views of the CaltkUla. Swimming pool * Kiddle pool. Ontdaar eports!
> . I 0 ** 1- barbecues, movies. rocroaUsc lull. Noted Mr our dfUdou
moala served family atyte. Retee SI7 to tM. Chlldrom to 10 yn. IU to ta wtly. gpeelaltor Decoration and Spring weekends. Reserve now.
Celebrating Our Mth Seaton
EMERALD ISLE HOUSE
"Ireland In the Cotakllte"
lIP MAdleon 3-PS36Route 23. South Cairo. N. V. Id.
For the beet vacatlone ever lor young end old. BBAUTIFUL airy
mattresses. STILL gZBVINU 3 HOT MEALS DAILY. Menu on reread (If you Uka
to tat' . . , this la (or you.) Largo fUltrod swimming pool. Lawn eportn. awtnga and
elides for children. Free trans. to and from church. Dancing to our own Irish-
American orchestra. Bar k Grill. TV. Retee pu. wkty tad everything. Special low rate
(or children and "Always Welcome.” For Haaanratloag or bklL Call or write Owen k
Julia l.amh. Prop.
DUFFY'S RIVER VIEW $4l
Narroweburo, N. Y. Tat. Alpine 14JM
OPBN AAAY 39 THRU SIPT. IS
Beautifully situated on Delaware River,
private lake on premises, good bathing,
swimming, flahlng, ahufflaboard. plngpong.
archery, handball, recreation hall, barbe-
cue. apoUeaaly dean, beat food, own farm
products. Children half rate. Free trana.
to churches and station. Hama phene m.
Bklyn Dl S-tlgf.
_ Pleranae Duffy end ten
BARLOW'S-i
Ult Durham I, N.Y. Dial 11M34-2SI)
• Swim S flii . lloyolu e Handball
- Tennis e Shut, loam a Mg.lei
Deck tall lounge . Cailno . Orch an
Ftem. e Miviii e Harms Bell e All
churthPl near e | dolls, mall dally
• Shtwori e lathi e H B C watir all
Rmi. S Acco. too e 140 S4l wkiy.
rlslt M«nt.Seend. t Irish
0. It Srrl w. fr o, »• It.
Cjilsons
7TlillUooh House
Round Tup 3 N.Y. Id. (Ill) MA 1-MU
Ideal family resort. Rmi w/or without
private bath. Pool, lawn aporta. movies,
dancing, cocktail bar. Activities, Golf, hors-
es- bowling near. Churohen. Reason
roue. BUt D. Joan k Waller Gibson, prop.
Bus Rldee and troupe welcome. Spring
and Fait.
WLLOW BROOK FARM
• URPRISI, N. Y.
Mod. homelike resort. Natural swtmmti
pooh ahufflaboard k stocked lake (or flai
lag. Nr churches, movies, golf, dance
Cleery B Bert Pelletier YO tip
NEW YORK
FREE
WINERY
TOURS
About an hour's drive
from New Jersey
During the tree toura conducted!
Ihroush Brotherhood America’* Old- <
Mt Winery In Waahlngtonvlll*. N.Y..'
vliltore ere ehown through the veet ,
underground cellar* reputed to be the 1
lergeet tn the country. The romance!
of wtne and champagne tn hlatoryj *
IU preaent usage* In aaning and cook-1
ln * ".I 11 “ ll * production are dU- 1
cussed. These entertaining tours last <
for about an hour, ending with a wtne 1
tasting which la free. Taka your sweat-!
art for evtn In the hottest day the I
cellars are J 0» cooler.
CONDUCTED WINERY TOUR|
(about one hour)
Recommended by the
N Y. State Vacation Guide
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
June » to Scot. 12 - 10:10 A M. A 1
W:i.V.4 “ hour from 12 noon j
Jept. to to Nev. 20 - 1:M P.M. Only
SATURDAYS AND HOLIOAYS
TO NOVEMIBER 21-ABOUT EACH
1J MINUTRS FROM ItlM TO Jilt
CLOSED SUNDAYS
and u.ect.on Oar. Nov. I
i2The winery tour and the wine tasting
l» fun and FREE. But from July Ist
there la a 80c parking tea from noon
berx^No^*A.M. parking*fee* c,ub
. rrs EASY TRAVELLNO .
[thee on the approach parkways or the
N Y. Thruway you can reach Washing-
tonvllle, the home of the Brotherhood
Winery, without going through a single
town or stopping for a single light. .
FROM NEW JERSEY
Garden State Parkway or Palisades
I’kway to N.Y. Thruway. or Rte. 17
or 202 to N.Y. Thruway at Suffern.
DIRECTIONS
R **rh the N.Y. Thruway and turn off
at ,Exit 1* (Harrlmanf. Follow S-17
(Qulckwayl sty miles—mm off Exit IX
-Follow Route 20S to Washlogtonvllle
—then at first Stop Sian turn right and
take second left-2 blocks and you’re
there.
SPECIAL PARTIES
Arranged for woman's club, service,
church organisation and other groups,
through October. Let us help you make
your field trip festive and enjoyable.
For free brochures containing maps, dl
factions A fuU schedule: Write Dept.O.,
BROTHERHOOD WINERY
WaahlnEtenvllle, N.Y.
GREEN ISLE HOUSE
South Cairo. New York
For rest and comfort. New swtmmli
pool, diving board and alldea. Prtva
rooms with
baths. other
rooms with
hot and cold
running water.
*
excellently
dally. Adults
oldldreo thru
Tfars old SIS, 12 years ka. Our o>
/a-enger bus Is FREE and ava
roa up at poor boo
FREE bui Mrvlco |« church## i
_ CattUE pSm
Yeur hosts Mr. aadMrs. Dcfty
I
Southern Tlcr'a Flnwt RMort
Own OeH Course Fine had Free
*klln§. Be thing from 100 Rooms
lounge Hors D'eeuvree - Toko
freeway feonle 4 lone Route 17
Write for free breuchure
FLORIDA
MIAMI
BEACH
\jA%lc\XSlCiVii
On tilt* On .i *
"AwauaA* moer Jga*
FUNo**** to)
ffMOjrr-Bfora”
Church A “ »e lnf""v>!Hon
NEW YORK NEW YORK
G
LENMOORE LODGE & MOTEL
*D 1. Boa 141. A, Laks Otomt, N. V.
. "A COMPLETE LAKESIDE RESORT"
***££ *° EUPsta: Boating, bathing, fishing, lummcr apcrta, IncludingGOLF. Comf. acc. escell, meals. SSI.OO up wkly. FTaa trim bus orPlano. Color Brochura "A". N. A. Grlfti. "Sun. Mas* 1 block"
YULAN HOTEL n. y wu %V
«* Washington Laka. Fun 4 Relaxation. Rma.
with II4C water, excetl. moali. Also Cabins with aaml-
pvt. baths. On Premises. Pvt. Beach. Rec. room. Bar.
Casino. BoatiM, Swimming. Handball Ct. Wkly rates W 4
up. Bklt. Toll Barryvtlla MMI42. ANN 4 PETER BOZZA.
Mini
ESCAPE TO FIRE ISLAND
BIRMUDA-IIKII NO CARSI
SPEC. MID-WEEK VACATION RATES: 2 day. 1-nltt $l2 single; $22 d<*fr’t
4 day. 4 night. $52 tingle, $B7 double; price Include. Breakfoit. gnd
Dinners.
FLYNN'S HOTEL
JUnlpsr >*sooo (cods 514)
Zss Una Parry Pram toy Short
aurel Cottage on Washington LakeI ui
I A lit-
L. Private Beach. Excellent German-American Cooking A Baking. NeerCatholic Church. Reasonable rates. Write tor Bklt. JOSEF WEBER.
CARROLL
LODGE
PAWLING, NEW YORK
Phene *14455-77)1
M Mika tram Haw York City
FUN AND FROLIC
FOR SINGLE GUYS
AND GALS
1H Wood ad Acre.
Social and Athletic Diractora
Fattiva Waakand Partial
Popular Ponca Orchaatra
Olympia Ilia Pool
Sparta Cantaati
Yonnla Court*
Archery, Valky Balt, Hand (all.
Sett Bad
Canaelni HayrMaa
Oamaa Movlaa
Oolf, Horaeback Aldlne,
Summer Thaatar, bowline nearby.
For Brochure Write:
CARROLL LODGE
1M Eott ««th SI., Now Verb City, N. Y.
11l MO vain
CONNECTICUT
WAKE ROBIN INN
EAKEVIUK I. CONN.
Onlj SVh Nn. N.T.C.
More 1 More
...
In '64
Our 20th Saaion In tha baiutlful
Birkahiraa. Funny thin* (bout Vi-
cations- thirt ira Mala Involrad.
it it thi rltht loot? will iccom
modatlona bo aoodt How (bout
food, ficilltln A paopis to milt?
wt'vt oor cvermfiNQ you've
EVER WANTEDI Tennli, iwlnunlnf,
lolt. partita A Cinema (or tha
activa onaa or lust plain
loafin' tor thoaa who orator thatl
THERE'S MUCH MORE TOO plna
paniliad taproom, spacious lawns
A tsrrsess. Deallant Summar Tha-
atria, Danes Faatlvala A mora to
aaa A do. Why don't you call or
writs lor our color foldar A sal
lor yourislft
Catholic Church Ad joining
MAC A. CNi
Tali (Area
PINNSLYVANIA
SEAS. RATES $6O-$72
llluotritid looklot
Carl ft rloronc* Muhlhouitr
N TO COLUMBUS DAT
Tiu'tfW mm
ii lor rood k fino Service 1
1 Full Mull Dolly
UntftVtta
Naw Hollywood Pool
*l*l
VERMONT
OT0&SI 6MVI
-
LAKE BOMOSEEN 14, VERMONT
Ivory bmmor loud ond Motor (port. Flonnod Inl.rl.lnm.nlLekootoo Cookt.ll lovoot. CotholkChop*!»So VortT
J37J74 WOO kly Include* * icoll.nl varied mooli. Fomlly ftaloi.
For lII* lotoor, roloo, roMrvotl.ni T.I, Ml4Mltol
■■■■■■ n«r *r«i Jokn J. Qulnlon. Hitt. .
Legion of Decency Drama Ratings
Following is n list of the plays on
Broadway, In summer stock, and at the
World’s Fair, classified by the Legion
of Decency of the Newark Archdiocese.
FAMILY
Around the World
in 80 Days
The Bat
Camelot
Charley’s Aunt
Do Re Ml
Hello Dolly
Here’s Love
Jenny Kissed Me
Late Arrival
Leave It to Jane
Little Mary
Sunshine
Majority of One
Man for all
Seasons
lMiracle Worker
Music Man
Oliver
Peter Pan
School for Scandal
She Loves Me
Song of Norway
.Sound of Music
10 Little Indians
To Broadway
With Love
Wonder World
Winslow Boy
Unskikable Molly
Brown
ADULTS
All King’s Men Life With Father
All Way Home Life With Mother
Aspem Papers Lord Pengo
Barefoot In Park Mary Mary
Rest Foot Forward Milk and Honey
Best Man Misalliance
Beyond the Fringe Mr. President
Boy Friend Music in Air
Bye, Bye, Birdie My Fair Lady
Caine Mutiny My 3 Angels
Court Martial Never to<f Late
Calculated Risk Naughty Marietta
Call Me Madam Night Must Fall
Carnival! Night of
Carousel January 16
Chalk Garden No Time for
Corn Is Green Sergeants
Critics Choice Oklahoma 1
Dear Me. Sky Is Once Upon a
Fall Mg Mattress
Dear Ruth 110 hi Shade
Desert Song Papa la All
Dial M for Photo Finish
Murder Pleasure of His
Enter Laughing CompanyFade Out-Fade In Pygmalion
Fantasticks Romanoff and
Florcllo Juliet
3 Finger Exercise Sabrina Fair
Flower Drum Song Send Me No
Funny Girl Flowers
Glass Menagerie Show Boat
Hamlet Solid Gold Cadtliao
Happy Hunting Take Her She's
Harvey Mine
Hasty Heart Teahouse of
High Spirits August Moon
Holiday loth Man
Home of Brave Third Best Sport
How to Succeed Thurber Carnival
In Business . . . Time Out for
Kind Lady Ginger
King and I Time Remembered
Ladies in Top Banana
Retirement Tovarich
Lady's Not for Trojan Women
Burning 12 Angry Men
Films on TV
Following Is a list of films on TV
July 11-17. There may be changes in
some due to cuts for TV use, but
generally the original Legion of De-
cency ratings may be accepted as cor-
rect.
FAMILY
Arkansas Traveler Magnetic Monster
Boston Blackle Nob Hill
Goes Hollywood Oklahoma Annie
Charlie Chan’s On Their Own
. Secret One Foot In
Cole Younger, Heaven
Gunflghter Operation Hayllft
Crime School Our Vines Have
Detective Tender Grapes
Drums Along Remember the
Mohawk Day
Ellery Queen's Saps at Sea
Penthouse Scarlet Clue
Mystery Small Town Deb
Fighter Attack Something for
First Texan Birds
Her Husband’s Son of Rusty
Affairs Story of Louis
High, Wide If Pasteur
Hnndsome Submarine Patrol
Home of Brave Sutter’s Gold
Hunters of Deep Walk East on
Johnny Rocco Beacon
Kid for 2 Yearling
Farthings
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
China Girl Lady hi Lake
Coroner Creek Larceny, Inc.
Devil Strikes at Lured
Night Miami Story
Dr. Broadway Missing Juror
Edge of City Private Nurse
God Is My Reunion
Co-Pilot Rio
Great American Short Grass
Broadcast Strip
Happy Landing Heaven With
Barbed Wire Saleswoman
Fence Treasure of Sierra
I Want Divorce Madre
Illegal You Were Never
Invisible Agent Lovelier
Invisible Stripes Young Man With
King lc Chorus Horn
Girl Yours for Asking
King of Alcatraz Wings of Danger
Lady Escapes
ADULTS
Hypnotic Eye
OBJECTIONABLE
Adventure Kiss Boys
Bahama Passage Goodbye
Blue Gardenia Klondike Annie
Boys From Loving You
Syracuse Nora Prentiss
Bride Wore Boots Notorious
BulL'ighters Gentleman
Electronic Monster Quicksand
Face to Face Rage of Paris
Golden Hawk Slna of Rome
Hello. Frisco, 3 Secrets
Hello Too Bad She’s Bad
Telecision
SUNDAY, JULY 12
7:30 a.m. (7> The Christophers.
’’Foster Highest Motives.”
7:30 a.m. (5) The Christophers.
"Make Leisure Worthwhile.”
1:15 a.m. til) The Christophers.
8:25 e.m. (9) The Christophers.
8:30 a.m. <4) Talk About God.
knoll Sisters.
9:30 am. (4) Inquiry "Moral*
and War: ’’Liberal View.”
Radio
WNEW 1130. WNBC 660. WHOM
1480, WCBS 880. WOR 710, WMCA
570. WWRL 1600. WVNJ 620. WBNX
1380. WABC 770. WERA 1590.
WRLB-FM 107.1, WFHA-FM 106.3,
WFUV-FM 90.7, WSOU-FM 89 8
SUNDAY, JULY 12
1:45 a.m. WINS Pauiiat Sermon*.
7 a.m. WPAT Christophers.7 a.m. WNEW - Hour of Crucified.
7 a.m. WHN Christophers.
7:13 a.m. WHN Hour of St. Francis.
7:30 a.m. WHOM Sacred Heart.
8 a.m. WPAT Sacred Heart.
8:05 a.m. WCBS Audit.
• :30 s.m. WMCA Ave Maria Hour.
81. Sebastian of Aparico.
8:30 a.m. WABC - Christian tn Ac-
tion.
8:30 a.m. WHN The Catholic Hour
8:45 s.m. WMTR The Hour of 8L
Francis.
a.m. WVNJ Living Rosary.
Rev. Thomas Ertle, O.P.
11:30 s.m. WERA - Hour of Crucified.
"Misuse of Imagination.”
11:30 a.m. WFHA (FM) - For Better
World.
11:45 a.m WFHA (FM) - Nsws. Views
k Interviews.
12 noon WABC Religious Composite.
12 noon. WFUV (FM) - Mass Vrom
Bios Chapel.
12 noon WFHA (FM) - Friendly
Comer for Shut-Ins. Mary Production!
12 noon WRLB (FM> Ave Marla
Hour,
■fifi ChJ™ <f M) ~ °“ **
12:43 p.m. WFUV (FM) - 6acr«j
iieftrt Spanlih Program.
1 p.m. WRLB (FM) - "Molh.r of
All." Mary Production,.
2 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred H«»rt.
2: Jo p.m. WNBC Catholic Hour
"That the Church May Be More FullyCatholic."
5 pm. WFHA (FM) - Mary Prod.ic-
tlon». "Songe ot Yeateryear,
5:03 p.m. WVNJ "Implication, ot
Brotherhood."
0 p.m. WBNX St. Jud, Novcn*.
« p.m. WFUV (FM) - Hour ot Cruet-
lied. Mlauao ot Imagination."
’ ,P-m - WFUV (FM) - Georgetown
University Forum.
7:45 p.m. WBNX _ Novena.
8 p.m WFUV (FM) _ rordham Uo-
tun Senee.
8:43 p.m. WFUV (FM) - "me Com.
monplace Book."
8 p m. WFUV I FM)-—Liturgical Music.
10 p.m. WINS Trlalogu,.
MONDAY, JULY 1J
8 p.m. WFUV (FM> - Sacred Heart
7:30 p.m. WSOU (FM) - Av, Marti:
7:48 p.m. WBNX Novena.
. TUJIDAY, JULV H8 P.m. Wnjy (Fit) - Sacred Heart
VV. pm - .jy« SOU <FM > - fcrlnlure.7:43 p.m. WSOU (FM) - Sacred Heart
WIIDNItDAY. JULV 11
8 p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart
7:30 p.m. WSOU (FM) Scripture
7:*5 Pm. MOU (Hi) _
7:43 p.m. WBNX - Novena.
'2. WFUV (FM) _ Form, and
Style* ot Mualc. R,v. C. J. McNaapy
TMURtOAY, JULY 14
• p.m. WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart
I P.m. WBNX - Novena.
«
BATUROAY, JULY 18
3 p.m. WWRL Ukrainian Hour
6 p.m. WFUV (FM) —TiSid Weart5:03 p.m. WOR - Family Theater.
MOVIESsdf
Ratings not listed below may be obtained at MA 3-5700
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
nL Y Whn
U
s(nU
t 7 Kl " 8 Kon* V« Student Prince
unii;" Sto * Gold Ru«h Godzilla Summer Holiday
Brail °Bottle SLllri E,c,p * Lilies ot Field Sweetheart*,/M* JJnUri , ~, Longest Day Swordsman otBridge on River How West Wee Master Spy Siena
Brigadomt Inedible Mr. ? J&.Ylnf”
gS* World Limpet Modern Time, Round WorldCrlmeon Blade Island of Blue Money, Women Tiger Walk*
t••
Do l?hin '« a u a “ un * Wild & Wonderfulr irmSLR Il £ a a2, M ,sd Mad N * vcr Put 11 Young SwtagereEmpire Mad World in Writing
Follow That Dream Jason A Argonauts
Unobjectionable for Adults, Adolescents
Advance to Rear Great Waltz Midnight Laco South PacificBullet for Madman Harbor Lights Vfusclo Beach Party Tarzan.
Ch»lk Garden Hell Bent for My Name Is Ivan Magnificent
Children of Damned Leather Naughty Marietta That Man From Rio
Dietant Trumpet - Henry V Nightmare Walk Tightrope
Evil of Kid Galahad Secret Door World of Henry
F r «nk«t,te |n Ladles Who Do 7 Day. In May Orient
Girl*. Girls. Girls Last Man on Earth 633 Squadron
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
geeket Flight from Mall Order Bride Pillow Talk
Bedim* Story Aehlyi Men's Favorite Pink Panther
Big Deal on For loose Who Sport Spencer's MountainMadonna St. Think Young Operation Strait-Jacket
Come Blow Your Global Alfalr Petticoat Thin Red Lino
Horn
, . .
Guest Paris When It Twilight of Honor
Eyes of Annie Mafiosi Sizzles Zulu
Jones
For Adults (With Reservations )
, Thl* classification is given to certain films which, while not morally offensive
In themselves, require caution and some analysis and explanation as a protection
to the uninformed against wrong interpretations and false conclusions.
.. Organizer Under Yum Yum, Young St WillingBlack Like Me Servant Tree
Tom Jonee
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
Carpetbaggers From Russia With Lady In Cage Viva Las Vegas
Cleopatra Love Long Shine What a Way to Go
Crazy Dealre Ho Rides Tall Man in Middle Who's Been Sleep.Curie of Living Honeymoon Hotel Portrait of Sinner ins in My Bed?Corpse Horror of Party Rtflfl Yesterday, Today.
Beach Shot In Dark and Tomorrow
Kissin' Couslni Soldier in Rain
Condemned
La Bonn* goup* Meting Urge Silence
Plays in Briet
New Jersey Area
Summer Stock
By JOAN T. NOURSE
Ann* Chrijtit Heavy O’Neill
drama, sometimes sordid, about a fal-
len woman given new- hopo by the
honest love of an idealistic seaman.
Blossom Time Old-fashioned oper-
etta with pleasantly romantic score.
Blood, Sweat ond Stanley Poole
Amusing Bllko-type comedy about
peacetime soldiers trying to get around
Army regulations. Finds stealing gov-
ernment property one big Joke.
Carousal Poignant Rodgers and
Hammersteln musical about a cocky
circus barker’s bittersweet marriage.
Offers absurd notion of life after death.
Fourposter Ingenious two-charac-
ter adult comedy about a marriage, in
tm n tender, caustic, and ribald.
Glass Msnageris Wistful earlywilliams drama about the faded
Southern belle who wants her shy crip-
pled daughter to have suitors. Teen-
agers and adults.
irm# La Doucs Nostalgically tune-
ful French score used to glamorize
sordid life of a Parisian prostitute.
Christmas
scene used for tasteless
jest. Objectionable.
Moniqus Macabre drama in which
a waspish wife’* murder is plotted by
husband a r .d rival. Confused moral val-
ues but main stress is on suspense.
Adults.
Music Man— Big, brisk, brassy
musical about a charming con man
who can’t out-talk true love in tum-of-
ccntury lowa. Good family fun.
My Fair Lady Captivating musi-
cal about the Cockuey flower girl and
her arrogant speech professor. Family.
Night of th# Iguana Glum, seamy
Williams drama about four castaways
in a decrepit Mexican Inn. Weeps over
man’s hard lot; some dialogue quit#
sensual. Objectionable.
Ssy, Darling Amiable, often fun-
ny adult musical about the trials of
a novelist having his first play pro-
duced tz.i Broadway.
Solid Gold Cadillac Amusing adult
comedy about an elderly lady stock-
holder who upsets a big corporation
by actively opposing certain policies.
Sound of Music Appealing musical
about the young convent girl who
eventually Organized the Trapp Family
•ingers. Family.
Seven Keys to Baldpats Plenty ofexcitemcMt and suspense in this class-
ic mystery whodunit at Seton Hall's
arena theater. Family.
Teahouse of the August Moon
Brotherhood plus merry confusion as
occupied Okinawa adopts spirit. If never
letter, of American democracy. Family.
Thousand Clowns Fairly entertnin-
Ing adult comedy about a writer dis-
gusted with his own banal video script*.
Takes casual view of illicit love.
Tunnel of Love Weak, risque farce
smirking over marital lapses In subur-
bia.
White House Some varied and gen-
erally interesting glimpses of U. S.
Presidents and their First Ladies. Fam-
ily.
West Side Story Stark modern
Romeo and Juliet musical set amid
today » city street gangs. Condones ex-
tramarital affair and includes some
rough language.
AuthorMcLuhan
Cited by Fordham
NEW YORK - Author Mar-
shall McLuhan received the
first annual Fordham Com-
munications Award at the un-
iversity’s recent film confer-
ences at which he was a
speaker.
McLuhan, director of Toron-
to University’s Center for Cul-
ture and Technology and au-
thor of “Understanding Med-
ia.” “The Mechanical Bride,”
and “Gutenberg Galaxy,” was
cited for outstanding con-
tributions to communications
theory.
TV Prizewinner
SEATTLE (NC) - A CBS
Reports program, “The Catho-
lics and the Schools,” won a
National School Bell Award at
the convention of the National
Education Association.
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- BORO BUSES -
FROM PUBLIC SERVICE
TERMINAL - NEWARK
AIR CONDITIONED BUSSES VIA
N. J. TURNPIKE
KEYPORT
- MIDDLETOWN
RED BANK-LONG BRANCH
and BEACH FRONTS
CONNECTIONS TO All
SHORE POINTS
lOW FARE'S
For Information Call
MArket 2-7000
-
AT THESE FINE RESTAURANTS
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
DILIOHTPUL lARLV AMERICAN ATMOSPHERE
Catering to: Wedding Receptions. Benqueu. Parties A Luncheons
LUNCHEONS AND DINNERS SERVED DAILY
LINDEN, N. J.
1900 East Edgar Road, (Route 1)
FREE PARKING
AIR CONDITIONED
Specialising In HOME MADE
Ravioli Cavatelli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 West Side Ave.
Under Personal Supervision
PETER ILVENTO
HE 3-8945Jersey City.
*S>l4
m
Luncheon • Dinner
Parties • Cocktails
Business Mestlngs
Banqusts
Wadding Recaptions
JUTtnom I-43H
!mtvm
ran m « J
As You'll Like
If For
YourPleasure
JOHN J. MURPHY. Host
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Rooms Available for
All Occasions e Open Dally
Chtrry A W. Orand Sts. Elisabeth,N.J
THE ROUNDERS RESTAURANT
,
Invites you to enjoy its superb
Prime Ribs of Beef
Par Reservation! Call Colfax 1-4J42 - Route 17. Poramut NJ.
TWIN CITY RESTAURANT
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
LUNCHEONS and DINNERS SERVED DAILY
Weddings • Banquets • Communion Breakfasts
CATERING FACILITIES TO ACCOMMODATE 700
PRIVATE ROOMS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
"Your Ho»*t"
IMII P. RUTKOWSKI STEPHEN KOSTY
74* EDOAR ROAD PHONE El 2-7808-0* ELIZABETH, N.J
FOR THE ULTIMATE IN DINING PLEASURE
145 WHIPPANY RD.
WHIPPANY
TU 7-3333
OPEN DAILY
TLe OASIS
9 WEST PARK ST.
NEWARK
MA 4-1489
CLOSED SUNDAY
LUNCHEONS • DINNERS • COCKTAILS
LYNN RESTAURANTCOCKTAIL LOUNGE
BUPFETLUNCHEON 12:00 - 2:30
WONDERFULLY INTIMATE • ELEGANT POOD
*XCELIENT AMEEICAN A CONTINENTAL CUISIh
UNCHEON • COCKTAILS e DINNER • SHOWERS • BANQUET
...
Al Bund Y °* ,h# o, B on A nlghlt a week
M 4 Westfield Ave. EL M654 EHiblh
3 Sisters
RESTAURANT
HIGHWAY 46, DOVER, N. J.
• Coloring fa, lemquett
• Frivol. Portlet e Wedding.
• Special Function!
For Reservations
Call FOxcroft 6-2844
LOBSTER
• Cocktails Scrvwl . Reservations
Sugasstod . Free Parklm la Kwr
To New Jersey'!
Best Known
GWNSE
RESTAURANT
Ipoclsl attention
to Largo and small
"taka-out" ardors
Henry
Lam'*
| TEA OARDEr
1 Washington It., Morristown, N. J.
JR tO»M
For Persons Over 21
9:00 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
DANC I N G
EVERY FRI. NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Marital St., at Itio Boulevard,
last Paterson, N.J.
Featuring Alternating
ORCHISTRAt
Directions! Driving South on Oarden
Stale Parkway, Exit 131, Driving
North on Garden State Parkway,
Exit 137.
(One Minute from either Exit)
FLORHAM PARK INN
LUNCHEONS - DINNERS
COCKTAILS
RECOMMENDED BY CUE MAGAZINE
Member: Diner'* Club • Hilton* Carte
Blanche • American Express
BANQUET FACILITIES
DANCING FRI. I SAT.
PIANIST NIGHTLY
Columbia Turnplka (So. Orange Ave.)
FLORHAM PARK FRontlar 7-4415
AIR-CONDITIONED ——.
NEW JERSEY'S ONLY
CINERAMA THEATRE
mNIEYJRAMUt
acswr
Hiuniunsor
TtCHHICDIOS
BHITtnUTISTS
SEATSAT lOX OFFICE,
MAIL,01 TEIEFHONE
CINERAMA
Clmridge /S
492 Bloomflald Ayi., Montclair
tr •
p
0 : *
o ■
■^K-i
FREE ADMISSION
AND TWO RIDES AT
PALISADES PARK
THE ENTIRE
1964 SEASON
AN t to do n turn mi ANY
SHOP-RITE brood k»bal and you will
b« anlitlad to lr»* odmnnon. Every
Monday and Friday Ihrouqhoul *.ha
tfoioo! Shop-Ilia bquo* lobata and
rvpiitar lop*i Irons liquor drpciUnfnl
not a<<*pt*d fa* h«« odmui-on and
rd»» oi p«r AIC rtgulalwni!
■FRESH PRODUCE!
BING S LUSCIOUS
CHERRIES 39‘
ORANGES'"" *i949‘
l9'
WATERMELON
l§IIO!8<
iSS*
*VA
c
<0
£
MA&
o-
SHOP-RITE S TOP QUALITY LAMB SALE!
LEG O' LAMB
REGULAR
STYLE
LEGS OF
LAMB
Oven Ready Whole
Red & Ripe 5, I Whole
lb.
SHOULDER RIB
Lamb Chops
.33
LOIN
LAMB
Shanks
LAMB
Necks
69* 89* $ 1°?
15*
39*
LAMB
Breasts
jaaa LAMB *
29* Patties
lb.
Shop-Rite or Libby. Whitt, Pink, Locator* Frozen
LEMONADE
Tip Top or Libby, 7 Flavor.
FRUIT DRINKS
10 99*
Chuck Steaks SHOP-RITETOP QUALITY 33
Shop-Rite French or Cut Frozen
GreenBeans 6 ft: 89*
Banquet or Libby, Beel Chicken, Turkey,Tuna Frozen
Pot Pies 8 IC. 99'
Totly
Rib Steaks
AH Maot Na Watt*
CubeSteaks
Totly
ShoulderSteaks
CoMornia
Pot Roast
■onalait Chuck
Pot Roast
Always • Treat
Newport Roast
>6Sc
t 99c
k 89c
k 55c
k 69c
..99*
FISH DEPT.!'
SHRIMP
CoNatial Size
WHITI
Under 1J par lb.
T?
5589
5 -ib
box
Select
LARGE ,
41-SO parb.cn'.
69v
-lb. jnjq
>ox
Short Ribs
Cut lor Slaw
Beef Cubes
Ftnh A Laon
Ground Chuck
Sweat or Hot
ItalianSausage
Oatn Ready
Rib Roast ».59«
bath
.Ground Beef ».39c
,45c
,69c
,59c
,69c
SHOP-RITE S DELICIOUS OVEN ROASTS
Shop-Rite Old Fashion
APPLE PIE
JUST SLIC*
AND SERVE
LARGE I”
Each
49*
Rib Roast
FIRST CUT
792 / REGULARSTYLE 49
EVERYTHING'S PRICED RIGHT AT SHOP-RITE!
Shea Rite OIM M.rbl, or Rklklit
Pound Cake
Shop-Rite
Sour Cream
m ib.
49«
£29*
SHOP-RITE
SUOAR 5 49
HANDY
Fresh Store Sliced
BOILED HAM
89*Ib.
Mazola Oil
Pineapple Juice
Del Monte Drink
r»-
bn. 49*
DEL MONTE
or DOLE 31-at.l4.fMez. cans
PINEAPPLE-
GRAPEFRUIT
1-qt. 14- f
Plymouth Rock SRctd to Order
Spiced Ham s49‘
Wation. Sliced to Order AH White Meat
TurkeyRoll ** 98*
INSTANT
NESCAFE " 89
V, eeudehgsj®
SHOP-RITE POUNDCaIN|m|
COFFEE
REGULAR OR COLUMBIAN
Coupon Limit One Per Family.
RipkesSat Night, July 11, 1964
Good at any Shop-Rite Supermarket
Coupon Redeemed Only on
Item Designated
COUPON WORTH 20t (OFF OUR REGULAR LOW PRICE
e.th.
Adva.
Thur».
WITH
THIS COUPON
White Tuna
3 Lemon Juice
STARKIST
SOLID PACK
7-41.'
REALEMON
1Fruit Punch
Prune Juice
Miracle Whip
I Fruit Cocktail
it-
btl.
SHOP-RITE SRAPI,
er ORANGE DRINK
SHOP-RITE
29*
59*
41-qt. 14 $ Mor. cons I
4 k*l
KRAFT 'i2'49*
SHOP.
RITE
1-lb. 13-$
PrICM oNectlve through SaturdayNight July 11. 1964, Not responsible for typoyrophkal errors. We roterve the right to limit quantities.
There9a a Shop-Rite Near You—CallESsex 5-7300
Dr. Lena Edwards
Her Apostolate to Migrants
Merits Medal of Freedom
WASHINGTON - Dr. Lena
Frances Edwards, a. phy-
sician in Jersey City for 29
years, is one of 30 persons
whose names were announced
by President Johnson to re-
ceive the 1964 Medal of Free-
dom, the highest civil honor
the United States government
can bestow.
The White House announce-
ment described the 63-year-old
Negro doctor as a “dedicated
physician and humanitarian”
and noted she is called the
“Tom Dooley of Deaf Smith
County.”
DR. EDWARDS is the found-
ress of the 25-bed Our Lady
of Guadalupe Maternity Hos-
pital in Hereford, Tex. It
serves Mexican migrant work-
ers and was built for $39,000.
Dr. Edwards made a personal
contribution of $14,000 which
she considers "a loan to the
migrants.”
A graduate of Howard Uni-
versity Medical School, Wash-
ington, Dr. Edwards was also
a teacher here.
Prior to Dr. Edwards'
apostolate in the Texas pan-
handle, she was an obstetrician
and gynecologist at Margaret
Hague Maternity Hospital,
Jersey City, where she also
had a private practice in the
same field.
SHE WAS NAMED “Woman
of the Year” in 1955 by the
American Medical Women’s
Association, Newark Branch,
and was honored by Howard
University with an alumni
achievement award for distin-
guished attainment in the
fields of medicine and com-
munity service.
In 1963 she was named
"Citizen of the Year” by the
Hereford Chamber of Com-
merce.
She is the mother of
six children. Two children (one
a daughter) became phy-
sicians, one a psychiatric so-
cial worker, one an Air Force
officer, one a priest and one
a teacher.
It was through one son, now
Rev. Martin Edwards. S.A., of
the Franciscan Society of
Atonement at Graymoor, N.Y.,
that Dr. Edwards found out
about the migrant labor camp
at Hereford. That was in 1959
and two years later Dr. Ed-
wards was in Hereford.
IN ANNOUNCING the re-
cipients of the medals Presi-
dent Johnson said:
"Collectively, they have
made man’s world safe, his
physical body more durable,
his mind broader, his leisure
more delightful, his standard
of living higher and his digni-
ty important.”
The Medal of Freedom was
created in 1945 to reward civi-
lian accomplishments in World
War 11,
In 1963 President John
F. Kennedy broadened the pro-
gram to make it an annual
recognition by the White House
of persons who have contribut-
ed significantly to the quality
of American life.
Among those receiving this
year’s medal are Rev. Theo-
dore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C.,
president of the University of
Notre Dame, Protestant theo-
logian Reinhold Niebuhr, for-
mer Secretary of State Dean
Acheson, Walt Disney, com-
poser Aaron Copeland, Poet
T.S. Eliot, Helen Keller, labor
leader John L. Lewis, political
commentator Walter I.ipp-
niann, Edward R. Murrow,
Carl Sandburg and novelist
John Steinbeck.
SISTER ADVANCEMENT - Bishop Navagh chats with Sister Norina Monaco who pro-
nounced her first vows and Sister Theresa of the Child Jesus who received the religious
habit ofthe Sisters f Charity of the Most Precious Blood. Msgr. Carlo Cianci, pastorof St. Michael's, Paterson, looks on following the July 1 ceremonies in the Daughters
of Charity Chapel, St. Joseph's Rest Home, Paterson.
By Josephites
Provincial
Superior
Appointed
SPRING LAKE—Mother M.
Jeanne Celeste has been ap-
pointed provincial superior of
the Eastern Province of the
Sisters of St. Joseph of New-
ark, it was announced by
Mother M. Hildcgarde, supe-
rior general.
Mother Celeste will succeed
Mother Marian James and re-
St. Michael's Provin-
cialate, Englewood. The East-
ern Province comprises 51
missions in New Jersey, West
Virginia, California and the
Philippines.
Mother Celeste taught in
St. Luke’s School, Hohokus,
and St. James School, Penns
Grove.
She was principal of
St. James High School, Car-
ney Point, from 1952 to 1958
and St. Genevieve’s High
School, Panorama City, Cal.,
until this year.
She received her bachelor’s
degree from Seton Hall and
her master of arts from Villa-
nova University.
MOTHER CELESTE
Red Escapee
Opens Convent
GARY. Ind. (NC) - Sister
M. Cecelia, who escaped from
the Communists in Czecho-
slovakia in 1952, is here to
open the first American esta-
blishment ttfhor community,
the the Most
Holy Savior.
She came here at the in.
vitation of Bishop Andrew G.
Grutka of Gary. Sister Ce-
celia, central figure in the
book, “The Deliverance of Sis-
ter Cecelia,” since her ar-
rival in the U S. has lived in
Oakland, Cal,, and Homestead,
Pa.
Women s Equality in Church
Stressed by Father Rahner
MUNICH, Germany NC)
Everything the Church is pro-
claiming today about the lay
apostolate and its worldwide
mission should be applied also
to women. Rev. Karl Rahner,
S.J., told members of the Bav-
arian branch of the German
Federation of Catholic Wom-
en.
Speaking at a meeting deal-
ing with “women and the
Church” Father Raher, a Vat-
ican Council expert, stated:
"Theoretically this position
of equality is no longer being
disputed, but in practice much
still remains to be desired. For
example, although laymen
were admitted to the council,
there were no women.”
Asserting that the question
of admission of women to
priestly functions through or-
dination may not be consider-
ed yet "because so much more
remains to be done inside the
Church in the field of equali-
ty for women," Father Rah-
ner said that "the official
Church press must avoid giv-
ing mere lip service to wom-
en's equality and free itself
from the prejudice that the
tasks which can be entrusted
to laymen can only be given
to men.”
"Because of the lack of
priests," the German theo-
logian continued, "the Church
today is compelled to call on
women to occupy posts in
the hierarchical apostolate
whether in giving catechetical
instruction, doing welfare work
or acting as aides in pastoral
work. More than previously,
care should be taken by the
clergy not to look upon these
women's tasks as subordinate
auxiliary jobs, but rather con-
sider the women as indepen-
dent, respecting their dignity
and personal responsibility for
such work."
Administration
Workshop Held
WARICK. N.Y. - Sister M.
Ambrosina, S.F.P., adminis-
trator of St. Francis Hospital,
Jersey City, was one of the
lecturers at the in-service con-
ference on administration held
June 29-July 3 at Mt. Alvemo
Convent, provincial head-
quarters, sponsored by the
Franciscan Sisters of the Poor.
Sixty-one Sisters from nine
states attended.
The Franciscan Sisters also
operate St. Michael’s Hospital,
Newark, and St. Mary’s Hos-
pital, Hoboken.
Sisters Attend
Math Institute
WASHINGTON - Three Sis-
ters from North Jersey are
among 60 teachers participat-
ing in a summer institute in
mathematics at Catholic Uni-
versity.
They are Sister Helen Gene-
vieve Carney, S.S.J., Good
Counsel High School, Newark;
Sister M. Terence McHugh,
S.C., Mother Seton Regional
High School, Clark, and Sister
John Virginia Thomas, S.C., St.
Mary’s High School, Jersey
City
The institute Is supported by
the National Science Founda-
tion.
Lay Apostolate
Workshop Held
TRENTON - A leadership
training workshop for the Mis-
sionary Cenacle Apostolate,
New Jersey region, was held
June 27 at Our Lady of Light
Missionary Cenacle.
Rev. Colin Cooke, M.S.SS.T.,
and Sister Mary Angelinc,
M.5.8.T., of Stirling discussed
the relationship of officers
with spiritual directors and
Sister moderators.
The New Jersey region has
apostolate groups in Berkeley
Heights, Fords, Jersey City,
Newark, Red Bank. Stirling,
Summit, Toms River and
Trenton.
I Was Thinking.. .
Night Prayer Reflection
On a Marriage Feast
By RUTH W. REILLY
It is 11:30 p.m., June 27,
1964. A breeze plays softly
through the house, and I am
filled with a deep peace and
contentment.
The orchid on my shoulder
is still fresh, and I remove it
and reverently place it at the
foot of the crucifix over my of-
fice desk. This is my favorite
spot in all the house. I like to
visit here at odd moments
during the day and especially
in the stillness of the night.
DEAR GOD, I thank Thee
for this day! I thank Thee for
its blue sky and sunshine. I
thank Thee for this moming’3
Mass lived through the day.
I thank Thee for Thy Presence
and Thy mother’s help at the
wedding feast. I thank Thee
for priests and people, caterer
and guests, musicians and
dancers, for everyone and
everything.
Ellen was such a radiant
bride! And Peter such a hap-
py groom! Bless them Lord
and let every moment of their
married life be radiated by
grace. Grant that their love
for each other and for Thee
may grow each passing day.
I'm glad Ellen wore her fa-
ther’s law school key and
freshened the bride doll
Grandma made for her years
ago for the gift table. These
little thoughtfulnesses mean so
much. I’m glad her father
was still with us for her older
sister's wedding to set a pat-
tern for this one without him.
My heart swelled with ach-
ing joy as the bride came
down the aisle on the arm of
her older brother and as he
raised the film of veil from
before her face and gave her
a kiss of benediction before
putting her hand into her
bridegroom’s.
GLADLY THE bride and
groom approached the altar
of God to put aside the things
of childhood and administer to
each other the holy Sacrament
bf Matrimony: “I, Ellen, take
you, Peter, for my lawful hus-
band, to have and to hold,
from this day forward, for
better, for worse, for richer,
for poorer, in sickness and in
health, until death do us part "
The exchange of vows took
place just before the Offertory
ot the Nuptial Mass which I
love: “In Thee, O Lord, have
I put my trust. Thou art my
God, my days are in Thy
Hands." O God, teach them
ever fuller trust in Thee.
Tears welled briefly in my
eyes as my heart embraced
all those present. The bride’s
younger sister was her maid
of honor, and another sister
was among the bridesmaids.
One of her brothers was an
usher, and two others were
altar boys. The priest who of
fered Mass is near and dear
to us. More children and
grandchildren were gathered
in the pew with me and be-
hind me, and a host of rela-
tives and friends spanned out
from there.
In an overflow of happiness
and grateful surprise we heard
the blessing of Pope Paul VI
on the union of this couple
read aloud at the end of Mass.
We thank Thee Lord!
SMILING AND lightsome,
the newlyweds led the reces-
sional and remained in the
vestibule to receive the com-
pliments, blessings and good
wishes of all.
And always the light touch.
The police and fire depart-
ments received several tele-
phone calls advising them that
the flag flying before the
church was upside down, a
distress signal! It was properly
rehung in due time.
I think everyone enjoyed the
reception. The bride and
groom certainly did. They
were among the last to leave.
Many of the guests returned
here to see the wedding gifts
and to parly further, and we
were pleased and honored
when the bride and groom
came back for a few hours
too. It is good for families
and friends to gather and re
joice.
As day turned into twilight
the bride gave me a quick
kiss: "Thank you, Ma, for
everything . . ,’’ The groom
beamed on me too and then
there was the lilt of laughter,
a shower of rice and they
were gone: off to anew be-
ginning on a wave of love and
good wishes.
Thank you again, my God,
and good night. I love Thee
with all of my heart.
3 Sisters Attend
Rutgers Institute
NEW BRUNSWICK - Three
North JcrSey Sisters are
among 31 participants in the
institute of high school Eng-
lish teachers at tMi.Rutgcrs
summer session. W"V
They are: Sister Theresa
Marie, S.C.A.C., of Holy Ro-
sary Academy, Union City;
Sister Mary Norice, S.S.N.D.,
Holy Angels A, demy, Fort
Lee, and Sister A!. Grace Ei-
leen, 0.P., of St. Mary’s High
School, Rutherford.
2 Jerseyans
Receive Habit
NORTH STAMFORD. Conn.
Two North Jerseyans were
among six postulants invested
in the Franciscan habit of the
Bernardino Sisters recently at
Heart of Mary provincial
home. Villa Maria. Bishop
Walter W. Curtis of Bridge-
port celebrated Mass and pre-
sided.
Shirley McGowan of West-
field received the name,
Sister Veronica Rose. She
is a graduate of Westfield
High School.
Carolyn Galiszewski of Gar-
wood is now Sister Virginia
Marie. She is an alumna of
Mt. Alvcrnia High School,
Reading, Pa.
The new novices will spend
tl.eir canoncial year in the
central novitiate at Mary-
view, Villanova, Pa.
Cardinal to Speak
MIAMI, Fla. (NC) Rich-
ard Cardinal Cushing of Bos-
ton will be the keynote speak-
er at the 30th biennial national
convention of the Catholic
Daughters of America at the
Hotel Diplomat here July 19
to 23. More than 1,000 dele-
gates are expected to attend.
St. Elizabeth’s Announces
20 Scholarship Winners
CONVENT The College of
St. Elizabeth has awarded 20
scholarships to incoming fresh-
men, it was announced by Sis-
ter Hildcgarde Marie, presi-
dent.
Full scholarships go to
Margaret Liao from Lao
Pauls, Brazil, who fled the
China mainland, and Caroline
Nabukenya of Uganda, who
will study sociology to aid her
country.
Other recipients are: Cath-
erine Capone, Jersey City,
from Mt. St. Dominic Acade-
my, Caldwell, and Sharon E!
liott, Bayonne, from St. Aloy-
sius, Jersey City;
REBECCA Fields, Living-
ston, East Orange Catholic,
Patricia Godfrey, Closter, Im-
maculate Heart of Mary Aca-
demy, Washington Township;
Patricia Hogan, Jersey City,
St. Mary's (JC), and Anne
ICeever, from Madonna Aca-
demy, West Hollywood, Fla;
Also Denise Lengyel, Maple-
wood, from Archbishop Walsh,
Irvington; Dorothy Lion, Wild-
wood, from Wildwood Cath-
olic; Kathleen McCormick,
Washington, D.C.; and Pa-
tricia McLain, Jersey City, of
St. Aloysius Academy;
Nancy McNamara, Kearny,
from St. Cecilia's; Mary
O’Connell, Bayonne, from Holy
Family Academy; Patricia
Ruane, Jersey City, from St.
Aloysius Academy, and Rose
Marie Rybka, Harrison, from
St. Cecilia’s, Kearny;
Judith Secryfrom Livingston
High School; Patricia Tann,
Asbury Park, from St. Rose’s,
Belmar; Jacqueline Tribus,
Penns Grove, from St. James,
Carney's Point, and Ann Vor-
nehm, Saddle Brook; from Im-
maculate Conception, Lodi.
Actress Now
Sr. Judith
STAMFORD, Conn. (RNS)—
Dolores Hart, who gave up a
screen career to become a
nun, has taken her first vows
at the Bernardine Sisters pro-
vincial house here and will be
known as Sister Judith. She
expects to take her final vows
in four years.
A convert, the former screen
star once played the role of
a nun in “St. Francis of As-
sisi." For her portrayal of St.
Clare, a co-founder of the Poor
Clares Order, she received a
gold medal of St. Genesius,
patron of actors, from Catho-
lics of the film, radio and tele-
vision industry.
Sister Judith first went to
the Bernardine convent for a
religious retreat while play-
ing on Broadway in "The
Pleasure of His Company."
She returned periodically until
she decided to study for the
Sisterhood.
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BONDS
Insurance
FOR THE ONE TIME WHEN
ONLY THE BEST WILL DO
Qkj Special!
WEDDING
PAETY PACKAGE
Planned and priced with the
FATHER OF THE BRIDE in mind
s£7s per person—complete—no extra's
J special for Saturday afternoons (not
W Saturday nights) and all day Sunday
Other attractively priced ‘Wedding Party Pack
ages' are available. Please accept our invita-
tion to visit our Banquet Office or call Ban-
quet Manager at MA 3-4080 for details.
HOTEL
HOTII and MOTOR INN
16 Park Placa N.work i, NJ. Sru.
• IHI MODIRN AIR CONDITIONED
R robert treat a KNOn HOTEL
Invites your reservations
• COMMUNION MIAKFAITI
• ORDINATION DINNIRt
• WIODINO RICIPTIONt
• CONVINTIONI, SEMINARS amt
lAIII MIITINO
IJ Function Roomi Top Capacity In Qna Roam IJSO
ITANUY t. AKUI Manager ALBERT W. SUNOS*. P,„|d.nl
SO PARK PLACE, NEWARK - MARKET 2-1000
CONTINENTAL FOOD
3homm’&
OP*M EVERYDAY FOR
JluncUean£
mo PARK AVENUE
NEWARK
HU 4-7200
Your
Wedding Reception
at the
mim
JERSEY CITY
is catered with loving care.
• BANQUET ROOMS Ta.t.fully
decorated
• DINNERS created to meet YOUR
n **d» • Elegant Food • Generous
Portions • Perfect Cocktails
• Personalized attention to every
detail.
QC Per Person
All Inclusive
Package
and the Price is Right . . .
Come in or phone Mr. Vlclorj our
Wedding Consultant
is at your service
OLdficld 3-0100
from
;n
I
L:.™
yr
Thit year make a Pilgrimage to:
AMERICA'S MOST
BEAUTIFUL ROSARY WAY
NATIONAL SHRINE OF
MARY HELP OF CHRISTIANS
We*t Haverttraw, N.Y.
Convenient! One hour North of New York City
13 mlnutei South of Bear Mountain Bridge
Route 9W or Palitadei Porkway
For free literoturo write or phonei
Code 914, HA 9-4953
Delightful picnic grove , . . Fifteen Mysteries of the Roiory In llfeslse
marble itotuei . , . Fatlmo ond lourdei Shrine ... 300 acres of breath
taking iconic beaulyl
MAKE IT A
ROSARIAN SUMMER
Series of sermons on Rosary Mysteries
for Unity and Peace
Preachert
REV. HARRY A. KELLY, O.P.
July 13 The Crucifixion
July 1? The Reiurrectlen
July 24 The Aicenilen
August 2 the Descent of the Holy Ohost
August 9 The Assumption
August 14 The Coronation
Summit, New Jersey
J>AX
Rosary Shrine
Holy Hour Services begin ot 3.30 p.m.
tvery Sunday afternoon.
Vlllt Cloilter Gift Shop ond Cloilter Pontry
Printing Don* To Order
Wedding, Ordination, Groduotion, Jubilee Invitationi.
Hand lettered Cord* for Special Occotiom
LARGEST
STOCK
OF
CATHOLIC
BOOKS
for CHILDREN
for RELIGIOUS
for EVERYONE
57 Halsey SL, Newark
This is the house
that Jack built
This is the house
that supplied ?
the“cash” that helped
build the
house
that Jack
built
Even a "Jack-of-all-trades" needs a helper now and then
Sometimes do-it-yourselfers can’t do it themselves...
they need the financial assistance of someone who
understands the values and joys that come with
modernizing a home. NJB understands.Whether you
do it yourself or have the work contracted, you can
finance the cost at New Jersey Bank. So if you'd like
to brighten up your home by adding a room ... a
driveway, or other improvements... or if you’d like to
take care of minor repairs before theyturn into costly
ones... don’t wait! NJB has the ready cash
... and
payments will be arranged to match your income pat-
tern. Check with the NJB bank most convenientto you.
NJB SAVINGS BONDS & CERTIFICATES
litk Ply
THE
NEW
JERSEY
BANK
M«mb«r Fadaral Dtpotlt Iniuranca Corporation
Mambar Fadaral Raaarva Syitam
Have You
Read ...?
The following questions are
based on articles which appear
in this issue of The Advocate.
The answers are printed at the
bottom of the column with the
Page on which the answering
article can be found.
1. Pope Paul has confirmed
Sept. 14 as the opening date
for the third session of the
Vatican Council. It will proba-
bly close before Nov. 25 be-
cause:
(a) American Bishops want
to be home for Thanksgiving
(b) Council sessions may
only run for 10 weeks
(c) Many council Fathers
will want to attend the Inter-
national Eucharistic Congress
in Bombay, India, which be-
gins Nov. 25.
2. The drum and bugle corps
which is celebrating its 40th
anniversary this year is:
(a) The Golden Knights
(b) St. Lucy’s Cadets
(c) The Woodsiders
3. Dr. Lena Edwards, for-
mer Jersey City physician for
29 years, was named by Presi-
dent Johnson:
(a) To head anew drug
commission
(b) To receive the Medal of
Freedom
(c) To open a hospital in
Vietnam.
4. Where did the first Amer-
ican composer live:
(a) New York
(b) New Jersey
(c) Virginia
ANSWERS-.l-(c),Page1;
2-(b),page12;3-(b),page
10;4-(b),page7.
Books for Youth
Mary Will Answer
To 49 Titles
THE LITANY FOR BOYS
AND GIRLS, by Rev. P.J.
Gearon, O.Carm. Carmelite
Third Order Press. 99 pages.
$1.25
When you say the Hail Mary
you also call our Blessed
Mother Holy Mary. You prob-
ably remember calling her
Holy Mother of God and
Mother of Christ. These are
but three of her 49 titles con-
tained in the litany.
Some of them are very easy
to understand, such as Mother
of our Redeemer and Queen
Assumed Into Heaven. Others
are not.
This book explains why peo-
ple use the titles Cause
of our Joy, Mystical Rose or
Morning Star.
EACH explanation is written
in the form of a letter begun
“My dear Boys and Girls.’’
You’ll have the feeling that
Father Gearon is writing just
to you.
He explains Cause of our Joy
by telling about a king who
lived high on a mountain and
wanted to visit his subjects but
could only get to them by an
airplane. Father Gearon com-
pares the king to God, the
mountain to heaven, and the
pilot to our Blessed Mother
who brings the King to us, His
subjects.
We call her “Cause of
Our Joy” because of the
happiness she brought us by
bringing her Son to us.
FATHER GEARON uses
swimming, ball games, doctors
and amusement park tickets
in explaining why these titles
were conferred upon Our
Lady by the Church.
One of my favorite selections
is Refuge of Sinners. Father
Gearon explains that if a sav-
age dog were chasing you
down a street, you’d run to a
house for help. If you were in a
forest fire, you might jump in
a creek because you wouldn’t
want to be burned. So when
Satan tempts us with sin wo
seek Our Lady’s protection,
and we thank her by calling
her Refuge of Sinners.
This little book will help you
love the litany which honors
the Blessed Mother in language
you can understand. You will
also be able to explain these
titles to others.
GOD MADE EVERYTHING
by Elizabeth Hcaly, pictures by
Adele Weber; MY BOOK OF
FRIENDS by Kathleen Haley,
pictures by Trina Schart Hy-
man; A BOOK OF GOD’S
GIFTS by Ruth Hannon, pic-
tures by Rich Schretcr; NOAH
AND HIS ANIMALS by Mary
Angela Kelly, pictures by
Grace Dallas Clarke; I GO TO
SLEEP by Sue Val, pictures
by Raymond Porter. A Little
Angel Book Series, Guild
Press. 19 pages each. 25 cents.
This gew delightful scries for
children from 3 to 6 is a beau-
tiful way of bringing religious
concepts to the very young.
Especially written in short,
simple sentences these books
are easy reading and will be
easily understood.
These are small, easy to
handle and explained with
colorful illustrations on every
page.
“GOD MADE Everything”
points out that all we see
comes from God—animals,
flowers, insects, rain, wind—-
everything.
The barber, grocer, tailor,
teacher, priest and doctor are
important characters in “My
Book of Friends."
DO YOU know some gifts
you should thank God for? In
“A Book of God’s Gifts” you’ll
learn how every day is filled
with many things to be happy
"and thankful for—songs to
sing, parents to love friendly
boys and girls, "the sun’s first
beams and a soft bed to sleep
in and dream long dreams.”
"Noah and His Animals"
tells the story of the ark, and
names and pictures many ani-
mals.
"The sun has set, and day is
done.”. The last book in this
series explains that everyone
has a time to go to sleep. “I
Go to Sleep" also aids little
ones with their prayers and
requests for God's blessings.
Susan Diner
Word Square
1. Thing freely given
2. Thought
3. Sense of Touch
4. Story
From Up There
Things Aren’t Always as They Appear
By SUSAN DINER
How about a geography les-
son, Young Advocates? But
let's be different. Instead of
books we’ll use an airplane.
We’ll begin at Hanover
Field where the pilot will give
us a briefing on plane opera-
tions. From, there we’ll fly
over the bridge to Jersey
City, up the Hudson River,
on up to Connecticut and back
along an inland route.
FASTEN THOSE seatbelts
first because, as our pilot says,
"The belts, not the doors,
keep you in the plane.” Now
while he checks that compli-
cated maze of dials and in-
struments he explains how the
foot pedals steer the plane
while on the ground and how
gas is stored in the wings.
Now we taxi slowly down
the runway and pause for a
minute while our pilot makes
sure the controls are free and
no other planes are in the
vicinity.
Okay, here we go . . . the
nose of the airplane is up;
we’re airborn.
Familiar landmarks are no
longer familiar—corners, store
fronts, charming homes just
aren’t the same. The parkway
and turnpike appear like very
wide streets; apartment
houses and hospitals are easily
confused by an overhead view.
And perhaps for the first time
you see how Sacred Heart Ca-
thedral is built in the form
of a cross.
CARS AND trucks shrink to
the size of those you get in a
box of Crackerjacks or cereal.
Does North Jersey, New York
and Connecticut remind you of
a toy village and train set?
Great steamship liners seem
to be docked in a bathtub in-
stead of the Hudson River,
and the water and grime near
a factory give the illusion of
a mud puddle with the white
powder swirling around giv-
ing it a marbleized effect.
Over there, those tiny is-
lands off the mainland really
are shaped like on maps. No-
tice the islands seemingly
edged in white, setting them
apart from the water and see
the broad strips of sand along
the coast of Connecticut as
it gradually fades from a pale
yellow to almost shell white
before disappearing under
the water.
From the sky you see the
recession of land in the tone
of the water—from pale green
where the sand almost shows
through to a blue-green before
the land disappears complete-
ly and the ocean turns deep
blue.
Straight furrows of
plowed land give evidence of
man’s cooperation with God in
bringing forth food to sustain
us. Patches of crops look like
stars, others like dots or a cali-
co print and still others like
a_ message in Morse code.
Farms with contour plowing,
squares, oblongs and other va-
rious shapes resemble a care-
fully made patchwork quilt.
A field of scattered trees
and short shrubs makes one
think momentarily of a bat-
talion of troops practicing an
attack on an unseen enemy.
And as the plane’s shadow
slowly passes over this mock
battlefield and as the breeze
bends the tall thin trees, the
imaginary army begins to
move.
HOMES, CHURCHES and
other buildings form a lovely
pattern from the sky as ac-
quamarine, blue and green
pools dot the land but give
a temporary and fragile look
to man’s attempt to create
beauty. Massive parking lots
and boat slips resemble cook-
ie decorations spilled acciden-
tally.
Marshes look as though
someone dropped a giant
green pie while it was hot and
left it there as streams of
water inched their way
through the cracks. Some-
whefe else along the route re-
sorts seem to he growing out
of clusters of trees.
Sight of the airport indicates
our ride is almost over. The
landing strip blurs as it runs
under us; the plane touches
ground with a jolt and quickly
slows down.
Gazing on God's wonderland
in miniature really made me
realize how small and insig-
nificant one individual is and
how powerful God is.
Acceptable Comics
tibsent-minded
Professor
Action Comics
Adventure Comics
Adventures Into
the Unknown
All American
Men of War
AU-Star Westers
Amazins
Adventures
Andy Panda
Aquaman
Aquanauts
Archie
Atlantis the
Lost Continent
Baby Huey
Bat Man
Bat Masterson
Beep Beep
Beetle Bailey
Betty A Veronica
Blackhawk
Blondle
Bob Hope
Brave and the
Bold
Buis Bunny
Casper
Catholic Boy
Catholic Comics
Challengers of
the Unknown
Cheyenne
Chilly Willy
Chip »n* Dale
Classics
Illustrated
Classics
Illustrated. Jr.
Colt AO
Daffy Duck
Dafwood
Daniel Boone
Dennis the
Menace
Deputy Dawg
Detective Comics
Doble Gtllls
Donald Duck
tilery Queen
Elmer Fudd
Felix tne Cat
Flash
Fox and the
Crow
Fury
G. I. Combat
Green Lantern
Gunsmoke
Gunsmoke Western
Gyro Gearloose
Have Gun,
Will Travel
Henry
House Without a
Heed
Hot Stuff
House of Mystery
Huckleberry
Hound
1 Love Lucy
Jerry Lewis
Jimmy Olsen
Journey into
Mystery
Jughcad
Justice Lesfue
Kathy
Katy Keene
Kid Colt. Outlaw
Lassie
Lawman
Life With Millie
Little Dot
Little iodine
Little Lotla
Little Lulu
Little Max
Little Rascals
Lois Lane
Lone Ranger
Looney Tunes
Mickey Mouse
Midnight Mystery
Mighty Mouse
Millie
Mouse Musketeers
Mutt end Jeff
My Girl Pearl
My Greatest
Adventure
Mystery in Space
Nancy and Sluggo
National Velvet
New Funnies
101 Dalmatians
our Army at War
Patsy and Hedy
Patsy Walker
Peanuts
Pep
Pepe
Playful Little
Audrey
Popeye
Porky Pig
Quick Draw
McGraw
Rawhide Kid
Richie Rich
Rifleman
Rin Tin Tin
Rip Hunter
Rocky and
His Friends
Roy Rogers
and Trigger
Ruff and Reddy
Sad Sack
Sea Hunt
Sherlock Holmes
Spooky
Star Spangled
War Stories
6trange
Adventures
Strange Tales
Sugar and Spike
Superboy
Superman
Swamp Fox
Sweetie Pie
Tales of Suspense
Tarxan
Tales of the
Unexpected
Three Stooges
Tip Top Comics
Tom and Jerry
Tomahawk
Turok Wagon Train
Tubby Walt Dlsney'e
Twenty and Wendy
Sylveiter Wonder Woman
Twilight Zone Woody Woodpecker
Two-Gun Kid World's Finest
Uncle Scrooge Yogi Bear
Unknown Worlds
Renamed for Pope
BETHLEHEM, Jordan (NC)
The main street of Bethle-
hem has been renamed for
Pope Paul VI, who made a
historic visit here last January.
Word Ladder
You can save a SOUL by
offering your PAIN. Move
down the ladder, a step at a
time, to change SOUL to
PAIN. You must make a real
word each time, but change
only one letter.
Answers
WordSquare:GIFT,IDEA,
FEEL,TALE
WordLadder:SOUL,SOIL,
SAIL,PAIL,PAIN
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MOST OUTSTANDING BANQUET
FACILITIES IN NEW JERSEY
Michael Esposito cordially invites you to hold
your Communion Breakfast, installation dinner or
Wedding Reception at our new and beautiful banquet
facility.
Spectacular new facilities for groups from 50
to 800.
Magnificent lakeside canopy entrance/ new
circular bar and cocktail lounge exclusively for
banquet guests/ unexcelled cuisine/ gracious serv-
ice/ moderate prices/ ample parking.
jr (Elralrt
r-
| Sirjce 1918
120 West Passaic Street
Rochelle Park, New Jersey
DI 2-2711 fficotn • Often Qfaily
LUNCHEON • COCKTAILS • DINNER
WHY TAKE LESS ? ? ?
CURRENT
ns
DIUIDEHD
ASSETS EXCEED
$53,000,000
WYCKOFF SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION
MAIN OFFICE: 392 Main Street, Wyckoff
OUwr Offices: Midland Park. Saddle Rlrtr, Oakland k Franklin Lakes
OPEN MONDAY • FRIDA YM FRIDAY NIGHT M
y
V
GOING ON
VACATION?
HAVE
The
Advocate
FOLLOW YOU
Use easy coupon below and mall to
Circulation Dopt.
THE ADVOCATE
31 Clinton St., Nowark, N.J. 07102
Name
Homo Address
City State ZIP CODE.
My Vacation Addrtii *
______
V- ’*•- '•'•* ;,/>'?*{. 1 : :i
City -Slate ZIP CODE.
. • • ‘ t - .
I will be away from —i _
DRASTIC
REDUCTIONS
ON
ALL
SUMMER
MERCHANDISE
SIZIS I H 44
maiemilu shops^
a a~.<# ** .4 Imm
U 4 Main It! HACKINfACK
Parisian Beauty School
Ml Halt It., Hackanaack. M. J.
THE
ACADEMY
OF
BEAUTY
CULTURE
HONOR EMBLEM SCHOOL
Day l Ivanlng Clawaa
HUbbard 7-2203
NEW
CARS
FINANCED
$M PerMm YEAR
Per
$lOO
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
(Your Auto Insurance May Be Included)
Used Cars Also Financed At Low Rales
HUDSON COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
JERSEY CITY
BAYONNE
HOBOKEN
UNION CITY
WEIHAWKEN
NORTH BERGEN
GUTTENBERO
COMPLETE \ CHILDREN S WEAR
Oornell*
Gorden State Pla»a . HUbbotd 9-9272
BUY
Your
Next
Car
from
BENNER
RAMBLER
SALES • SERVICE
"Same Im-aMon elnro IMS*
218 Hackensack St. E. Rutherford
4319200
On Union Ave., 1 block we*t of
Bnjien Auto, off Route 17
EVERY MONTH
SMTW T F S
1 2
3456 7 8 9
10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 3?
38 39 40 10 EXTRA
INTEREST DAYS
EVERY MONTH
at rc*
Makedeposits on or before the 10th day
of any month, earn interestfrom theIst.
Start your savings account with as little
as $5, as much'as you please, at any of
our offices. Or, if you prefer, save by
mail. We pay postage both ways.
*
The
Trust Company
of New Jersey
wm
It OFFICES SERVING HUDSON COUNTY “
All Open Monday Eveningt 6 to 8 PM.
Jersey City • Hoboken • Wcehawken •
Union City • West New York • Secaucus
M»ml*r Federal Depoilt In»ur«nce-Corpor»Uoß
Hal Char ski
“See me personallybefore you
buy any car. I will five you
the deal that can’t be beat!’’
TROPHY PONTIAC
UNBEATABLE DEALS NOW!
'64 PONTIACS
TEMPESTS • IE MANS • GRAND PRIX
EASIEST PAYMENTS • FINEST SERVICE
PLUS wonderful •election of Uted Car*
fTrophy 988 BROAOWAYBAYONNE
HE 7-4900
Open Evenings
In Youth's Corner
Seton Delegates Four
Four Seton Hall Prep stu-
dents and one from Archbishop
Walsh High School of Irving-
ton are included in a group
which will participate in the
fifth annual Brotherhood Youth
Institute sponsored by the New
Jersey region of the National
Conference of Christians and
Jews at Camp Kittatinny, Still-
water, Aug. 30-Sept. 4.
A total of 150 high school
students from Eastern states
are expected at the institute,
described as an experience in
living and learning brother-
hood. I>aily lectures, films,
panels will cover problems
young people face in human
relations.
The students chosen by Seton
Hall include seniors Michael
Horgan, Walter Wilowatyj, An-
drew Knoedler and Kyran Con-
nor, a junior. Rev. Joseph J.
Sherer of Seton Hall will also
attend.
Junior Laurita McGreevy
will represent Archbishop
Walsh High. Rev. Francis
Keating, S.J.,chairman of the
theology department, St.
Peter's College, Jersey City
will be included on a clergy
panel for the fifth straight
year.
Twenty high schools, student
councils and PTA’s are pro-
viding funds to send delegates.
Many delegates attend on fin-
ancial scholarships provided
by NCCJ and other organiza-
tions and individuals.
** • .
JOHN DOWLING, Elizabeth,
a recent graduate of Xavier
High School, New York City,
has accepted a Presidential
Scholarship to Holy Cross. He
will take a pre-medical course
there.
He also won a silver medal
for general excellence. Other
awards were Fairfield Univer-
sity, Providence College, Na-
tional Science Scholarship,
Merchant Marine Academy
and state scholarship.
JETTING AWAY - Students from Benedictine Academy, Paterson, pause before board-ing KLM jet at Kennedy Airport, N.Y., at the start of a 35-day tour of Europe recently.
The group under the supervision of Sister Stephanie, left, will return Aug. 1 after
visiting seven countries and having an audience with Pope Paul VI.
St. Lucy's Cadets Stepping Lively
NEWARK St. Lucy’s Cadets are cele-
brating their 40th anniversary this year with
the flourish you might expect from one of the
oldest Catholic junior drum and bugle corps
in the nation and the trophies piling up prove
they have a flair for winning too.
As they sponsor their fifth annual Moon-
light Serenade competition at Newark Schools
Stadium at 8 p.m. July 11, the Cadets have
six first place trophies to show for this year
and are well on their way to bettering last
year’s accomplishments.
In 1963, St. Lucy's annexed the Penn-Jersey
championship and placed third in national com-
petition.
IT WAS only in 1958 that St. Lucy’s started
marching and maneuvering. In 1960 the corps
placed seventh in the American Legion National
Contest and in 1962 the Cadets captured the
Penn-Jetsey Color Guard title.
This year’s campaign has already brought
St. Lucy's the VFW State championship.
With full support of pastor Rev. Gaetano
Ruggiero and moderator, Rev. Joseph S. Native,
the corps’ recent surge was guided by James
D’Amico and Dan Raymond, drum and bugle
instructors, and Michael Petrone, drill instruc-
tor.
OFFICERS include Joseph Biancardi, hon-
orary director; Cosmo Alagna, director, and
Tom McCann, business manager. Although 70
boys and girls wear the blue and white uniforms,
there are 130 others training with the fledgling
squad.
Originally a fife, drum and bugle corps, St.
Lucy’s held the Western championship in 1946-
1949 and won the national championships in
1950.
As proud of its accomplishments as the
corps is, however, it also points to the contri-
butions to community and nation by former
members who are now’ clergymen, doctors,
attorneys, a member of Congress, businessmen!
teachers, nurses ano skilled tradesmen.
De Paul Opens 1st
Summer Sessions
WAYNE De Paul High
School opened its first sum-
mer school July 6. Classes held
8:45 a.m.-lp.m. on weekdays
will end Aug. 15.
Review classes to make up
credits in courses previously
taken are available in algebra
I, Biology, English I and 11,
French I and 11, Latin I and
II and world history. Registra-
tion was held June 26.
Scholastic Awards
Seton Hall Wins $128,000
NEWARK - Seton Hall
Prep students won a total of
51 scholarships worth $128,000
to head this week’s final list
of awards won by North Jer-
sey Catholic high schools.
There were 34 state schol-
arships worth $54,400 included
in the total.
Winners of other awards in-
cluded: Larry D’Addario, Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology Case Institute and
Renssalaer Polytechnic; Rich-
ard Broughton, Chuhb Founda-
tion grant: Fred Brown, Rut-
gers, Ohio State and Minnesota
University; Robert Ericksen,
Seton Hall and St. Peter’s;
Frank Galuszka, Syracuse
University; Stanley Jarocki,
Steyens Institute; Donald Jen-
sen, - St. Genevieve par-
ish award; Robert Kennedy,
Seton Hall, Holy Cross and
La Salle; Thomas Kerrigan, Se
ton Hall; William Langheld,
Fordham; John McMahon,
Providence, Mt. St. Mary’s,
Seton Hall; Robert Meehan,
Nelly Hanley Burse, St. John's
parish award; Dennis Murphy,
Seton Hall and Harvard; Rob-
ert Patetta, Seton Hall; Orest
Pelech, Antioch; Joseph
Spohr, Ann Roehling art
award, and James Walsh, Se-
ton Hall.
Mt. St. Dominic Academy,
Caldwell Winners of $32,-
600 in scholarships include:
Catherine Capone, St. Eliza-
beth’s; Donna Brcslin, Chris-
tine Kovacs and Marie La
Malfa, Albertus Magnus; Lin-
da Speller, Caldwell; Alessan-
dra lannuzzi, Kade Foundation
grant; Patricia Brown, St.
Elizabeth’s; Jo-Ann Renga,
BPOE award; Claire Tara-
vella, Fairleigh Dickinson and
Lorraine Brady, Anna Maria
College.
Sacred Heart High, Eliza-
beth Seven state awards
were won, along with a par-
tial worth $1,600 at Notre
Dame, Staten Island, awarded
to Carol Ann Lawlor.
St. Anthony's, Jersey City-
Eighteen scholarships includ-
ing eight state awards totaled
$5,200. Winners included Nich
olas Duva, Fairleigh Dickinson
University, and Regina Dut-
kowski, Villa Maria, Erie, Pa.
St. Bonavonturc’s, Paterson
Two awards including a
state scholarship Frank Gal-
lo’s, W Quackenbush Fund
award to Seton Hall Univer-
sity totalled $750.
St. Dominic Academy, Jer-
sey City A total of $29,000
included nine state awards
worth $4,000. Winners were
Mary Hawryluk, NYU and
Fordham; Patricia Klepacz,
Caldwell; Michaeline Bandur,
Mills College; Louise Rizzo,
Caldwell; Margaret O’Neill,
Christ Hospital School of Nurs-
ing; Diane Durkin, Caldwell;
Claire Baker, Fairleigh Dick-
inson; Elaine Paleologo, St.
Francis Hospital School ot
Nursing, and Carol Norcia,
Caldwell.
St. Joseph’s Girl’s High,
West New York Fifteen
awards worth $26,800 included
13 state scholarships, and
Clare Krieger’s scholarship to
Seton Hall School of Nursing,
and Dianne Molin’s to Pratt
Institute.
St. Luke’s Hohokus A
total of $56,200 included eight
state awards. Winners were
Kathryn D'Atri. Boston Uni-
versity; Patricia Held, Fair-
leigh Dickinson; Arthur Gow-
ran, Providence College and
Fairfield University, Thomas
Fiore, Providence, St. Peter’s
and Ramsey Knights of Col-
umbus award; Philip Rey-
nolds, NYU, and James
Casey, Case Institute of Tech-
nology, Cleveland; John Hack-
ett, Colgate; Evelyn Williams,
Marquette and Mt. St. Vincent,
and Henry Surpless, NROTC.
St. Mary’s, Paterson A
$6,750 total included eight
awards, four of them state.
Winners included Mary Berth-
old full to Mt. St. Mary’s,
Newburgh; William Hancock,
Assumption College, Woi-
ecster, and Quackenbush
award, and Gail Raymond,
Mary Byers’ Business School.
St. Mary’s, Rutherford A
total of $38,291 was won by
18 students including 10 state
awards. Winners included John
Boyle, Rutgers; James Har-
rington, Seton Hall and Fair-
field Universities and RCA In-
stitute; John Mason, Manhat-
tan; Kathleen Hrobak, Fair-
leigh Dickinson; Esme O’Con-
nor Mt. Mercy College and
Msgr. Charles Tichler award;
Denise Winser. Chubb Founda-
tion Industrial and Montclair
State; Karen Hirsch, Ruther-
ford Woman’s Club award and
St. Mary’s Hospital School of
Nursing; Margaret Hofbauor,
Claremont Secretarial School,
Mary Byer Business School
and Wood Secretarial School.
School of the Holy Child, Oak
Knoll, Summit Four stu-
dents won a total of $17,200.
Winners were Mary O’Neil,
Manhattanville, New Rochelle,
Trinity, Rosemont, St. Mi-
chael’s (University of Toronto)
and Newton College of the Sa-
cred Heart; Margaret
O’Keeffe, Trinity and Georgian
Court; Kathryn Fcakins,
Marymount Alumnae award;
Mary Gallagher, Duquesne and
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.
Golden Knights
Win Contest
NEWARK —The Blessed
Sacrament CYO Golden
Knights won a close decision
over St. Lucy’s Cadets, also of
Newark, in a drum and bugle
corps contest at Roosevelt Sta-
dium, Union City, July 4.
It was the first victory over
their city rival in five meet-
ings and their third of the sea-
son. The Knights wej* tnp»'jn
marching, drumminjfTnd gen-
eral effects for a point total of
87.65. St. Lucy’s scored 85.78
leading in bugling.
The Garfield Cadets placed
third with 80.40. Other corps
competing included St. Pa-
trick's Cadets of Jersey City,
fourth and the Woodsiders of
Newark fifth.
$10,000 Hayden
Grant to Boystown
KEARNY - The Hayden
Foundation of New York has
given $lO,OOO toward the con-
struction of dining and kitchen
facilities at New Jersey Boys-
town here. The $165,000 build-
ing will be started in August,
according to Rev. Robert P.
Egan, director. It will accom-
odate 200 boys.
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Final Summer Session of •..
SAINT PETERS
COLLEGE
READING IMPROVEMENT
CENTER
JULY 2 to AUG. 7
REGISTER NOW!!
ELIGIBILITY:
• HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS
• COLLEGE STUDENTS
• ADULTS
• COEDUCATIONAL
SPEED • COMPREHENSION • VOCABULARY
• STUDY TECHNIQUES
For Bulletins and Registration Information Contact:
Dr. Patrick J. Caufield, Reading Center
Saint Peter's College, Jersey City, N.J. 07306 DE 3-4400
m
il
V)
. /• •
Every \
six :
minutes
. V
••• \
someone opens anew
account at Carteret Savings!
ITS AEACH 17,600new savings accounts were opened at Carteret’s
nine convenient offices in a recent 12-month period—an average of one
new account every sixminutes of every business day!
FolJet tell us they prefer to save here because Carteretoffers...
Added Security—each saver’s account is insured to $lO,OOO by an
agency of the U. S. Government,and further safeguarded by Carteret’s
own reserves, now more than $l5 million. Total assets, now over $238
million, includemore than $2O million in U. S. Governmentsecurities.
Added Profit—ls extra dividend days every January, April, Julyand
October. Savings received bythe 15th of those months earn from the
Ist—a liberal4%* per annum, compounded or paid quarterly.Dividends
paid from day of deposit at all other times.
JOIN THE SWING TO SECURITY AND PROFITI Save at Carteret,
in person or by mail. Carteret pays the postage.
•oo ftcoouota of $6Oor Mv
AND LOAN ASSOC IAT I O N
9 Convenient Locations: 866 Broad Street, Newark (Main Office)
Newark: 500 Bloomfield Ave. 744 Broad Street
Springf ield-Borgenj359 SpringfieldAva. Roseville: 487 Orange Street
Commuter: Penn Railroad Station A City Una: 712 Springfield Avenue
East Orange: 606 Central Ave. South Orange: 159 South OrangeAva.
jsfskNEW JERSEY TERCENTENARY
COLLEGE BULLETIN:
limited MALE Enrollment for September 1964
Houiing availoble In Reiidence Hall under conuuction
Women'i application! being accepted for September 1965 only
Fully Accredited Four Year College
Catholic - Coeducational - Tuition $550 per year
S.A.T. Score! Required
For Further Information Write tot Admiiiiont Office
MARIAN COLLEGE
Box 20 3200 Cold Spring Road
Indianapolii, Indiana
for
LEARN
better
pay^j
ELECTRONICS
WHILE STILL
EMPLOYED
Electronic
School
255 PASSAIC AVE., KEARNY, N. J. TELEPHONE 998-8833
Nimt_
UNO HE COMPLETE INFORMATION AND BOOKLET.
A*«_
. Clty_ Slit»_Strwt
Two busiest doors in the house..
Tho whole famtiy will enjoy the wonderful convenience of a
modern Refrigerator-Freezer! Meal-lime or snack-time,daytime or
nighttime, it win bring added pleasure to a home. Stock it with
your favorite dishes, frozen food specialties, all the things your
family loves to eat. Many models are frost-free—never require
defrosting.
MGfHATOH-m
~. buy on* at your favorite store
® PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
TAXRATIN-B SERVANT Of A GREAT STATE
ACADEMY OF
SAINT ELIZABETH
SECONDARY SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
Founded 1860 Fully Accredited
SISTERS OF CHARITY
Convent. New JdFeey
£jk JEfferson 9-1600
M EDI CAL
ANTS
SECRETARIES
LAB ■RAY techs
fcptoeotin PyeetOr.e 11R1 1
If Dav-Krt Cleeeen
.r
r /r„M N.T.S.Ue^d
Requeet Cetejos (LI-
EASTERN!wS!wau»
UMbAm.<l«t».)NY4 mjj,
What About You?
. . . A Franciscan Sisterl
. . . GIVING YOURSEIf to a lif.
completely dedicated to the salva*
tion of toult . . . through prayer,
work, sacrifice and joy . . . by using
your talents at a Nurse, Laboratory
and X-Ray Technician, Secretary, Ac-
countant. Dietitian, Seamstress, Cook,
as well as in other hospital depart*
meats and In anew extension of our
work in the Catechetical and Social
Service Fields ...
there is no greater charityi
(Write—giving your age—to Vocation
Director 767-30th St., Rock Island.
Illinois, for further details of this
happy life.)
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR WOMEN 16-35
Serve God by Serving Others
Sister* of Reparation
of the Congregation of Mary
• Providing Horn* lor Poor and
Friendless Woman and carlnt for
thair spiritual, mental, physical
nan ■%.
• Taaching Catechism to all a«ai of
Children and Taan Aoart.
• Conductlno Raildancaa for Work*
ino Girls.
Write: Vocation Dlrertreas
143 Wot 14th Street, N. Y. 11, N. Y.
Talaphona: CHelsea 3-3340
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWEII, NEW JERSEY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISIERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Folly Accredited Oftuing A.B. and B.S. Degrees
Founded In 1899 by the Sisters of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
PROVE YOUR LOVE FOR CHRIST
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother
(A FRANCISCAN COMMUNITY)
Activities Hospitals: nursing pharmacy.laboratory. X-ray office. library, and doma>uc
work. Schools: catechetical, elementary, and
secondary schools: professional and practical
schools of nursing. Homes for the aged, the
convalescent, and homeless children. Foreign
mlastons Age 14 to 30.
Write te Vocational Directress,
St Merrlt Avenue, Oonvllle New Jersey
(Telephone: OA 7»00l>
nil art Invited te or ■ nttd m
Leatherette bound certificate
CUSTOMARYOffttlNfc
PERPEITML WOWtCUAL MEM
FRANCISCAN MISSIONARY NNION
138 WEST 31st STREET. NEWYORK 1, NEW YORK
Utegecra MOP?. N no answer, otdl PE 62241
PRIESTS JESUIT BROTHERS
itn’d i P4 J**1* 1° tht Krvtca of Jaaua Chrlatand Mis Church at homa and in Uia foreign mlaalona. For Information wrttai
Director of Vocations, 39 E. 83rd St., New York 28, N.Y.
(Phone 212 RE 4-1146)
O P*"* [-1 Brothers
— Are
Name
Address
CHy ...
Sports Spot
Grace Before, After Triumphs
by John Teehan
Pro golfers Tony Lema and
Ken Venturi, both of whom
starred dramatically in cli-
mactic victories, showed an
unusual kind of courage at
public interviews which fol-
lowed ... the courage to ad-
mit their need for religious
help and to give thanks pub-
licly.
At the presentation ceremo-
ny outside the clubhouse on
June 28 following bis Cleve-
land Open triumph, Lema end
ed his customary remarks of
gratitude before 20,000 hnshed-
spectators with: "But most of
all I thank Almighty God.
Without the courage He gives
me at. the Communion rail, I
would not .be standing hero at
this moment."
Champagne Tony had re-
ceived Communion at St.
Dominic’s Church a few hours
before teeing off. His wife dis-
played one of her husband's
prized possessions, a medal
blessed by Pope Pius XII, 12
days before the Pontiff died.
Tony, of course, acknowledged
that the putter he borrowed
(for good) from Arnold Palm-
er, helped too.
Lema's first championship
this year was the Bing Crosby
Open where he had Rev.
(Col.) John R. Durkin, an Air
Force chaplain, as his ama-
teur partner. During the tour-
bey, Champagne Tony served
as altar boy at Father Dur-
kin's Masses,
,
IT WAS a priest who started
Venturi on the road to win-
ning the U.S. Open. This he
proclaimed in a televised press
interview after he staggered
dripping witli perspiration and
near collapse to victory at the
Congressional Country Club,
Rethesda, Md.
"Half of this trophy in fact
just about all of it belongs
to a priest who was a tremen-
dous help to me, Father Mur-
ray."
In San Francisco, Rev.
Francis K. Murray, assistant
at St. Vincent De Paul parish
said, "I tried to help him feel
that no matter what the out-
come, if he did his best as
a human being, he was a suc-
cess . . ."
Venturi, who was on the
verge of giving up golf as a
career before meeting Fathor
Murray in January said his
faith in himself was restored
by thp priest.
Asa result of talks and let
ters, Venturi said, "I had a
great mental attitude for this
tournament."
Father Murray said: "Even
if he had to die out there he
would have finished. He was
determined to prove to him-
self and to the world that lie
could do it."
Scton Hall University placed
two members of its 1904 base-
ball squad on the Sporting
News College All-America
team, the only college to do
so. The two choices of the
professional scouts were third
baseman John Montelcone and
.second baseman Jack Tracy.
The last time a Pirate made
this All-America team was in
1854 when second baseman
Bill Nolan was chosen.
Montcleone who batted .357
this season, totaled 98 hits for
his college career. Tracy. -320.
led with 100 career hits.
Ed Donovan, first baseman,
and Bob Kocmalski, shortstop,
who have been teammates on
the Marist High School base-
ball team for the past three
years, will see each other at
Notre Dame University in the
fall when they enroll.
Donovan paced the HCIAA
Southern Division batters this
past season while Kocmalski
has been rated a top major
league prospect.
♦
Fran Murphy Jr. showed he
was a chip off the old block
when he won the Mayor James
J. Shccrin Trophy as the out-
standing athlete of the 30th
annual West Orange Recrea-
tion Department track meet,
July 4 at Colgate Field.
His father, St. Benedict's
Prep track coach, dominated
the same meet in 1943 and
1946. Young Murphy, a junior
at Barringer High, took three
firsts and one second prize.
Cadets Begin
Grid Training
JERSEY CITY - Grid try-
cuts for Cadets of Chrlsi the
King teams in A1 Blozis and
Pop Warner leagues are being
held daily at West Side Park.
Jersey City boys, 10-15, in-
terested in playing should con-
tact Rev. Francis Hurtx, Ca
dels coach, or his assistants
at 10 a m. Weight limits are
115 pounds for Pop Warner
play and 160 for A1 Blozis
competition.
Those interested in helping
with coaching may contact Fa-
ther Hurts at DElaware 3-4862.
For further information call
A1 Trescott at HE 5-3046.
Crusaders Face Away Season
ORADELL—Bergen Catholic
will take on Teaneck in foot-
ball this year in the only
change from the 1963 sched-
ule. The Crusaders have
dropped Fordham Prep. But
all games will be played away
since the home field is being
rebuilt.
Just as in last season, the
Crusaders will open with St.
Joseph’s of West New York
and end with a traditional
Thanksgiving Day clash with
Don Bosco. Four of their nine
games will be against Tri-
County Catholic Conference
foes.
The complete schedule is:
Sept. 20. at St. Joaeph's <WNY).
Oct. 4. !-:••€» Catholic; Oct. 10. Tea
n#ck; 11. Si. Cecilia Vi 25. Pope Plu»*.
Nov. I. Scton It nil i 7, Paramua; 15.
Qu««n of Pa*6V; W. Don Boaco*
(11 a.m.>.
J *Trl-County Catholic Conference
Early Ticket
Buyers Gain
Free Passes
NEWARK Early purchas-
ers of tickets for a golf exhi-
bition match for the benefit
of St. Mary's Orphanage here
will receive free passes to the
clubhouse at Forsgate Country
Club, Jamcsburg on Sept. 20,
the day of the match.
Sam Snead and Julius Boros
will compete against Wes Ellis
and Stan Mosel.
Tickets arc on sale at Bam-
berger's ticket office and the
Tall Men's store here, the of-
fice of the Jersey Golfer. Or-
ange; the Park Studio, Plain-
field; the Florham Park Inn,
Florham Park, and the Gar-
den State Bowl in Union.
St. Mary's Orphanage has
been operating since 1861.
Olympic Cinders
Strongest Squad Faces Toughest Competition
By ED GRANT
NEW YORK - The 1964
Olympic track and field team,
the strongest U.S. squad ever,
will face by far the strongest
competition in the history of
the games and should bag a
baker’s dozen of gold medals,
not counting duplications for
relay triumphs.
This is the consensus of
opinion following the first of
two “final” trials for the ma-
jority of the events held July
3-4 at Randalls Island Stadium
here. Performances were im-
pressive in almost all of the
17 events, with Olympic rec-
ords being matched or bet-
tered in eight of them.
Eastern athletes grabbed
seven of the 17 Olympic berths
decided, in the meet by win-
ning their events. This num-
ber included Harold Connolly,
the Boston College alumnus,
who won the hammer throw at
Melbourne in 1956, and Tra
Davis, the LaSalle graduate
who, like Connolly, will be
competing in his third Olym-
piad in the hop, step and jump.
A THIRD Catholic star who
has clinched his ticket to Tokyo
is Jerry Siebert, a doctoral
student in physics at the Uni-
versity of California, who
came out of retirement this
year at the urging of Olympic
track and field chairman
George Eastment, former
Manhattan coach. Siebert won
the 800 meters in 1:47.2.
Joining this group will be
such stars as Dallas Long of
California in the shot put, A1
Oerter of New York in the
discus throw, John Thomas of
Massachusetts in the high
jump and Dyrol Burlesqn of
Oregon in the 1,500 meters.
All of.these men were at Rome
in 1960, with Oerter winning
his second Olympic title and
the others placing among the
first six in their events.
Some of the flashy new-
comers to the team will be
sprinters Trenton Jackson of
Rochester and Henry Carr
of Michigan, quarter-miler
Ollan Cassell of Texas,
pole vaulter John Pennell of
Florida and distance star Bob
Schul of Ohio. Cassell, who is
married to an alumna of St.
Vincent's Academy. Newark, is
presently living in Nutley.
NO PRESENT Catholic col-
lege undergraduates (or June
graduates) made the team in
New York, but four of them
have fine chances to make
the grade at Los Angeles in
September. They are Bill
Boyle, Notre Dame, who ran
fourth in the 400 meters; Tom-
my Farrell of St. John’s,
fourth in the 800 meters; Vic
Zwolak of Villanova, fourth in
the steeplechase, and Tommy
O'Hara of Loyola, who ran
second to Burleson in the 1,500
meters. They will be joined by
Villanova grad Paul Drayton,
who placed third in the 200
meters.
Lucans List
Five Loop
Grid Rivals
HOHOKUS—St. Luke's will
only play five Big Eight Con-
ference rivals this year in
football instead of six as in
1963. The Lucans have re-
placed Morris Catholic with
Ciesskill.
The opening and closing
games will be the same with
Marist providing the initial
test Sept. 9 and St. Mary's
of Rutherford doing the closing
honors on Thanksgiving Day.
The complete nine-game
slate is:
Sepl. 27, Marlat.
Oct. 4. at Oratory*; 10. at Creix*
Mill li. BayleyKllard*; 25. O. L.
Lake; 31. Emeraon.
No\ ft. at O. L. Vallay*; 15. at Im-
maculate Conception*; 26. St. Mary’i
<R> (!5i30 am.)*.
Kl*ht Catholic Conference.
Essex League Deadlocked
MONTCLAIR St. Thomas
the Apostle, Bloomfield and St.
Joseph’s, East Orange, stayed
neck and neck in the Essex
County CYO Intermediate
League as both posted victor-
ies July 5. They lead the loop
with 3-0 records.
Dennis Sasso hurled a one-
hitter at Branch Brook Exten-
sion to nip St. Rose of Lima,
Newark, 1-0. St. Thomas com-
bined two walks and a throw-
ing error for the only run.
Sasso struck out 11 batters.
ST. JOSEPH'S turned back
St. Aloysius Newark, 8-5, as
winning pitcher John Caruso
fanned 13 and teammate Vin-
cent Salerno hit a three-run
homer. Ronnie Stapleton was
tagged for the loss.
Immaculate Conception,
Newark, and Sacred Heart,
Bloomfield, remained dead-
locked in third place. Immacu-
late romped, 11-2, over St.
Peter’s Belleville, as Butch
Porcclli picked up the mound
decision over Michael Welch.
Sacred Heart was awarded a
forfeit over St. Lucy's, New-
ark, which has dropped out of
the league.
the standinoi
St. Thomas j o
St. Joseph’* 3 0
Immaculate
Sacred Heart
St. Ro*c i 2
St. Aloyalus
g- {***”'» / o 3SI. Lucy't i 0 3
„
JULY 'lj SCHIOULI
| v * st ' Aloy»lu«. 1 p.m.
v ‘ Sl Thomu. 1 p.m.
Immaculate v». SI. Jowph't. 3:30 p.m.
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HARRY F. MURPHY
7S CLINTON ST., NEWARK 2
Phone: MArkal 3-2831
sHomr
herelILIIL /CHEVROLET?
jSAVE
MORE!
MAKE YOUR DEAL NOW!
'64 CHEVYS
Immediate Delivery • All Models & Colors
Biggest Savings Guaranteed Used Cars
u,-?V.Sf" V L’-Pm u. U AMMB,,NO ' rtf. BIT. IMI
3085 Kennedy Blvd.
(Mrmtrfy Hv4md IM.)
JERSEY CITY • OL 6-8000
4 BLOCKS NORTH OF
JOURNAL SQUARE
I▲
RABATS &
RABAT VESTS
Made to order, beat material
and *orkmanahlp.
M. SCHWICKERT
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
FOR CHURCHES, SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
SPECIALISTS IN
* Residential Roofing
* Leaders & Gutters
* Siding
EL 3-1700
*4J NEW POINT ROAD
ILIZAIITH, N.J.
ESTABLISHED 1915
FOR AN INSURED ROAD TO A
HAPPY FUTURE#
1Education]
\ travel^
tt
Open Separate
Savings Accounts
For Each Goal.
Make sure that trip—-
your child'* education
—retirement and
rPRbPERT^>
com* com* tru*
opening separate in*
lurtdaccountifortach.
doyi. Monty deposited
on btfor* th* 15th tarn*
dividends from the lit.
SAVE BY MAlL.Write for
o Fret Savt-by-Mall Kit.
W* pay poitogt both
wayi.
4
Smlnfi Inland to 110,000.- Amu Ovir 098,000,000.
BARTON
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
1111 RAYMOND ILVO., NEWARK • Market 2 3350
560 BROAD ST., NEWARK
Moth Offices O/te/% Wed. to 8 PM. Free Parking .
CAMP ST. JOHN
conducted by lh»
Sitters of
St. John the Baptist
Gladstone, NJ.
234-0640
SOYS 4-10 GIRLS 4-14
$35 per Week
Activities include swimming
hiking, tennis, archery, pic
nics, boating, hay rides, vol
leyball, softball, campfires
movies, dramatics,/' and in
door games.
Sond for brochuro
Ouoit houto ovolloblo for womon
July 5 - August 22
ST*
WURTSBORO, N.V.
FOR BOYS. Alt
A Perfect Spot For
A Perfect Vacation
• Fin# Food • Modern
Facilities • All Sports
CAM!* FORDHAM provides
everythin* the real boy wants
for a vacation. 500 acres of
rollin* hills and woodlands
. . . a private lake, high up in
the picturesque deer country
of the Catskills. Head coun-
selor: Edward Kilkelly, Teach-
er and Track Coach. St. Ag-
nes H. S., Rockville Centre.
tOW WEEKLY BUDGET
RATES
For Catalog or Information
Write or Call:
MICHAEL MARGELLO
CAMP FORDHAM
W'jrtsboro, N. Y.
TURNER t-tttt
UNION COUNTY
GET
ALL 3
At BENICK DODGE
On The Brand New
'64 DODGE
1. Lower Prices 2. Better Service 3. Immediate Delivery
That'* Whit Mikts the Big Difference between Btnlck Dodge and other
dealers. The (trices are elweys right at Btn.ck Dodge . . . You’ll like the
efficient way our service work is done at Benick Dodee . . You cen
select your '64 Dodee from our big Inventory at Benlck Dodee . . ALL
READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERYI
1 ‘ ’ 1
New tersey'e Highest
Area Penetration Dealer.
Authorlied Dodge DealerShop Benick Today!
BENICK DODGE1 Mile bit at Carden State Celt #ll7ISO W. Westfield Ave.
_
Roselle Perk. CH 5-7222
BKN W. MILANA. PRESIDENT
OVER
150
USED
CARS
NEW
BUICKS
4
OPELS
ONLY GAYLIN
OFFERS YOU THE LOWEST
PRICES ON USED CARS
PLUS
100% Part* and Labor
Guarantee at No Co*t to You
GAYLIN BUICK e MU 8-9100
Opon Till 9
Wad. 4 lat.
Till 4
2140 MORRIS AVE., UNION
SPECIAL!
CHRYSLER'S oil new ECONOMY CAR
ONLY SICQC INCIUDINO THEIJ7J FOIIOWINO EQUIP.
\/ HEATER i DEFROSTERS y/ PADDED DASH l VISORS ,'ARM RESTS
l/DIRECTIONAI SIONAIS ( PERM OIL FILTER (/WINDOW WASHER
GOOD SELECTION GUARANTEED USED CARS
MURPHY BROS. MOTOR SALES
501 NO. BROAD ST., ELIZABETH • EL 5-5600
Uliiahelb’s Only Aulborited Dealer
CHRYSLER • IMPERIAL • PLYMOUTH • VALIANT • SIMCA
UNION COUNTY'S LARGEST VOLUME FORD DEALER
TOMORROW THE WORLD'S LARGEST ,
NAPPA FORD IRC.
"Where An Automobile la told Ivory 40 Mlnutee"
MS WWARK AVE. ILIZABI
,L *
Open Ivea. 'MI i| p
Saint James
A small school for <9 Catholic boarding
boys and a law day students. Clasaaa
ara small and tha program Is wlda and
thorough In scopa. Ona laachar for
•aoh 7 sludonts. Grades 4 through «.
v
.
raports to parents. Foe of
•1450. all Inclusive.
• alnl Jamas School, Berlin I, Conn.
CYO CAMPS
"COME ON UP!”
COME OH UP <o CYO cam* fM*
• ummtrl Htr.abock riding ia | w*t
• af th» • ■*ll acli«l(i|i yiu'll
•n|ay. TH.ra'i archary, • ■•rawing,
craft*, bo,aboil, camgfirti, can..,..
FOR 80Y5...
CAMP CHRIST THE KING
• LA/Rjroww, H.J.
*
•"d Ut* af athar great actuitl** fa*.
Yau can sign cp far fwa*»aabl, a
mantS. ar th# «hala avmaiav. la
cwma an v»...and hava a real vac*-
t.an tKla awn,marl
FOR GIRLS...
CAMP TEGAKWITHA
LAKt HOPATCOHG, H.J.
write on phQni ton uaoimnr,
CYO CAMP OFFICE • 101 PLANE ST.. NEWARK a Ml 3 2940
Authorized New Car Dealers
Sales - Service
V
WHEN BUYING OR TRADING
YOUR
DEALERI
123 East sth St.,
Plainfield
Knm
IFLamhleA.
MORE VALUE « MORE COMFORT
MORE ECONOMY • MORE STYU
Call PL 6-8664
Hoblitzell Rambler
FOR THE BEST DEALS IN AUTOMOBILES
ROTCHFORD PONTIAC
433 North Ave., Weitfield, NJ.
Tel: 232-3700
EDMUND J. ROTCHFORD, Pres.
A FINE SELECTION OF WESTFIELD
TRADED USED CARS
Of All Moke* Pontiac 3rd in New Car Salei
THIRD STRAIGHT YEAR
CLOSED WEDNESDAY EVENINGS
WHERE THE ACTION IS!
• OLDSMOBILE
ONLY DIRECT FACTORY
TOWN
OLDS DEALER in th« STATE
NEW and USED CARS
HU 6-5535
400 E, ST. OEORGES AVE. LINDEN, N.J.
ONE OF THE CHEVROLET BIG 5
SEE THEM ALL
AT MOORE
_
WHERE YOU BUY & SAVE
MOORE CHEVROLET ELIZABETH EL 4-370
B»rvln* Union County Tor Over 40 Yen I ClsmS Wed. Evee
Pray for Them
Rites Held for Father Moore
UNION CITY - Rev. Wen-
delin Moore, C.P., 55, former
director of St. Michael’s High
and Grammar Schools, Union
City, died July 1 at St. Vin-
cent’s Hospital, Montclair, aft-
era long illness. A Solemn
Requiem Mass was offered
July 3 at St. Michael’s Mon-
astery Church.
Father Moore was a native
of Jersey City and attended
St. Peter’s Prep and Seton
Hall University before enter-
ing the Passionists. He was
professed in 1929 and was or-
dained in 1936 at St. Michael’s
Monastery.
For 10 years, 1939-49, Father
Moore served in China and
during World War II was a
chaplain with the 14th U.S. Air
Force there. He received a
commendation from the Chi-
nese government for his work
with refugees and also earned
the Medal of Freedom from
the U.S. government.
On his return to this coun-
try, Father Moore was vice
rector of St. Joseph’s Monas-
tery, Baltimore, for three
years before coming to St. Mi-
chael’s for seven years, 1953-
60.
For the last four years, Fa-
ther Moore was chaplain at
Creedmore State Hospital,
Long Island, N.Y.
Other Deaths .
.
Mrs. William Pctcis, 71, of
Scranton, Pa., mother of Sister
Agnes Joseph, 0.P., of Cald-
well College, died June 28 in
Mercy Hospital, Scranton.
Rev. Joseph M. Walsh, S.J.,
79, former Jesuit provincial
and president of Spring Hill
College, died June 29 at Mo-
bile, Ala.
Mrs. Helen V. McCarthy of
Springfield, Mass., step-mother
of Rev. John E. McCarthy of
Immaculate Conception, Mont-
clair, died July 1.
Bernard M. Flusk, brother of
Rev. Joseph F. Flusk of St.
Rose of Lima, Newark, died
July 4.
Edward P. Sheehy, 66, of
Jersey City, father of Brother
Edward Sheehy, S.J., died
July 1.
Alfred L. Kirby, 78, of New-
ark, father of Sister Mary
Xavier, S.J., of Chestnut HMI
College, Pa., died July 3 at
his home.
In your prayers also remem-
ber these, your deceased
priests :
ISeicark
. . .
Rev. Joseph McDonald, July
10, 1961
Rev. Francis J. Hourigan, July
11, 1933
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Patrick Cody,
July 12, 1920
Rev. Joseph G. Fulcoli, July
12, 1960
Rev. Charles A. Smith, July
12, 1932
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Edward A.
Kelly, July 13, 1941
Rev. Joseph A. Maj, July 13,
1944
Rev. Constant Ferdyn, July 16,
1914
Rev. John A. Dillon, July 16,
1926
Paterson
. . .
Very Rev. Felix, Penna,
5.D.8., July 16, 1962
FATHER MOORE
First Mass
On Return
WEST ORANGE Rev.
Richard M. Liddy, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph A. Liddy here,
will offer a Solemn Mass of
Thanksgiving in Our Lady of
the Valley Church, Orange,
July 19 at noon on his return
from Rome, where he was or-
dained for the Newark Arch-
diocese Dec. 18.
Father Liddy had been
studying at the North Ameri-
can College at Rome and Gre-
gorian University, earning a
licentiate in sacred theology.
Previously he attended Our
Lady of the Valley School,
Seton Hall Prep and University
and Immaculate Conception
Seminary, Darlington.
Rev. William J. Duffy, pastor
of St. Luke’s, Hohokus, and
Rev. Philip D. Morris of Our
Lady of Mercy, Jersey City,
will be deacon and subdeacon
at Father Liddy’s Mass. Msgr.
John J. Feeley, pastor of Our
Lady of the Valley, will preach.
Thomas McArdle of St. Ber-
nard’s Abbey, Alabama, will
be master of ceremonies.
Minor ministers will include
William Reilly, John Ford,
Francis Schiller, Kevin Cun-
ningham, Arthur Schulte and
Michael Niculsi.
Novena to St. Ann
At Newark Parish
NEWARK The annual no-
vena in honor of St. Ann will
be conducted at St. Ann’s
Church here July 18-26 by Rev.
Francis J. Melvin, C.M.
Services will be at 3:15 and
7:30 p.m. daily with a blessing
being given with a relic of
St. Ann after each service. A
vial of oil blessed with the
relic will be given to those at
the closing.
Contact Seen Key
To CFM Success
DENVILLE Personal con-
tact—with civil rights work-
ers to promote interracial jus-
tice and with more Catholics
to promote new membership—-
was one topic discussed July
5 by more than 200 priests
and laymen at the annual con-
vocation of the Paterson Dio-
cese Federation of the Chris-
tian Family Movement at St.
Mary’s parish.
In its 12 workshop sessions,
the year-old federation exam-
ined topics from race rela-
tions to finances and latpr at-
tended a dialogue Mass
celebrated by Rev. James L.
Fallon, CFM chaplain.
THE WORKSHOP also con-
centrated on ways to more
successful Catholic family liv-
ing: full family participation
at Mass, discussion of Mass
lessons with children, the pro-
motion of spontaneous prayer
in the home and of Bap-
tism as a real family event.
Members were urged to set
the example of how CFM
works for other Catholics
and their pastors. They noted
that pastors should be told
how CFM aids the spiritual
growth of the parish and how
its action programs can be
used to promote parish work.
This, as well as active seek-
ing of members among indi-
vidual families, will aid the
growth and the work of CFM,
delegates were told.
After Mass, Bishop Navagh
Father Fallon, and Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Fitzgerald of New
York, CFM Area 2 chair-
couple, addressed the gateher-
ing. A social followed.
Letter Stresses
Duty to Animals
NORTH ARLINGTON
Msgr. Leßoy E. McWilliams,
pastor of Queen of Peace
Church here, has sent a letter
to every pastor in the U.S. on
behalf of the National Catholic
Society for Animal Welfare, of
which he is president.
The letter points out the du-
ties which men have to God
in regard to animals. It quotes
Dorn Jean Leclercq, European
scholar, to the effect that “The
closer man comes to God, the
friendlier are his relations
with animals.”
Msgr. McWilliams also
stressed the many references
to animals in Scripture and the
pronouncements of several
Popes on the subject.
Plan Observance
Of Labor Day
NEWARK - The Guild #>f
St. Joseph the Worker i3
planning a Labor Day observ-
ance for all workers Sept. 7,
beginning with Mass at Sacred
Heart Cathedral at 10 a.m.
Auxiliary Bishop Dougherty,
president of Seton Hail Uni-
versity, will celebrate the
Mass, preach and preside at
the blessing of the tools.
An informal reception will
follow at Thomm's. John Fee-
ney and Walter Niles are
chairmen.
New Program
At Hospital
ELIZABETH - St. Eliza-
beth’s Hospital has received
approval from the Residency
Review Committee in Internal
Medicine for a three-year resi-
dency program in that field, it
has been announced by Sister
Ellen Patricia, administrator.
The program is the result of
five years of planning and will
be the first of its kind in
Elizabeth.
Residents will also do some
basic science work at Seton
Hall College of Medicine and,
during their second and third
year, will rotate for short
periods to hospitals in New
York City. The program be-
came effective July 1.
Parish Center
For St. John’s
BAYONNE Anew parish
center and school building is
currently under construction
at St. John’s Byzantine Church
here, it has been announced by
Rev. George M. Kandra, pas-
tor.
The one-story building is be-
ing built to the rear •of the
church on East 27th St. It
will include an auditorium
kitchen, lounge, coat room,
storage rooms', balcony and
four classrooms. Eight class-
rooms will be added at a later
date.
Cost of the project will be
$375,000. It is expected to be
completed by next spring. St.
John's is one of the parishes
in the Eparchy of Passaic.
BAYONNE CENTER - Construction has begun on the new parish center for St. John's
Byzantine Church, Bayonne, which is shown in the architect's conception above. The one-
story building will contain an auditorium, auxiliary rooms and four classrooms, with
provisions to add eight classrooms when necessary. The architect is Robert J. O'Neill
of Perth Amboy.
Blind Workers
Set Conference
NEW YORK CITY Rev.
Richard M. McGuinness,
president of the American
Federation of Catholic Work-
ersfor the Blind, will cele-
brate the opening Mass of the
annual conference Aug. 1 at
St. Francis of Assisi Church
here.
The conference will begin at
11 am., following breakfast at
the Statler Hilton. Father Mc-
Guinness, who is director of
the Mt. Carmel Guild Apos-
tolatc for the Blind, will also
serve as a discussion leader
on an afternoon panel on “The
Volunteer Necessary Part-
ner.”
There will be a discussion of
the federation’s 1963 statement
of policy at noon, led by Msgr.
Thomas J. Rilley of Philadel-
phia. Papers on the cur-
riculum for the blind child and
attitudes towards the blind will
be read by Robert Bowers and
William Johnson of Brooklyn
K of C Aides Named
UNION CITY State De-
puty Stewart A. Schoder Jr.
of the Knights of Columbus
has announced the appoint-
ment of district deputies to
serve councils in the Archdio-
cese of Newark and Diocese of
Paterson.
Those named in Newarlc'are
James R. Confroy of Union:
Raymond E. Elliff, Roselle
Park; Charles R. Mihalik,
Rahway; Dennis J. Burke Jr.
Union; John F. Shannon,
North Arlington; Kenneth E.
Murray, Belleville; Francis A.
Pace Jr., Maplewood; Gerald
A. Farley, West Caldwell;
John W. Dietzel, Jersey City;
Vincent J. Pagnotta, Hobok-
en; James C. Rochford and
Stanley E. Heller, Jersey City;
James F. Gorman, Teaneck;
Vincent A. Baldasseri, Cliff-
side Park; Joseph Jordan,
Oakland; Andrew P. Vasco,
Wallington; Richard J. Mat-
thews, Hawthorne; Joseph F.
DeFlora, Waldwick; Alexander
Baxter, Arlington, and Joseph
M. Motisi, Lyndhurst.
In Paterson, deputies named
were Hugh E. DeFazic, Dov-
er; Walter F. Coss, Pompton
Lakes; Eugene E. Ough Sr.,
Lake Hiawatha; George J.
Beilin, Waldwick; Joseph M.
Wallace, Wharton; Lawrence
T. Lyons, Clifton, and John E.
Reddington, Denville.
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LOOKING FOR A HOME 1N...
ST. JOSEPH'S PARISH
OF WEST ORANGE?
10 year* young and completely cuttom built. Located
in desirable St. Cloud section? Living room with charm-
ing fireplace; paneled dining room; 3 bedrooms; 2 full
tiled baths; eat-in kitchen; hot water gas heat. Conven-
ient to St. Cloud grammar school and Saint Joseph's
Church and parochial school. Local and N.Y. buses.
Asking $25,300, owner has purchased another home
and is open to reasonable offers!
Eves., Call Mrs. Mulvihill, RE 1-9308
IRENE McGOVERN. Realtor
383 Nortfield Ave., West Orange, N.J.
RE 1-2600
FAMILY MONUMENTS
john f. a. McGovern
/f&h MEMORIALS
f authorized okai.kh
ViKCTy (opp. Holy Cron Cem«t«ry>
\sb>' 307 RIDOB ROAD
NORTH ARLINOTON Ni.
W Ymin 1 7473 DEl'war* 11330
SWEET'S JULY BEST BUYS
CONVER
| FOLDS INTO
PACKAGE
ONLY
2” HIGHI
FOLDING
GRILL
With two position
fi re box.
A real
boy for
Electric
SOLDERING GUN'
It’s The Famous
DUAL HEAT MODEL!
Two trigger poll- Rofl- S»9S
tions provide In-
stant switching to
high or low heat*
Meats instantly.
gd&v**
20” WINDOW FAN
Can easily be used on floor,
table, or in aewindow. Cbols
up to 5 rooms when used as
on exhaust
fan. Off.
white with mm |ii
white guards W ™
and strap mi
handle.
.BOW.Art*
0*
KLEEN
Quickly cleans dirty
tile joints, masonry
surfaces.
Reg.
1.30
Manning-Bowman
Va inch
ELECTRIC DRILL
Powerful 3 Amp,
Motor
Geared Chuck
• Side Handle
• Locking Switch
SWEET SELLS
414 N. WOOD AVE., LINDEN, N. J.
Open Friday 'till 9 P.M. HU 6-1776
Free Parking in the rear of the store
ADVOCATE CLASSIFIED MARKET PUCE
Rato*: 1 insertion 42c per line 4 insertions 40c
per line Minimum 3 lines
Deadline; Monday 4 P.M.
Write to The Advocate
31 Clinton St.. Newors. N J.
or phone MArket 4-0700, Ext 32
HELP WANTED MEN
Retired or Mini-retired 1 orracr Sain Executive. The men I am eeektni la
Probably at or near retirement age who wtabee to remain active In buatneee
either on a lull or part time baiie. He will act aa Dloceaan Rtpreeenutlve lor
Newark to leeae beautiful low rental home-apartmenta for a retlrement'-clty In
Arizona that waa aponaorcd by Chrlatopher City Houatng Development
Corporation which la made up of the memberehip of Tucaon Council if lay) of
tIM Ko||htl 111 Cftlnmhnf
High •train**. Dignified.
Write to G. Alfred McGinnis,
Gen. Manager, Christopher City,
3401 North Columbus Blvd., Tucson, Arizona
HELP WANTED FEMALE
WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR
FEMALE-STENO
TYPIST
SECRETARY
MALE - SALES
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
"MANY OTHERS'*
BURNS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
Broad k Market MA 3-7103
NEWARK
COOK
Experienced, lor rectory la Morrti County.rw<«r middle lied Indy with no depend-•otJ. to live In. Reptyßox 249 The Advo-
«»te. n Clinton StTNewnrk. N J
In. LPN or mntured unman
—» corn of axed man. Private
room and board plus aalary. LocatedIn Rockland County. PI we 7m .9094,
K
Houaeworker Waltreae
rectory In Ellxsbeth. aleep In. other
p employed. J prteeta In reeldence.
'™ n '*n
„
desired. Reference.
ST'ySfff l- Bo * *M. The Advocate.
II Clinton at., Newark. N. J.
SITUATION WANTED
ft™!* "“red lady teacher Interceied
in FTMlunan Knfllih or History. Doctor*eta equivalencies. Perm«»nTlfcpgl£
rn. The Advocate, n Clinton 8t„ Newark.
AUTO-DEALERS NEW CARS
CADILLAC
SALES * SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
am r/fc, . S*i*cUon °* Ceed CanMO Central Ave. Newark
Phone MA 4-2255
BROGAN CADILLAC-OLDS
New Jersey's Largest Cadlllao
Distributor
Authorised CADILLAC - OLDS
SALES k SERVICE
W Passalo Ave. CUfton N. J.
OR 3-3900
SPERCO MOTOR CO.
CADILLAC -'OLDSMOBILE
■ALES - SERVICE - PARTS
.. CReetvtew 1-4J70
MORRIS AVE. e SUMMIT. N.
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
MOORE CHEVROLET
feubiuh'd sine ua
SALES - SERVICE • PARTS
OR USED CARS
Diol EL 4-3700
m N. Brrtd St. Plxabeth
CHEVROLET
SARGENT MOTORS, INC.
Authorized
SALES k SERVICE
W Rids* ltd., N. Arlington WY 14000
CHEVROLET
CORVAIR CORVETTE
KONNER CHEVROLET
Amertca'e Largcat
Chevrolet Dealer*
«7J Hloomtleld Ave. Caldwell
CA 6-6666
DEMARTINI CHEVROLET
Authorized Salea Service
CHEVROLET CHEVY □
CORAUt _ CORVETTE
Complete Line of Good Uaed Cara
MS Anderaon Ave., CUffelde Part
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH VALIANT
TOWNE MOTORS INC.
Direct rectory Dealer
Salea Parta Service
Uaad Care Body Shop
U St. Georse Ave. W. Linden. N. 1.
Phon* HUntsr 6-1400
PATERSON
LINCOLN-MERCURY
"Large Enough to Know You"
Small Enough to Serve Yen
Authorized Peatery Dealer
LINCOLN - MERCURY - COMET
SALES - SERVICE - PARTS
AR 1-2700
McLean Bled.. Paternal
FLETCHER
LINCOLN - MERCURY CORP.
Continental a Mercury a Comet
***** * ** rv| w - Parte S Acceaeortee
Sale Buy Uaed Care
B FRANKLIN PL. SUMMIT, N. Jl.
CR 7-0940
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
Tot the Beil Deal In
OLDSMOBILE
•m JOYCE OLDSMOBILE
• Authorized Salta 4 Struct
• Guaranteed Ueed Cara
PI 4-7500
171 Glen Rids* Ave. Montclair
TOPPETA MOTORS INC.
VALIANTS e PLYMOUTHS
CHRYSLERS • IMPERIALS
Guaranteed Ueed Cara
PARTS • SERVICE e BODY’ SHOP
Dial HU 3-0015
<2O Bloomfield Avt, Newark
1964 PONTIAC - TEMPEST
All Model! and Color* Available
For Immediate Delivery
BEST DEAL IN STATE
MAXON PONTIAC
Phono WA 3-6900
1477 N. Broad St Hillilda
, PONTIAC
New Car Salta • Service . Part*
Guaranteed Ueed Car*
Flneet Body Work 4 Repair Service
eTROPHY PONTIAC
*M BVay. Cor. Mtb St. Bayonne. N. J.
HE 7-4900
RAMBLER
See Jerry Slxnore
ELM AUTO SALES
SALES - SERVICE - PARTS *
WYman 8-7311
a Kearny Ave. Kearny. N. J.
VOLKSWAGEN
TAYLOR MOTOR SALES INC.
Authorised Dealer
SALES e SERVICE e LEASING e PARTS
Phono 489-1300
Berfen'oounty.I'***1'****10
C. J. DILLON INC.
Authorised VOLKSWAGEN
SALES . SERVICE - PARTS
Collision Work a Specialty
• CA 6-8620
sa Bloomfield Ave.. Caldwell
AUTO SERVICE & REPAIRS
G. M. Transmission Service
Plymouth* Ford* Chevrolet, Bulck,
mobile* Cadillac, any make autoi
will Install a rebuilt tranemUeion. g
tnUod 6 month*) \ price quoUd?
BUILDERS
Builders Over 40 Years
Alteration* Masonry Carpentry
Water-proofing. Shrines.
MULCAHY BROS.
IM Valley SI.. So. Oranje. SO 3-1262
or SO H472. Evenlnia DR >4443.
BUILDING MATERIAL
VIOLA BROS. INC.
Uiion 4 Lumber M.rt
COMPLETE UNE OF BUILDING
MATERIALS 4 SUPPLIES
For Prompt Delivery Cell
NOrth 7-7000
180 Washington Avt. Nutley. N. J.
FUEL OIL • OIL BURNERS
JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
"Making L Serving Friends
Since 1891
T*
Oil Burners Installed 4 Serviced
Metered Deliveries 24 Hour Service
Dial Ml 2-2727
136-136 Adam. St. Newark. N. J.
FLORISTS
JONES THE FLORIST, INC.
Nutley'a Olde.l Florlat Eat. 1000
Call Ue For Your Floral Need.
NOrlh 7-1022
Store and Creenhotue
166 Paaaalo Ave., NuUey. N. J.
MOVING & STORAGE
Moving 4 Trucking. Reduced nice (or all
Bergen and nearby countiea. Pleaae call
before * A.M. or after 7 P.M.
H*-1W» WALTER BALZI
I» ( Jeraey City and All lludaon County—
GALLAGHER
MOVING 4 STORAGE INC.
DELWARE 3-7600
for local and long dlatance moving
HENRY P. TOWNSEND
MOVING STORAGE PACKING
At Your Prompt Service
PL 5-1881 • AD 2-4464
Ml North Ave. W. Weatfleld. N. J.
Call theae Phonea:
CH 5-2483 • MU 8-4465
NURSING HOMES
BROOKBEND
CONVALESCENT HOME
Where proleaalonal nuretng care
la guaranteed to the medical.
. ratra,*
Owner 4 Reg. Narae In Charge
W NewarkPomptun Tpk.
lord IBM Wayne N.J.
LAUREL MANOR - A CERTIFIEDHOME for elderly men and women
c l“* attention and care, ralea re aeon,
ahlei Elmwood MIM, p.o. Boa 1M
Spring Valley. New York.
THE HEMLOCKS
• Dtattnctlve Country Surrounding*
• Kind it Hour Nuraing Care
• Pkgalclana In Attendance
• fftirglral-Medlral-Chrunir.Agrd
• ALL MEALS HOME COOKED
N. PASSAIC AVE.. CHATHAM. N. J.
Dial ME 5-835 J
PHARMACISTS
NUTLEY
BAY DRUGS CO.
Jamea Riccio. Reg. Phar.
Baby Needa
Prescription! Promptly Filled
Cut Rate Drugs and Cosmetics
219 Franklin Ave. NOrth 7-2909
JERSEY CITY
VALENTI'S PHARMACY
JOSEPH VALENTI. Rtf. l'htr.
Prescription! Baby Needs
Photo Dept. Fret Delivery
738 West Sldt Avt., opp. Ftlrvlcw
Jersey City. N. J.
PHONE: DE 32084
NEWARK
Sam it George Martorana. Props.
LISS PHARMACY
Established over 30 years
Four Registered Pharmacists
Free Delivery Open Every Day
From 9 a.m. to 11 p.m.
#794 Mt. Prospect Avenue, cor,
Montclair Avenue.
HU 3-4749 Newark. N. J.
PLUMBING & HEATING
NO MONEY DOWN. No payment (or •
months. 7 years to pay. SORCUINI BROS.
Newark ES 1-4440. Plainfield PL 7tta.
ROOFING S SIDING
Serving All North Jeraey
FREE ESTIMATES ON YOUR
ROOFING & SIDING
Gutters, Leader* A Repairs. Aluminum
Storm Windows. Doors A Jalousies
HACKENSACK ROOFING
S3 FIRST ST,
487-5050
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
SLIPCOVERS
Custom mad* slipcover, lit.
Sofa or 2 chain. Heupholstery $39.
Kelley 374 8301.
TRAILERS FOR SALE
NIMROD CAMP TRAILERS
Riviera MM.. Pioneer MM. Safari |3M.,
Rentals MO. par weak _ Jim llaalia.
278 Rt. a, Wayne. N, J. CL #OO7O.
TRAVEL AGENCIES
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
TRAVEL SERVICE
Servln* the Public Sine* IBM
Steamship A Air Reservations
roura Cruise, Honeymoon Trip:
'•'a* Broad Bt. Newark MA 3-lT4<
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
BLOOMFIELD
THE JR'a or HEAL ESTATE Tor
RAPID HEUAUI.E RESULTS call
R. MARASHLIAN & CO. Roaltoi
170 Broad St.. Bloomfield. N.J. PI MU'
FORKED RIVER
FORKED RIVER, N. J, New ratlreme
home, on bulkhaaded lagoon lot. lar
porch. J bedrooms, wall oven, hot wal
oaal, yoar round living. 811.800.00. Rat
Boa 2M. The Advocate. >1 Clinton S
Newark, N. J.
FORKED river/ N. J, _ J bedroe
houa* on corner lot. near the water, i
tachad garage, year round living. 1 yas
810.500.00. lleuly Boa 271, T
Advocate 81 Clinton St., Newark. N.
FREEHOLD
Moving to the Country??
Farm*, acreage and country home*
SEND FOR FREE U'JT
ALPERN, Realtor
Freehold, N. J.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
GREEN ISLAND
FOR RENT* Two bedroom house —one
block from beach at Green Island, near
Toms River. Furnished ready lor Im-
mediate occupancy. Call 349-SM7. Dv week
or month.
TRACY It HANKINS. INC. •
GLEN RIDGE
NATHAN RUSSELL. INC.
Established Since IR9O
REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE
237 Ridfewood Ave. Glen Ridge N.
PI 3-5600
HARRINGTON PARK
Seven room colonial. living and dining
room with fireplace: kitchen, den. air-
condition first floor. 3 bedrooms and
bath second floor; full basement. 2 car
garage. 89x190 shrubbed property, 16x32
swimming pool. 2 blka. to public school.
Vk blk. to parochial school, all stores
and N. Y. buses. Principals by appoint-
ment only. 769-1037.
KEARNY
BORGOS & BORGOS
REAL ESTATE IN ALL ITS PHASES
and APPRAISALS
Phona WYman 1-4344
693 Kearny Ave. Kearny
KINNELON
FAYSON LAKES
Year 'Hound Vacation Living
$19,700
An array of detail so exceptional you'll
blink at the low price! Spacious 2-»tory.
i bedroom dwelling on a beautiful 100x100
lot. Stone fireplace in the living room,
birch cablneta In the modem kitchen,
separate dining room. 2 attractive bed-
rooms bath. Wait! There's more
-- glass-
ed-in front porch. 2 lIKPKOOMS AND
TILE HATH ON 2ND FLOOR. Partial
basement. Hot-air oil fired heat. It's In
fine condition. See it! Klnnelon children
util attend the new Our Lady of
Magnificat Parochial School.
FAYSON LAKES
' COMPANY
HKAI. KSTATK
Hoonton Av. .1 Kayaoti Lake ltd
Klnnelon Mom. County
TErmlnal MM
LAKEWOOD
Ranch Tr I-Lev el, almoot now J Hr. 2
“ ‘ M '° oo -
JAY KAPLAN REALTY CORP.
MS THIRD STREET, LAKEWOOD
MMM3 Op«n 7 D.y. It Hr I'honr s.>t 1.,
LITTLE FALLS
JAMES E. MARSTON
Realtors Insurers
Phone:
II Center Avt. Little Fella
LITTLE SILVER
LRU* Stiver: tlv. bedroom, .pill with
2Vk belli.. Hell) Gam. Roam. a.ceUant
condition throughout, It Krt plot. (Microti
at SHAW.
Wearf-Nemeth Agency
ua W. Front St.. Red Utnk. N. J.
C»H 'HI 22(0 (or appointment.
MOUNTAIN LAKES
I bedroom,. I belli, ranch, panelled den
with llrepltco, large acreonad porch,
lovaly landecaped lot, cerpctlng and
MONMOUTH COUNTY
1 Ballu. Large Living Hoorn.
inhlaat area. Play Room Collar.
Bdrm. It
_ __j. Kitchen with
operate breehleet
«cM eMfini Pool, 122.000
J. LESTER RIGBY, Assoc., Inc.
>4 Shrewsbury Ave., New Shrewsbury
Phone 741*2741
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
PT. PLEASANT BEACH
YEAR ROUND OR SUMMER
Seven room ranch with full cellar and
garage. fireplace In the living room to
add that homey feeling bring your boat
up to your lawn. Perfect for the children
*18.500.
READY TO RETIRE
The hard work haa been done. Lawn la
beautiful, fence* In good ahj|pe. Awnings
are up. So are the acreen*. Present owner*
leaving area. 5 room* and bath. 813.500.
D. A. MAHONEY REALTOR
1300 Bt.ttr D.m Road. Point PleuMt. N.J.
sdf
REAL ESTATE FOR SAlb
SHORT HILLS
RITA COLE'S SUBURBAN REALTY
Serving Short HIU». Mi! Iburn
Sprlngf’eld .ind Vicmio
1 SHORT HILLS AVE SHORT HILLS
REALTORS OREXEL 8-OOM
SOUTH ORANGE
BUYING OR SELLING A HOME?
Call HERB CONNOLLY M
SO 3-0405
RAYMOND CONNOLLY CO.
.
REALTOR
Specializing In South Orange A
Maplewood over SO Year*
S W. So. Orange Are. South OranS*
SPARTA
Serving • Lake Mohawk • Sparta Area
Developing • Fox I lot km Karma. Sparta
E. G. ANDERSON, Realtor
Our Multiple Listings
It 15. Sparta. m41t147fl
Must transfer. 4 bedrooms. 2 car garage.
$16,000
All year horn*. 3 bedrooma. larfa llvln*
room, dining and racroalion room, garage.
Near beach, churchea. public and CatbeUo
><bools, ji.wo will purchaae thla home
with low cloalng Itea.
$16,000
3 bedroom ranch home, llvln*. and dinln*
riiA. va or convenu
small down payment.
BEIERLE & FIRMAGE, INC.
REAL ESTATE ANI) GENERAL INS.
SPRING LAKE
SPRING LAKE: We oiler thla very clean
two bedroom, year round home. Located
41* blocks from ocean. Living roam hat
cherry llrcplace. lull dining room, kitch-
en
4 pantry. Taste approalmatety trw.oo
per year. Rear yard lanced la for children
or pete. Immediate occupancy. C2OAOO
LONGSTREET AGENCY KEALTOkS
»U Morris Ave„ SPRING LAKE 4404400
SUMMIT
EDMONDSON 4 FISHER. Realtors
Healdentlal. Commercial, InduMrial
Serving Summit. New Providence.
Berkeley Heights
34 Beechwood ltd.. Sum nut CR 0-7100
Let our experienced eteff
Find a home lor yon
We Will Take Your Homo la Trade
HOLMES AGENCY
Realtor Eat. 1806
ttl Morrla Ave.« Summit. CR S-1400
UNION
In Union County gi surrounding area.
I-at ua help you to aolect a horn# fog
your comfort and hapolneaa.
pur eapertaneo la your protoetloa to
buy or eoll. call oa
john p. McMahon
IBSB Morrla Ava.. Union MU S-34M
WAYNE
JOHN WEISS CO . Realtor
I*o7 Paiaraon Hamburg Tpke Wayna
OX 43300
SUMMER VACATION RENTALS
BP * Ul° attracttva 7 room henn
. Private
Phune'llE ROOTS.
Holy Orders
In Rome
NEWTON A member of
St. Paul’s Abbey here will be
ordained at the Abbey of Su-
biaco, Italy, by Bishop Giusep-
pe Placido Nicolini on July 11,
according to Abbot Charles V.
Coriston, 0.5.8.
Receiving Holy Orders will
be Rev. Philip W. Madden,
0.5.8., son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Madden, 610 Trinity
Ave., fironx. He entered the
Benedictine Mission Seminary
here in 1952 and is now at San
Anselmo's College, Rome,
where he is working for his
licentiate in theology.
Father Madden has also at-
tended St. Anselm's Grammar
School, the Bronx; Cathedral
High School, Manhattan; St.
Benedict's College, Atchison,
Kan.; St. Mary’s School of
Theology, Morristown, and the
University of Freiburg, Switz-
erland
He will celebrate his first
Mass in Italy July 12 and will
return home in July, 1965.
FATHER MADDEN
Catholics to English,
Anglicans to Latin?
LONDON (NC)
- While the
Catholic Church in England is
preparing to use English in
part of the Mass, the Stato
Church of England Is seeking
to extend its use of Latin.
This move is included in one
of two Anglican Church meas-
ures submitted —as the Es-
tablished Church must to
Parliament for approval. Gen-
erally, they seek legal recog-
nition of practices already in
use in the Anglican Church.
These two small requests,
not important enough to mer-
it the title of parliamentary
bills, are expected to arouse
in the House of Com-
mons as further signs of the
Anglican Church’s alleged
“drift to Rome."
ONE IS CALLED the Ves-
ture of Ministers Measure, and
it covers vestments and rub-
rics. The other is the Prayer
Book (Miscellaneous Prov-
isions) Measure, and also
deals with rubrics and liturgy.
The little group of Protes-
tant Members of Parliament
is planning to fight them tooth
and nail. One such M.P. was
said to have declared that
some of their intended prov-
isions legalizing stone al-
tars, mass vestments, un-
leavened bread for Holy Com-
munion and extending the use
of Latin were “attempts to
legalize the Roman Catholic
forms."
One clause in the Prayer
Book Measure would extend
the use of Latin. The Act of
Uniformity, establishing the
State Church in 1558, allows
Latin in Oxford and Cam-
bridge universities and in the
three big Anglican colleges of
Westminister, Winchester and
Eton. Now it is proposed that
it should be allowed in other
universities and “such other
places of religious and sound
learning . .
THE LAW at present pro-
vides that the bread used at
communion shall be "such as
is usual to be eaten.” Another
clause in the new measure
would allow bread “whether
leavened or unleavened.”
A further clause in this
measure allows Bishops to
appoint special feast days. The
vestments measure would al-
low Anglican clergymen to use
the stole among other things.
This is now a common prac-
tice, but is in fact unlawful
according to the Act of Uni-
formity.
Lutherans Hear
Bishop Wright
PITTSBURGH —The first
Catholic Bishop to address a
Lutheran Church convention
in this country told some 2,500
delegates It is essential that
Catholics and Lutherans "re-
capture a common family feel-
ing.”
Bishop John J. Wright of
Pittsburgh urged studies to-
ward this end at the second
biennial convention of the
Lutheran Church in America,
which has a membership of
3,227,000.
It was the second time with-
in recent weeks that Bishop
Wright spoke before a major
Protestant convention. Pre-
viously he addressed the Gen-
eral Conference of the Meth-
odist Church here.
Bishop Wright greeted the
Lutherans as “brothers in
Christ.” He recalled in a quo-
tation from Pope John XXIII,
the declaration of St.
Augustine that Christians,
even though divided, will cease
to be brothers only when they
cease to say the Lord’s
Prayer.
Manhattan Names
Engineer Advisors
NEW YORK - Kenneth A.
Roc of Ridgewood and John
Mulhearn of Glen Rock have
been named to advisory posi-
tions with the Council on En-
gineering Affairs of Manhattan
College.
Roe, president of Burns and
Roe, Inc., a New York en-
gineering firm, has been
named to the Consultor Com-
mittee on Mechanical Engi-
neering. Mulhearn, personnel
vice president of the New York
Telephone Cos., was made
chairman of the Committee on
Electrical Engineering.
Family Life
FRB-CANA FOR THE ENsAOID
l9-15 - Nutley. SI. Miry'a. OB P
Auj. IS BtrgrnMeld, SI. Johi
■CviajiilM. WII 5-Dl2O.
A HI. 1-9 - Uvinotm. SI. Phllomcnn'a.
oR 15888.
Aug, 15-23 Bomllc Pirk. Assumption.
Auj. 15-13 Newark, St. Fraaclg
Xavier. OR i-aau.
WINNING FLOAT - This float sponsored by Our Lady of the Highway Council, Knights
of Columbus, little Falls, won first place in the service organization division of the
Little Falls Independence Day parade. The float shows medieval knights and friars
rallying to the cause of the Cross under the patronage of Mary.
Fair Lawn Parish
Schedules Novena
FAIR LAWN A novena to
St. Ann will be held at St.
Anne’s parish here, July 19-27,
with devotions daily after the
9 a.m. Mass and at 8 p.m.
The devotions will Include
prayers, a sermon and Bene-
diction. Confessions will be
heard at 8;30 a m. and after
the evening services. Rev.
Mark Breen, 0.F.M., of the
Franciscan Mission Band will
preach.
Blood Test Prevents
Brain Damage
TEANECK A blood test
which detects one cause of
mental retardation in new-
born babies has been initiated
at Holy Name Hospital here
under the direction of Dr.
Frank White, chief of pedia-
trics.
Devised by Dr. Robert
Guthrie of Buffalo, the test de-
tects the presence of
“phenylketonuria,” a liver dis-
ease which eventually result*
In brain damage. testing
each Infant, the hospital can
prescribe a special diet for
those afflicted and prevent the
mental disorder from develop-
ing.
U. S. News Briefs
Church Tax Suit Moves Up
BALTIMORE (NC) Par-
ties to a test tease on the con-
stitutionality of tax exemptions
for church and rectory proper-
ty have been given until Sept-
ember to file briefs.
Judge Wilson K. Barnes took
this action after a day-long
hearing on the pros and cons
of tax exemption for church
property.
The suit was filed last Oct-
ober by Mrs. Madalyn Mur-
ray, widely publicized Balti-
more atheist, against city and
state tax officials. Religious
groups, including the Arch-
diocese of Baltimore, have
also entered the case.
Mrs. Murray was represent-
ed at the hearing by attorney
Leonard J. Kerpelman, who
contended that the exemption
for church property is an un-
constitutional establishment of
religion; He said the exemp-
tion results in loss of $7B mil-
lion yearly in potential tax
revenues in Baltimore alone.
Francis X. Gallagher, law-
yer for the Baltimore Arch-
diocese, said the state has a
right to choose whom it will
and will not tax, and it exer-
cises this right in exempting
church property on a non-dis-
criminatory basis.
Assistant State Atty. Gen.
Mathias J. DeVito said the
state has a duty to “accomo-
date” the religious views of
citizens, and tax exemption of
church property is such ac-
commodation.
The Rhode Island Supreme
Court in 1961 upheld the con-
stitutionality of exempting
church property from taxation,
and the U.S. Supreme Court
turned down an appeal for
want of a substantial Federal
question. A similar test case is
now pending in Illinois.
•
SundayLaic Junked
AUSTIN, Tex. (RNS) A
Texas law which allowed the
sale of certain items on Sun-
day only in the event of an
emergency was declared con-
tradictory here by the State
Supreme Court.
The ruling said the law was
confusing because, in addition
to requiriqg the existence of
an emergency, it required
proof that purchased items
were necessities.
The decision denied a state
appeal for a permanent in-
junction forbidding sale of cer-
tain items on Sunday by a dis-
count house. The store had re-
quired customers to sign a
"certificate of necessity" af-
firming that their purchases
were necessary for “the wel-
fare, health or safety of hu-
man or animal life.”
•
Anti-C.omnuinist Hill
SAN FRANCISCO (NC) - A
petition drive to outlaw the
■Communist Party in California
is progressing rapidly, accord-
ing to the Baptist minister di-
recting the movement.
Rev. Elliot Paulson, state
chairman of the Churches
Against Communism, said
400,000 signatures have been
obtained supporting a state
constitutional amendment to
be voted on in November.
Bishop Aloysius J. Willinger,
C.SS.R., of Monterey-Fresno,
and Coadjutor Bishop Francis
J. Furcy of San Diego have
given permission to Catholic
organizations in their dioceses
to support the measure, which
would make it a felony for a
person to belong to a subvers-
ive organization.
•
Family Plunninn
DETROIT (NC) - Plans are
underway for a family plan-
ning service to be conducted
under Catholic auspices here.
Rev. Kenneth P. MacKinnon
of Detroit, national moderator
of the National Federation of
Catholic Physicians’ Guilds,
said it will be centrally lo-
cated, and will be a referral
service for Catholic couples
who, for economic, physical or
emotional reasons, wish to lim-
it their families by the use of
the rhythm method.
Voids Sunday Law
LINCOLN, Neb. (NC) The
Nebraska Supreme Court has
struck down as unconstitution-
al a state law banning unnec-
essary Sunday sales enacted
last year. The measure barred
the sale of certain items on
Sunday, but did not require
the closing of any business
establishment.
Busy Season
For Builders
At Greenview
A Kaylnn Release
PEQUANNOCK TWP. (PFS)
The emphasis is being placed
the 263-house Greenview Es-
tates community here to meet
summer delivery dates for
many of the first buyers in
the tract.
Sales director A. Marshall
Jones Jr. of Pompton Plains
reports 92 homes sold and
notes that builder William
Dudiak of Pequannock Town-
ship is pushing construction
for early delivery dates this
summer.
All 50 homes in the first
section are under construction
with eight families already
living at the tract and 11 more
due to move in before the end
of this month.
Dudiak also plans to start
construction in the second sec-
tion of the tract early this
month.
Offered at Greenview Es-
tates, located off Slingcrland
Ave. and Lincoln Park Rd.
west of Rte. 23, are four mod-
els priced from 519.490.
All four models, Cape Cod,
Colonial two-story, split-level
and bi-level homes can be
purchased with 10%down, 30-
year convential mortgage
terms.
Dudiak is placing the homes
on fully-landscaped plots aver-
aging 100 by 175 feet in an
area of this suburban com-
munity which is serviced by
city sewers.
HILLS OF TROY - This new model, "Ranch 'n' Half,"
has been added to five other models at the 100-home
Hills of Troy development site in Parsippany. The home
features five bedrooms, three bath., on a minimum sized
lot 100 by 150 feet and sells for $27,490,
A Million-Dollar Business
Each Month at Yorktowne
A Cher etsson-Carr nil Release
MANALAPAN TWP. (PFS)
For the fifth consecutive
month sales reached the $1
million mark at Yorktowne-at-
lloliday North, the 800-home
"total concept” community be-
ing created by the Hovnanian
Cos. at Gordons Comer Rd.,
one mile from Rt. 9 hero.
June sales activity saw the
public purchase 55 more
homes representing a volume
of $1,007,500. The 55 sales
brought the total to 295, with
the 300-mark expected to be
passed this weekend.
The comprehensive planning
and research which the Hov-
nanian organization put into
Yorktowne for the two years
preceding its opening to the
public were again in evidence
in the handling of purchasers.
Each family which purchased
at the tract was interviewed—-
if they wished—and their rea-
sons for selecting Yorktowne
and a. Yorktowne home were
sought.
The reasons most cited by
the purchasers were: 1) the
half-acre sites, 2) the vast
community facility program,
and 3) the 75-foot setbacks
for all homes.
Yorktowne will feature a
four-pool swimming club, rec-
reation building, a shopping
center of enclosed mall-walk
design, a professional build-
ing and bus facilities.
Homes priced from $17,990 to
$19,990 are each fully appli-
ance-equipped by the Norge
Division of the Borg Warner
Cos.
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11lMT
555
MT. PROSPECT
AVB N U U
NEW MESTI6E APARTMENTS
IN NEWARK’S FASHIONABLE
FOREST HILL SECTION
School*... Houses of Wor-
ship . . . Shopping , , .
Brineh Brook Park . . .
Erla-Uckawanni R.R. Sta-
tion ...Only Mlnutn Aw»y.
Dl CAMP EXPRESS. AIR-
CONDITIONED,NEW YORK
■USE* ... AND LOCAL
■UEEE ... STOP AT DOON
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
STUDIO... l-BEDROOM...
2-BEDROOM (2-BATH) APTS.
Italt Indudoi CENTRAL
AIR CONDITIONING . . .
OAS ... ELECTRICITY.
(PIN ME INSPECTION DAILY I
SHE INDI It *.M. TO I F.M.
DIRECTION*! Flam |r«M It.
Noirk, Wait on llgemllild
An. S blocks to ML Prespoct
An.i tun ri|M (north) tpproi.
jjlocko to 515 A 555 Ml.
noapact Annuo.
lHQih?
U 1 Brood St„ Nowartl
MArkat 4 8000
RantingOIIKO on Pramhaa
Tal. 484 0340
% LOT OWNERS
and Non-Lot Owners
WE CUSTOM BUILD YOUR COMPLETE
HOME IN 70 DAYS UNDER ONE SINGLE CONTRACT!
. Ilmlilr financing program . Cver ),000 lots to choose lioni
• Homes and lots from SlOO down
jLAFAYETTE HOMES of Ltdgtwood Chtloi
Rout*46, (4 miles West of Dover) JU 4-4918 I
WrtMit ebllfitki pltati wrU y»n FREEBROCHURE
I □ own IQ want to own
! • lot In eountv.
LOCATION
SEACREST BEACH HOMES
(ON THE ATLANTIC OCEAN)
SIACRIST, N.J.
* Private Beach Club
• Fine View of Barnegat
ijljlllJlJlljlulM • Liberal Financing
ul available
"VBP6CT'« • Select your lot now
FREE GAS DRYER WITH All GAS
Direetioni: Garden State Parkway South to Exit 83; than
East on Rt. 37 to Seaaide Heights; then north (approx.) 3miles on Rt. 35.
SIACREST REALTY CO. 793-6241
MORTGAGES
HOME IMPROVEMENT LOANS
ALEXANDER HAMILTON SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION
UNION VAUEY ItOAD • WEST MILrORD
PATERSON PA'B-3159 HAWTHORNE
SEE
FOREST
LAKES
for
"Unspoiled Natural Beauty"
ROUTE 206
ANDOVER. N. J.
YOU WILL LIKE IT
MOST PEOPLE DO
'/4-ACRE BUILDING SITES
MANY LARGER
From $1,995
Terms to Meet Your Budget
Buy now for present use
or future investment
Not only one— but many
builders ready to serve
you.
You will be glad you taw
Forest Lakes on Route 206,
Andover.
NewJERSEY'S FINEST LAGOON DEVELOPMENT
ON BARNEGAT BAY, WARETOWN
Quality, Cuitom-Bullt,Year ’Round
Homo* on Large, Fully Bulkheaded
Lagoon Lott
'-->10)0Complete
I, N.J.
Model 37 3-Bedroom
Ranch with Florida Room ►
Evtn our lowest priced models hsvs ell these lestures. Check them against other legoon developments.
■ Spacious Airy Room*
■ Urge Closet*
■ Ceramic Tiled Bathroom*
■ Custom Built Kitchen Cabinet*
■ 11 Cu. Ft. Refrigerator
■ Qaa Range with Hood
■ Qaa Clothes Dryer
■ Qaa Water Heater
I Charming Driveway Qasllght
■ Qaa Hot Watar Baseboard Heat
■ Full Insulation
■ Screen*
■ All City UtllHlee-Sewer*, Water
Maine, Qaa. Electricity
(In and paid tor)
■ Full Garage 11'x22'
■ Paved Road*
■ 100 Ft. Wide Bulkhaadad Lagoon*
■ Minimum W'xlOO' Lot*
■ Private Club House
■ Private Sandy Beech
Launching Ramp
MODEL HOMES OPEN 9 A.M. ’TILL DARK
Phone 609 - MYrtle 8-2698, or write for information.
DIRECTIONS: Take New Jersey Garden State Parkway south to Exit 74
(Lacey Road). Turn left on Lacey Road. Turn right at traftlo light onto Route
9. Follow signs to Skipper* Cove -a three minute drive.
■ p
Jkipper*
Cove*
•Wholly owned subeldlary ot Suburban Propane Qaa Corporation
Dept A-79
Box 115,
Whlppany, MJ.
J*
NOW! in one of New Jersey’s
most famed lake recreation areas
4 BRAND NEW
value packed
model Homes
for you to choose from
PLUS
4 existing id-brick models
x
DriM
m
THE
$11,300
l
THE EDISON—Brick and aluminum, 3-bed-
room bi-level rancher. 1-car garage, large
living room, dining room, and full
mem—Only $ 18,300.
Superb mtoe In a prime auburban
location
. . . Enjoy year 'round
vacation living—fishing, boating,
swimming and water skiing at
famous Budd Lake, only a milt
away. Bask In the privacy of
your own half-acre plot—Just
40 minutes from Newark
and Naw York. Choose from
8 different models—cus-
tom designed to your
specification*. Stop by
today: weekends 9 Til
—k
3-bedroom atl-brick
ranch, 1-car garage, 1 bath, spacious lie-Ing room, dining room, kitchen, big closets,
full basement. $19,200.
derki weekdays
347-4241 or 347
3651 for on op-
polntment. Homes
THE JEFFEMON 81-LEVtt
_ Brick and
J ‘‘ding; living room, dining room,3 b«drooniB J bath off master bed-
roomi den, family room, utility, storagaand laundry rooms, U 4 baths, fireplace, 1-
car garage. From $21,700. '
eUn
2 l b4t "*' 3-bedrooms, large
kitrh«
d
n
°'ikn i!y n
.
g ,oom ' dining room,
n»m with slldfng glass
$22,46a
ba ‘ em#nt » I,C4f icragt. From
10%
DOWN
LIBERAL FINANCING
l/9 ACRE72 PLOTS
OfferingThen Superior Feature*
• Notpoint Deluxe Rangee
• Custom Kttohen Cabinets
• All-Brick Exteriora
• MarbleWindow Sills
• Heated Concrete Basements
• Macadam Driveways
• Steel t-Beare Construction
WJECTJONSr Route 46 west pest Netcong
and Budd Lake to Smithtown Road, turn right
on Smithtown Road and continue past Shore
Road intersection, 750 yards to Old Indian
Springs Road, turn right to Rldga Road and
Modal Homes.
% ESTATES
RIDGE ROAD BUDD LAKE. NEW JERSEY
Paris: 85% Catholic, 11% at Mass
By PATRICK RILEY
PARIS (NC) The first at-
tempt of the Church in France
to rally the immense non-prac-
ticing Catholic population
around its church-building pro-
gram has fallen far short of
expectations.
Maurice Cardinal Feltin of
Paris appealed to the non-
churchgoing Catholics through
a full-page advertisement in
every Paris daily newspaper.
Four million copies were pub-
lished. Only 2,000 people re-
sponded with contributions:
one for every 2,000 newspa-
pers.
“WE BARELY covered the
cost of the advertisement, ’
sighed Rev. Jean-Bernard
Pailloncy, S.S., director of the
Paris archdiocesan building
center “Chantiers du Car-
dinal” (the Cardinal's Con-
struction Company).
"But some way must he
found to bring these people to
their own aid. We are in a
race with time.”
This urgency may seem ex-
travagant to the tourist in
Paris, who finds a church on
every third street and tends to
think of Paris as a city of
churches. And so it is in the
older quarters frequented by
tourists.
But in the quarters built
during the 19th century and in
the sprawling industrialized
outskirts, the picture is quite
different.
“Some parishes number 70,
000 people,” Father Pailloncy
said. “We haven’t enough
churches for our present popu-
lation, and as for the
future. . .”
THE PARIS Archdiocese is
roughly 15 miles square. It in-
cludes the entire city, with
three million people, and most
of the suburbs, with another
three million.
Wjthin this territory, since
the end of the war, the state
has built apartments for more
than half a million families.
During the next 10 years it
expects to double that.
What this means to the arch-
diocese —a demand for 142
new churches.
THE PRICE of land has
risen steeply. The problem is
especially acute in Paris, with
its dense population and high-
ly concentrated industrial com-
plex.
Even if the churches arc
built as cheaply as possible
(Father Pailloncy says plans
call for “very simple”
churches) the money needed
for land and churches ap-
proaches the $3O million mark.
State aid is ruled out by a 1905
law separating Church and
state.
Until this year the Church
had appealed to the churchgo-
ing population through ser-
mons. Last year about SI mil-
lion was raised this way. “At
this rate the churches we need
by 1975 wouldn’t get built un-
til the year 2000.” Father
Pailloncy, said.
TURNING TO another set of
statisttics, he said:
"Eighty-six per cent of the
population of Paris is Catho-
lic, according to the baptismal
records. But only \\% of the
people goes to Mass. That
leaves 75% the vast major-
ity who never hear our ap-
peals for help.
“Most of these people are
not hostile to religion. Many
of them would be happy to get
to Mass and the Sacraments,
but are hindered by one thing
or another.”
It was to reach this non-
practicing population that Car-
dinal Feltin launched his ap-
peal in the press, on April 23.
“The response was very dis-
appointing,” Fatuer Pailloncy
commented. “But perhaps it's
a question of conditioning pub-
lic opinion, which is a gradual
process.
“If we continue this sort of
advertising in the future, wo
expect that the response will
be better.”
HERE'S HOW - John J. Breslin (right) chairman of the Holy Name Hospital Advisory
Board, shows a pledge cord to Archbishop Boland at the dinner for the hospital at
Tammy Brook Country Club, Cresskill, June 30. Looking on are Donald Borg of the
Bergen County Hospital Board and Msgr. Leo T. Martin of Star of the Sea, Bayonne.
The hospital plans,afund drive.
Religion and Race
To Aid Culturally Deprived
CLEVELAND, Ohio (RNS)—
The Diocese of Cleveland,
through its school board and
Catholic Interracial Council,
will strike at the educational
weaknesses of culturally de-
prived children this fall.
A broad program of en-
riched classes and instruction
for “dropouts” will be
launched as a pilot project at
St. Thomas Aquinas School in
a Negro neighborhood.
The project Is the result of
a study of the culturally de-
prived by grade school prin-
cipals in 14 predominantly
Negro Cleveland parishes last
September, followed by a pas-
tors' study in January. If suc-
cessful, the Aquinas experi-
ment will be expanded to all
14 parishes.
Highlights of the project are
a "group experience” class
to prepare pre school children
for formal education, partici-
pation in the federal hot lunch
program to help correct seri-
ous diet deficiencies, personal
health and mental hygiene
courses with special instruc-
tion in grades five through
eight, remedial classes for
high school drop-outs and lead-
ership training for high school
students and adults.
Referendum Forced
ANNAPOLIS, Md. (NC)
Opponents of Maryland's new
public accommodations law
apparently have succeeded in
forcing it to a referendum in
November.
Samuel Sctta, operator of an
Easton motel and president of
the Maryland Petitions Com-
mittee, said he has filed near-
ly double the 23,000 signatures
needed to suspend the law and
force a referendum.
Enacted by the legislature in
March, the law extended to all
23 Maryland counties privi-
sions of a 1963 public accom-
modations act from which 12
counties and Baltimore City
had been exempted. The law
had strong intcrrcligious sup-
port.
Cooperation If ,u*
ROCHESTER, N.Y. (RNS)—
Three Protestant, Catholic
and Jewish groups here joined
in winning a court case up-
holding the transfer of stu-
dents to correct racial im
balance in Rochester public
schools.
The Rochester Area Coun-
cil of Churches, the Catholic
Interracial Council of Roch-
ester and the Jewish Commun-
ity Council participated in the
case as respondents-interven-
ora on the side of the defend-
ants the Rochester Board
of Education and Superinten-
dent of Schools.
In upholding the transfers
the Appellate Division of the
New York State Supreme
Court upset a ruling which
maintained that the shifting
of about 130 Rochester chil-
dren, most of them non-white,
was unconstitutional.
Recruit Volunteers
To Protect Churches
KOTTAYAM, India (NC)
An estimated 10,000 persons
have been mobilized to protect
Catholic churches in southern
India's Kerala State following
a series of raids and desecra-
tions.
‘Call Me Sister’
Says This Pastor
NATAL, Brazil (NC) For the past year four Brazilian
nuns have been in charge of a parish at Nisia Floresta a re-
mote farming parish in the interior of Brazil.
In a rare experiment in parish organization, the four Bra-
zilian Sisters of the Missionaries of Jesus Crucified have been
given complete control of the parish. Their mother superior has
the title of a parish vicar with all the power accorded that posi-
tion by canon law.
WHILE BARRED from performing strictly priestly duties
such as saying Mass or administering the sacraments, the nuns
run the parish, hold two daily prayer services in the church
teach catechism, receive prayers for the dying and in emergen-
cies administer Baptism.
The parish was long without a resident parish priest, so
Bishop Eugenio de- Araujo Sales, apostolic administrator of the
Archdiocese of Natal, entrusted it to the nuns last year. A priestfrom Natal visits the parish once a week to administer the
sacraments.
‘Mixed’ Marriage:
Couple and Clergy
ST. LOUIS The groom
was a Catholic and the bride
an Episcopalian.
And at their wedding, one
clergyman was a Catholic
Rev. Leonard Jackson, O S B.
—andanother an Episcopalian
the Rev. Claudis Miller.
BOTH CLERGYMEN officl
ated and both used the Episco-
pal Book of Common Prayer
in an unusual ceremony
worked out by Joseph Cardinal
Ritter of St. Louis and Episco-
pal Bishop George L. Cadlgan.
The couple are Mr. and Mrs.
Patrick C. Barker. Mrs. Bar
ker is the former Susan Hoop
Ekbcrg. They were married in
St. Genevieve du Bois Catholic
Church in suburban Warson
Woods.
During the ceremony Father
Jackson, a faculty member at
St. Louis Priory School,
blessed the bride's ring using
z formula from the Episcopal
prayer book. He officiated at
the exchange of vows, also ac-
cording to the prayer book.
FATHER LEONARD also
gave the "exhortation" accord-
ing to the Catholic liturgy and
imparted a final blessing.
The Rev. Miller gave the in-
vocation at the ceremony’s
start and pronounced the cou-
ple man and wife, besides giv-
ing them an Episcopal bless-
ing.
A spokesman for the arch-
diocese said canon law had
been observed since Father
Leonard was official witness of
the marriage and noted that
Catholic and Episcopal wedd-
ing ceremonies are quite simi-
lar.
Fr. Orrico
Is Honored
EMERSON Rev. Caesar
G. Orrico, administrator of
Assumption Parish here, has
received an Honoris Causa
doctorate from the Para Uni-
versity, Brazil, for his assis-
tance to priests in the Amazon
region.
The award was presented to
Father Orrico recently at the
Brazilian Trade Bureau, a di-
vision of the Brazilian Em-
bassy, in New York. The oc-
casion was a surprise party to
honor Father Orrico on the
21st anniversary of his ordi-
nation. Jose B. Machado, di-
rector of marketing for the
Brazilian Trade Bureau, made
the announcement.
Father Orrico was praised
for promoting good will be-
tween the U.S. and Brazil,
helping to spread religion and
raise the standards of the de-
prived people in the Amazon
region.
Marian Novena
In Englewood
ENGLEWOOD Rev. Quen-
tin J. Duncan, O.Carm., direct-
or of the Eastern Shrine of the
Little Flower, will conduct the
annual July Novena at St.
Cecilia's Church here, starting
July 12.
Novena sermons and serv-
ices will be held at 3:15 and
8:15 p.rn. under the theme of
"The Tides of Our Lady.” It
will close with evening services
on Monday, July 20.
Library Reveals
Summer Hourh
ORANGE Summer hours
for Our Lady of the Valley
parish library will be Monday
and Thursday evenings, 7:30 to
9, and Sunday mornings, 9:45
to noon. The library is located
across from the church at Val-
ley and Nassau Sts.
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Borgos & Borgos
Insurance
of all kinds
593 KEARNY AVENUE
KEARNY, N. J. |
GEOROE J. BORGOS
ALBERT H. BIAZI
WILLIAM i. GLACCUM
Mien* WYman I-*7OO
CONTINENTAL POOO
Shomm&
Muttc/i€OH & Sbuut+l
•o PARK AVENUE
NEWARK
HU 4.7200
Save «*tHAFETY
PROFIT
•‘lui
**ssBs®*® °*k ** !>?-•*-
sss—•"
w
J H
SAVINGS and Loan Association
40 Commerce Street, Newark 2, N. J. Mitchell 3 0260
Doily, 9 to 4, Wednesdays lo 8 p.m,
TREE HARKING AT KINNtT GARAGE ACROSS THE STREET
the Ham®
r/&j\ineynever/p
|(K hurry yy/r
& JICVIOj
(lira slow cured: * 'dr*'*"*"*iv
l«n, luk lout, •" (Seed “rrrrteeplnii
lender, dellcile V J?
AUUnU k Krebut brendt (2-10 Ibt.)
Picnics m Fun!
J
0
’ Stock up for the Weekend/
CLIP THIS COUPON
100
FREE EXTRA
MERCHANTS
GREEN
STAMPS
i 1 Merchants
FREE EXTRA
MERCHANTS GREEN STAMPS
WITH THIS COUPON »Nti m«CH*SI OF
*4r**4r* $7.50 or More
I't.pt Ci 0 o„ll,,, Fr.»K M,lk,IVHk* O.nm rr Fair Troll. It.mi.
A*,l(. Only - On. C.up.n F.r Fnmily
v
ITT A DDITION TO IHI FT.
""
Vo, ° WT «
„h,
i
FOOD Shop
BONELESS
STEAKS
Shoulder
London Broil
or Flank
lb.
B»HC
CHE**115
39‘
FYNE SPRED
MARGARINE
2 Mb. Acpkg ,
store sliced
bologna
1 LB. PKG.
SUCREST
GRANULATED
SUGAR
ib.
bag
For Location and Store Hours of
Food Fair Nearest You...Call
HU 6-2000 or MA 4-5705
—Wt reserve the right to limit quantltioe,prices effective thru July 11
L
